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Summary
Determining the sense of a word within a given context, known as Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation (WSD), is a problem in natural language processing, with considerable
practical constraints. One of these is the long standing issue of Knowledge Acquisition
Bottleneck - the practical difficulty of acquiring adequate amounts of learning data. Re-
cent results in WSD show that systems based on supervised learning far outperform
those that employ unsupervised learning techniques, stressing the need for labeled
data. On the other hand, it has been widely questioned whether the classic ‘lexical
sample’ approach to WSD, which assumes large amounts of labeled training data for
each individual word, is scalable for large-scale unrestricted WSD.
In this dissertation, we propose an alternative approach: using generic word sense
classes, generic in the sense that they are common among different words. This enables
sharing sense information among words, thus allowing reuse of limited amounts of
available data, and helping ease the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. These sense
classes are coarser grained, and will not necessarily capture finer nuances in word-
specific senses. We show that this reduction of granularity is not a problem in itself,
as we can capture practically reasonable levels of information within this framework,
while reducing the level of complexity found in a contemporary WSD lexicon, such as
WORDNET.
Presentation of this idea includes a generalized framework that can use an arbitrary
set of generic sense classes, and a mapping of a fine grained lexicon onto these classes.
In order to handle large amounts of noisy information due to the diversity of examples,
a semantic similarity based technique is introduced that works at the classifier level.
vii
Summary
Empirical results show that this framework can use WORDNET lexicographer files
(LF) as generic sense classes, with performance levels that rival state-of-the-art in re-
cent SENSEVAL English all-words task evaluation data. However, manual sense clas-
sifications such as LFs are not designed to function as classes learnable in a machine
learning task; we discuss various issues that can limit their practical performance, and
introduce a new scheme of classes among word senses, based on features found within
text alone. These classes are neither derived from, nor depend upon any explicit lin-
guistic or semantic theory; they are merely an answer to a practical, end-task oriented,
machine learning problem: how to achieve best classifier accuracy from given set of
information. Instead of the common approach of optimizing the classifier, our method
works by redefining the set of classes so that they form cohesive units in terms of lexical
and syntactic features of text. To this end, we introduce several heuristics that modify
k-means clustering algorithm to form a set of classes that are more cohesive in terms of
features. The resulting classes can outperform the WORDNET LFs in our framework,
producing results better than those published on SENSEVAL-3 and most of the results
in SENSEVAL-2 English all-words tasks.
The classes formed using clustering are still optimized for the whole lexicon —
a constraint that has some negative implications, as it can result in clusters that are
good in terms of overall quality, but non-optimal for individual words. We show that
this shortcoming can be avoided by forming different sets of similarity classes for in-
dividual words; this scheme has all the desirable practical properties of the previous
framework, while avoiding some undesirable ones. Additionally, it results in better
performance than the universal sense class scheme.
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This thesis deals with Word Sense Disambiguation – a problem in computational lin-
guistics that focuses onmeaning of text at the lexical level. Dictionaries provide us with
ample evidence that most words in any human language has more than one meaning.
Human language understanding entails figuring out which meaning a word has, in
a given context. Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in computational linguistics ad-
dresses this problem of assigning a word its proper meaning, from an enumeration of
possiblemeanings. State of the art shows that supervised learningwith labeled training
data can achieve reasonable performance in WSD. However, creating enough training
data is known to be expensive both in terms of time and effort. It is this problem, com-
monly referred to as the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck (Gale, Church, and Yarowsky,
1992), that motivated the work presented in this thesis.
State of the art in WSD has been based on a Sense Enumerative Lexicon, or the idea
that words come with lists of senses, each list meant for a given individual word. In
contrast, we propose generalizing senses across word boundaries, as sense classes; this,
in theory, enables us to learn these generic word sense classes as common entities for
different words. As the proposed generic sense classes are shared among words, we
can reuse available labeled training data for different words. This is helpful in address-
ing the problem of the knowledge acquisition bottleneck.
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1.1 Word Sense Disambiguation
By definition, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of identifying the correct
sense of a word in a given context.
This definition involves the concept of sense. It is of no doubt that word senses exist,
or that language is ambiguous at the lexical level. Consider for instance the word bank
in the two sentences:
a. Peter got a loan from the bank.
b. The trees grow along the bank of the river.
It is obvious that the two meanings are different, the former denoting a financial
institution, and the latter, a slope on ground. This type of word-level ambiguity is
known as lexical ambiguity or polysemy. Different kinds of lexical ambiguities may
occur due to different reasons:
As characterized by the famous ‘bank model’ shown in the above example, words
can, seemingly accidentally, carry totally unrelated meanings. This kind of ambiguity
is at sometimes called contrastive ambiguity, or more commonly, homonymy. Another
type of ambiguity, sometimes referred to as complementary polysemy, is more subtle, and
involves the difference of usage within the same concept —as in
a. Bob discussed the financing proposal with his bank.
b. The bank is located at the heart of the city.
As far as contemporary computational approaches for WSD is concerned, there is
almost no practical difference between different types of lexical ambiguities; different
types of senses can be adequately handled by enumerating them in a list for each word.
This is the most widespread model assumed in the state of the art of WSD, and in most
of the available sense inventories and evaluation schemes.1 We will call this represen-
tation a Sense Enumerative Lexicon following Pustejovsky (1995, p.29).
1Although some popular sense inventories such as WORDNET come with hierarchical organizations,
most evaluation schemes such as SENSEVAL do not take the hierarchy into account.
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1.1.1 Utility of WSD as an Intermediate Task
WSD is an intermediate task in natural language processing. In other words, the out-
come of a WSD system does not have any use by itself, and is thought to help other
tasks in NLP, such as information retrieval and machine translation. However, the
opinions are divided on this issue.
In the literature, several comprehensive discussions on the potential uses are avail-
able. Probably the most widely cited and the most influential ideas on this issue are
those of Bar-Hillel (1970), who was under the strong opinion that fully automatic high-
qualitymachine translation requires that the system understandwordmeanings. How-
ever his ideas on the possibility of attaining good performance levels in WSD, as we
will discuss in the section 1.1.2, were sceptical at best.
Recent authors who addressed the issue include Resnik and Yarowsky (1997), Kil-
garriff (1997c), Ide and Ve´ronis (1998), Wilks and Stevenson (1996), and Ng (1997).
There is a general consensus that WSD does not significantly improve the performance
of tasks such as Information Retrieval, which was once considered to be a task that
would benefit from WSD (Krovets and Croft, 1992; Sanderson, 1994). Several other
authors agree with Bar-Hillel on the potential utility of WSD in Machine Translation
(Resnik and Yarowsky, 1997); WSD being a “huge problem” in this area (Kilgarriff,
1997c), and is considered to have “slowed the progress of achieving high quality Ma-
chine Translation” (Wilks and Stevenson, 1996); According to Cottrell (1989, p.1), sense
ambiguity is “perhaps the most important problem” faced by Natural Language Un-
derstanding (NLU). Kilgarriff, however, pointed out that the use of WSD in NLU is not
much of a promising area (Kilgarriff, 1997a), whereas there are good chances that Lex-
icography would benefit much from WSD, and WSD from lexicography (Tugwell and
Kilgarriff, 2000). He further shows that the usefulness of WSD in Grammatical Parsing
is not established. Carpuat and Wu (2005) showed, with empirical results on English
and Chinese language data, that WSD does not help machine translation; they claimed
that it can even reduce the translation performance by interfering with the language
model.
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In this work we do not try to establish the usefulness of WSD, or lack thereof, in any
particular NLP task. We will limit our attention to the problem ofWSD in itself, and fo-
cus on the performance as measured by standard WSD evaluation exercises (Edmonds
and Cotton, 2001; Snyder and Palmer, 2004).
1.1.2 Possibility of Sense Disambiguation
Interestingly, the very possibility of WSD is a matter of much debate. The issue is far
from solved; a reason for this is that the problem itself does not have a clear defini-
tion. Not only the question what makes a good WSD system, but also what levels of
performance are necessary for WSD to be practically useful in any given task, remain
without a solid answer. This undecidedness has led to differing opinions and results
on the feasibility of practical WSD.
Bar-Hillel made some important observations on treatment of word meanings, al-
though not in the context ofWSD, but of machine translation. He strongly believed that
meaning can only be established in logic, and that understanding meaning necessarily
entails inference and knowledge. This was extended to a point of suggesting that at-
taining such a system might possibly be computationally infeasible. He said, that “the
task of instructing a machine how to translate from one language it does not and will
not understand into another language it does not and will not understand” in itself is
a challenging one: if the machine translation system “directly or indirectly depends on
the machine’s ability to understand the text on which it operates, then the machine will
simply be unable to make the step, and the whole operation will come to a full stop”
(Bar-Hillel, 1970, p.308).
The famous counterexample Bar-Hillel produced in order to demonstrate his idea
on this (Bar-Hillel, 1964, Chapter 12) is essentially a WSD issue, although he did not
use the exact term word sense disambiguation. The example illustrates the amount of
knowledge involved in understanding a seemingly simple text:
Little John was looking for his toy box. Finally he found it.
The box was in the pen. John was very happy.
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In order to correctly disambiguate the word pen in the sentence, one requires ‘world
knowledge’, such as the relative sizes of pens as writing instruments and as enclosures,
and the average size of what can be a toy box, not to mention the physical constraint
that an item cannot be placed inside another, if the latter is smaller than the former.
The fact that little John and toy box signals for a child and a play pen is likely to be in the
scene, also helps in correctly disambiguating the word pen. None of these are available
from the text itself, but from world knowledge and requires some inference.
The opinions of Kilgarriff (1997b; 1993) on WSD are mostly based on lexicogra-
phy rather than on inferential infeasibility. His central argument is that word senses
exist only with regard to a particular task, on a particular corpus, and the idea of a
universally applicable set of senses “is at odds with theoretical work on the lexicon”
(Kilgarriff, 1997b). In particular, he argues that traditional lexicographic artifacts —
dictionaries — are prepared for different human audiences and for various uses, and
that there is no basis for the assumption that a particular set of senses would suit any
given NLP application.
Wilks (1997), addressing the points made by Kilgarriff (1993), admits the possibility
that word instances in any corpus can have senses that fall outside any given lexicon,
however suggests that this fact alone does not imply a problem, as it may be consistent
with the fact that such senses may occupy only an insignificant portion of the corpus.
He further suggests that Kilgarriffs idea of corpus based lexicon may be made possible
with statistical clustering, though not without practical problems. Our work addresses
some of these points.
Some early computational approaches reported results which seemed to suggest
that high precisionWSD is practically possible and easy. (Yarowsky, 1992) and (Yarowsky,
1995) both reported above 90% accuracy in categorizing words into coarse-grained
senses, relying on typically small amounts of manually labeled data. However, this
trend did not continue. Possible reasons may be the facts that the level of granularity
assumed for senses was too coarse for practical tasks, and that the methods presented
were not applicable in general for all words (Wilks, 1997).
Wilks himself claimed that automatic sense tagging of text is possible at high accu-
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racy and with less computational effort than has been believed. (Wilks and Stevenson,
1998). He reported that 92% of some 1700-word sample could be disambiguated to ho-
mograph level using part of speech alone. The sample they used for evaluation, unlike
those of Yarowsky, was unrestricted in the sense that test words were not manually
chosen: all open class words from five articles of the Wall Street Journal were used in
evaluation. The homograph level selected, from Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English (Procter, 1978) could have been coarse, as they also reported that 43% of all
open class words in the sample and 88% of all words in the dictionary were monoho-
mographic.2
In this work, we do not wish to address the question of theoretical feasibility of
WSD; this problem is an issue WSD researchers face as a community at large, and
is out of the scope of the matters we deal with. In particular we do not counter the
argument of Kilgarriff regarding the impossibility in general of WSD, which is based
on theoretical work on lexicography.3
1.1.3 The Status Quo
The state of the art in unrestricted WSD seems to have somewhat stabilized in terms
of both techniques and performance figures. The latter is mostly due to the availability
of standard training data, most importantly those of SENSEVAL evaluation exercises
(Edmonds and Cotton, 2001; Snyder and Palmer, 2004), which is the result of an effort
to standardize WSD evaluation. Another factor is the introduction of WORDNET (Fell-
baum, 1998a) andwidespread acceptance of WORDNET senses4 forWSD.Most recently
published WSD related work employ WORDNET senses, and most of the available la-
beled training data is tagged with respect to the same.
Both factors facilitated convenient comparison of different systems, and made it
possible to identify which kind of systems generally perform better. Unfortunately,
and despite the fact that ideas have been converging, it is still not well known which
2Wilks mentioned later (Wilks, 1998) that this claim was “widely misunderstood”, although not specif-
ically in which context.
3However, the practical implications of this problem cannot be easily brushed off. We will return to
this matter in more detail in section 1.3.1.
4All our experiments use WORDNET version 1.7.1, unless otherwise specified.
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factors necessarily make the best WSD system.
SENSEVAL basically consists of two different types of evaluation, called Lexical Sam-
ple Task and All Words Task. In the lexical sample task, only a selected set of words are
tested, and labeled training data is provided. This facilitates a reasonable comparison
of the performance of machine learning system alone. All words task, as the name sug-
gests, includes a few documents, and the systems are expected to disambiguate every
open-class word in the text. Training data is not provided, and the systems that use
supervised learning use whatever the data commonly available.
The accuracy of the best systems in the lexical sample compare well with the agree-
ment levels of human annotators. For instance, the agreement of the first two human
annotators in SENSEVAL-3 English lexical sample taskwas 67.3%, and the best perform-
ing system reported an accuracy of 73.9% (Mihalcea, Chklovski, and Kilgarriff, 2004).
For the all-words task, the inter-annotator agreement was approximately 72.5%, while
the accuracy of the best-performer was only 65.2% (Snyder and Palmer, 2004).
In our opinion, this difference of performance outlines one significant issue regard-
ing the state of the WSD research: machine learning algorithms are already performing
satisfactorily when enough training data is available for learning; so the scope of im-
provement in terms of learning algorithms alone is not very large. On the other hand,
the difference in performance between two tasks shows that the techniques that per-
form well in the lexical sample task do not scale well for unrestricted WSD, which
generally lacks enough training data. These two tasks clearly face different challenges:
in the lexical sample task, the challenge is how to optimize classifying process assum-
ing enough training data is available; in the all-words task, the most pressing question
is how to scale-up WSD for unrestricted text.
This observation is not an isolated one; Wilks noted at a much earlier stage of SEN-
SEVAL that “there is no firm evidence that small scale will scale up to large [scaleWSD]”
(Wilks, 1998). Some similar ideas were brought up in the SENSEVAL-3 evaluation exer-
cise itself. In the panel on ‘Planning SENSEVAL-4’, Lluı´s Ma`rquez pointed out the fact
that “No substantially new algorithms have been presented” during SENSEVAL-3, and
suggested designing new tasks that focus on reusing resources and using available re-
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sources (Ma`rquez, 2004). The non-scalable nature of Lexical Sample task was pointed
out by several participants (Mihalcea et al., 2004).
One notable issue is that some systems that performed well in the SENSEVAL all-
words task differed from the conventional model of human-annotated data for each
individual word by directly or indirectly using clues from related or similar words
(Mihalcea, 2002; Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004). These results suggest that there are al-
ternative strategies which can be used for cases where ‘conventional’ data is not avail-
able.
These issues partially motivated us in our topic: generalizing word senses across
word boundaries and learn them as general concepts rather than individual word spe-
cific senses.
1.2 Argument
The status of the affairs we described above shows that unrestricted WSD is still an
unresolved problem, and the major hurdle for solving it is the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck, or difficulty in acquiring adequate amounts of training data.
The value of high-quality, expert-annotated labeled training data for WSD cannot
be underestimated; however, the reality shows that the acquisition thereof is not prac-
tical in terms of time or effort. (We will discuss shortly, in section 1.3, the underlying
problems in more detail.) It is this issue that motivated us in this endeavor: to find out
ways that generalize the knowledge acquired as much as possible, so the utility of the
limited amounts of already available labeled training data is maximized.
Our approach for this is based on learning generic sense classes. Unlike an enumer-
ation of senses defined for individual fine-grained word senses, these classes can be
coarse grained, and they share meanings (and contextual features) among words. The
former factor makes learning them easy because the number of classes is reduced, thus
increasing the number of training instances per class; the latter helps increasing the
amount of training data by making it possible to use labeled instances from different
words to learn a particular class, rather than the classic lexical sample approach which
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depends on data labeled for each and every different word.
This argument in itself is not convincing, as the current setting of WSD has been
to use fine-grained word senses for quite a long time; any suggestion to do otherwise
has to show its strength compared to a fine-grained sense setting. This problem, how-
ever, can be easily solved if we have a mapping between fine grained senses and sense
classes, which we can use to convert senses back and forth between fine and coarse
grains. This setting makes it possible for us to
• use whatever the labeled data available for fine-grained senses as labeled exam-
ples for sense classes we propose, and,
• use the outputs from coarse-grained classifier to produce fine-grained sense end
results.
In what follows, we explain in detail the idea of learning generic senses classes
for the end-task of fine grained WSD. Section 1.3 will provide an outline for generic
class learning, and argue why we think alternative approaches for unrestricted WSD
are worth given a thought. Section 1.3.2 will build our case using empirical evidence
that if we can successfully learn a reasonably coarse-grained set of sense classes with
enough accuracy, then we can still obtain adequate levels of accuracy at fine-grained
WSD.
1.3 Generic Word Sense Classes: What, Why, and How?
Our study focuses on Generic Sense Classes. In this section, we will briefly explain
what we mean by generic sense classes, and then we will bring in a few arguments
justifying our focus. Taken as a concept, generalizing senses is not a strange idea in
semantics, and may be as old as the concept of meaning itself. In its simplest form, the
idea means that we can use concepts instead of sense labels. For instance, if we take the
word crane, we can find two related senses, ‘a machine for lifting heavy objects’ or ‘a large
wading bird’. Instead of learning these two senses as sense 1 and 2 of crane, a learner can
use the concepts themselves as sense labels, such as ‘bird sense’ and ‘machine sense’
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of crane. Once confronted with these, a second learner will be able to instantly identify
which sense the first one is referring to, given that he understands the word and is
aware of both senses even from a different dictionary from the first learner’s. This is
not the case with enumerated senses, at least not unless both dictionaries follow the
same criteria on numbering senses, and both users are aware of the criteria as well as
the related properties of the respective senses that the criteria apply to (such as the
frequency within corpus x).
One immediate additional advantage of this scheme is that some of the features we
use in language learning can be generalized for these senses. This is possible because
the scheme of senses is actually descriptive of underlying objects nature, and because
they are common among different objects. For instance, since the word crane has a ‘bird
sense’ and a ‘machine sense’, it follows that a given ambiguous instance of crane can
be either a bird or a machine, and generalization follows: Assume that the context
shows that this particular instance of crane has feathers. If the learner was aware, from
previous experience, of the fact that birds normally have feathers but machines do not,
he can use this knowledge to quickly disambiguate the sense, even if he did not have
any prior experience with either sort of cranes.
This example is very abstract and simplistic; yet it serves as a demonstration of basic
features and advantages of a generic sense system. As the human learner could gener-
alize knowledge from related sense knowledge, it can be thought that a WSD system
can make use of training examples from related words. In an unrestricted WSD sce-
nario where available training data is very limited, such a method can help maximize
the utility of available training data.
1.3.1 Unrestricted WSD and the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck
As mentioned earlier, to assume that large amounts of training data will be available
for unrestricted WSD is not very realistic. One reason for this is that the effort required
for such an endeavor is quite large: Ng (1997) estimated 16-man years for acquiring a
labeled corpus of 3,200 most frequently used English words. Mihalcea and Chklovski
(2003) estimated “nothing less than 80man-years of human annotation work” for creat-
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Corpus Description
SEMCOR A subset of brown corpus and a novel, tagged with senses of
Corpus WORDNET , as a part of building WORDNET semantic concordances.
Around 230,000 words, with around 180,000 polysemous
words. (Landes, Leacock, and Tengi, 1998; Fellbaum, 1998a)
DSO Tagged occurrences of common 121 nouns and 70 verbs in English
Corpus language. Around 192,800 instances, extracted from Brown corpus
and Wall Street Journal, hand tagged with WORDNET 1.5 senses.
(Ng and Lee, 1996)
SENSEVAL-2 Lexical Sample Task provided a set of training data extracted
Lexical from BNC-2 and Penn Treebank (Wall Street Journal, Brown Corpus
Sample and IBM manuals), tagged with WORDNET 1.7 senses. Some 12,000+
instances of 73 words.
SENSEVAL-3 Examples extracted mostly from the British National Corpus (BNC),
Lexical tagged with the help of volunteer contributors in Open Mind Word
Sample Expert project (Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2002). 20 nouns, 32 verbs
and 5 adjectives, tagged with WORDNET 1.7.1 and WordSmyth senses.
(Mihalcea, Chklovski, and Kilgarriff, 2004)
Line, Hard Labelled data for words line, hard, and serve, each with 4000+
and Serve examples, tagged with WORDNET senses.
(Leacock, Towell, and Voorhees, 1993)
Hector Made as a pilot project for the BNC, data for 35 words were
Corpus released in SENSEVAL-1, around 20,000 words tagged
with respect to the senses from Hector dictionary. (Atkins, 1992–93)
Table 1.1: Commonly known labeled training corpora for English Word Sense Disam-
biguation. Some of these are not publicly available.
ing labeled training data for 20,000words in common English vocabulary. One problem
with the above approach is that it is brute force, and does not scale well for changing
situations such as different sense inventories. Some problematic issues regarding this
approach are merely practical, and some are fundamental; a few of them will be dis-
cussed shortly.
Currently available amounts of training data does not meet any of these estimates
even closely. Table 1.1 shows a brief account of popular sets of training data for English
WSD.
To the best of our knowledge, the professionally labeled corpus with the largest
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coverage is DSO corpus (Ng and Lee, 1996). This took roughly a man-year of effort,
and covers only 121 English words. Open Mind Word Expert (Mihalcea and Chklovski,
2003) is a notable attempt to acquire economically a large amount of sense-labeled data,
using volunteer help. Although this method eliminates some practical and financial
constraints on creating large labeled corpora, it still suffers from the fundamental is-
sues, such as the question of universal suitability of a fixed sense set (Kilgarriff, 1997b).
It is worthwhile to discuss several reasons why merely labeling large amounts of data
might not help unrestricted WSD outside ‘laboratory conditions’ found in the Lexical
Sample Task.
Unrealistic Universal Sense Sets
First, as Kilgarriff (1997b) pointed out, there is no guarantee that a given sense set
would be applicable to every WSD task. This means which tag set is to be used for
labeling is a problem to begin with. Even for a given task,agreed-upon ‘finalized’ sense
sets do not exist. For instance, SENSEVAL-3 English lexical sample task switched the
sense set for verbs from WORDNET 1.7.1 to WORDSMYTH,5 citing poor performance
with WORDNET verb senses as the reason (Mihalcea, Chklovski, and Kilgarriff, 2004).
This brings out the question of which sense set to use in the tagging task.
Second, a set of senses can change with time even within the same lexicon; the
largest professionally created data set for WSD, the DSO corpus (Ng and Lee, 1996), is
tagged with WORDNET 1.5 senses (released in 1996). Current version of WORDNET is
2.1, and SENSEVAL-2 exercise used version 1.7 of senses (released in 2001). Figure 1.1
shows the differences of the number of senses for 121 nouns and 70 verbs for which
DSO annotating was carried out. It can be seen that the majority of words tend to ‘col-
lect’ more senses in the new versions; it is not easy to automatically convert instances
labeled with old senses into new senses, when the number of senses increases and new
senses are added. Although it can be expected that a given lexicon will be stable with
time, some variations can always be expected.
5WORDSMYTH is available at http://www.wordsmyth.net/
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Figure 1.1: Number of senses for 121 nouns (top) and 70 verbs (bottom) used in DSO
corpus (Ng and Lee, 1996), in WORDNET 1.5 and WORDNET 1.7. Each point in hori-
zontal axis represents a word, sorted in alphabetical order. Non-overlapping © and +
points mean a change in the number of senses between versions.
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Domain Dependance
The corpus dependence of WSD algorithms’ performance is another issue that would
make expensive efforts on labeling data questionable on scalability grounds. For in-
stance, experiments ofMartinez andAgirre (2000) involved trainingWSD systemswith
labeled data from different genres of text, and it was shown that the performance sig-
nificantly decreases when the training and testing data belong to different genres. Chan
and Ng (2005) also claim that WSD systems trained on data from one domain and ap-
plied on a different domain show a decrease of performance. Koeling, McCarthy, and
Carroll (2005) made similar claims on predominant senses on different corpora.
Same kind of observation was made in the context of the SENSEVAL all-words task
by Hoste et al. (2002). They reported that for the words for which they used supervised
learning, the overall performance difference between validation data and real test data
was nearly 20%.
This would mean that the amount of labeled data actually necessary to handle dif-
ferent texts can be much larger than what is estimated assuming genre independence.
Koeling, McCarthy, and Carroll (2005) pointed out that, although the distribution of
senses is strongly influenced by the domain, it is not practical to generate labeled data
for each domain. Chan and Ng (2006) showed that the sense distribution of the same
word in different corpora can be dramatically different. Their example, the noun inter-
est, has 6 senses in the DSO corpus (Ng and Lee, 1996). These are senses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 8. In the Brown corpus part of the DSO corpus, these senses occur with the pro-
portions: 34%, 9%, 16%, 14%, 12%, and 15%. The Wall Street Journal part of the same
corpus has much different proportions, 13%, 4%, 3%, 56%, 22%, and 2%. (In addition,
this provides a good example for the point that was mentioned above in this section:
Despite the fact that the sense 8 has 15% in the Brown corpus part —implying that it
was considered a significant sense— this sense seems to have been removed in later
versions of WORDNET: version 1.7.1 has only 7 senses.)
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nouns verbs
avg. senses κ value avg. senses κ value
before 7.6 0.463 12.8 0.441
after 4.0 0.862 5.6 0.852
Table 1.2: Improvement in the inter-annotator agreement by collapsing fine grained
senses into coarser ones, with the reduction of average number of senses (Ng, Lim, and
Foo, 1999).
Poor Inter Annotator Agreement on Fine Grained Senses
As discussed with the start of this section, supervised systems that train on substantial
amounts of training data is nearing the levels of inter-annotator agreement. This can
be thought of as a reasonable upper bound performance level, as attaining higher qual-
ities of inter annotator agreement in labeling data requires greater involvement of the
annotators, and will be expensive unavoidably.
It has been observed that the agreement levels can be improved with a coarser set
of senses. This is something that can be expected, as human taggers can easily tag
more basic senses compared to finer senses that are only slightly different from each
other. Ng, Lim, and Foo (1999) provide a quantitative analysis of the effect of coarser
set of senses in improving the inter annotator agreement. The experiment involved 121
nouns and 70 verbs frequently used in English, which were labeled in the DSO Corpus
project (Ng and Lee, 1996). Their procedure involved a greedy search which collapsed
the fine-grained senses into coarse-grained ones aiming to improve the agreement, in
terms of κ value, in the process. Table 1.2 shows the improvement levels, along with
the reduction of the number of senses, for the words that retained more than one sense
after merging senses.
Ve´ronis (1998) also reported somewhat similar results, albeit with smaller improve-
ments. Working on French dictionary senses, he showed that reducing sense distinc-
tions to top-level senses of a dictionary can improve the κ values for nouns, verbs and
adjectives respectively from 0.46, 0.41, 0.41 to 0.60, 0.46, 0.46. This might suggest that
any system which relies on coarse grained senses by design may be less affected by
low-quality annotated data, as it is easier to obtain better agreement on coarse-grained
labels.
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Some recent approaches for acquiring training data for WSD by less expensive
methods, such as (Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2002), employ untrained volunteers’ ef-
forts to gather a sizable amount of labeled training data. Annotators who participate
in the system can be anyone who is willing to use the interface of the system, which
resembles some sort of a word game. As mentioned above, expecting high accuracy
for finer-grained sense distinctions from such an exercise would not be very practi-
cal, since the taggers involved are not experts in lexicography. Any additional system
implemented to verify the inter-annotator agreement will need more effort, and will
probably be impractical. Still it can be hoped that they would yield good quality train-
ing data for coarse-grained distinctions, because it’s easy to agree upon coarse grained
senses as we have shown above.
1.3.2 Applicability of Generic Sense Classes in WSD
We do not argue that using large amounts of labeled data is undesirable, or that using
generic sense classes is the only way out of the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck. In-
stead, we start from the assumption that available amounts of sense-labeled training
data are limited —which is the current reality faced by unrestricted WSD— and pro-
pose generalizing senses as one way of tackling this issue. The above arguments were
meant to show why a new investment on large efforts on labeling data is not guaran-
teed to conclusively solve the unrestricted WSD problem, hence justifying research on
alternative approaches.
On a different note, the problem Mihalcea, Chklovski, and Kilgarriff (2004) men-
tioned about WORDNET senses’ fine granularity merits some attention. Some words
in WORDNET have very large number of senses; noun head has 32 senses and verb
break has 63 senses. It can be guessed that this level of sense granularity is a result of
an attempt to include every possible usage of a given word in the sense enumeration:
this is a problem faced by any sense enumerative lexicon that tries to be complete in
coverage. However, it can also be argued that an average user is not conversant with
fine nuances, and one will be comfortable with only a few senses for a given word in
common usage. One can argue that a coarse-grain set of senses consisting only of these
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few senses would reasonably cover all meanings of a word, and would be much easier
to handle by a machine learning system.
One can doubt this claim, and oppose the use of coarse-grained senses on the
grounds that such senses will not adequately cover standard fine-grained senses. We
shall address this issue, after a brief description of a model coarse-grained setup.
A Coarse Grained Sense System Based on WORDNET Lexicographer Files
WORDNET senses are organized into lexicographer files (LF) by design. LFs provide a
rough thematic arrangement, such that the senses which fall into the same LF share a
common conceptual theme. For instance, the first senses of words cat and dog fall into
the LF NOUN.ANIMAL. All WORDNET noun senses fall into 26 LFs,6 and verbs into 15;
this is a fairly coarse generic mapping. This arrangement will be discussed in detail
in section 2.2.3; for now it suffices to say that the LFs provide a convenient method of
forming a natural coarse-grained set of senses out of WORDNET fine-grained senses.
This method is to eliminate some of the finer senses of a word by keeping only one
sense per LF. For instance, the four senses of building in WORDNET are
sense 1 ARTIFACT: a permanent structure that has a roof and walls
sense 2 ACT: the act of constructing or building something
sense 3 ACT: the commercial activity involved in constructing buildings
sense 4 GROUP: the occupants of a building
Shown in SMALL CAPS are the LFs associated with each sense. It can be seen that
senses 2 and 3 are related to each other, and share the same origin of meaning, while
senses 1 and 4 have meanings different from this and from each other. It is possible
to lump the four senses into three coarser ones: ‘physical structure’, ’act of construction’,
and ‘building occupants’, which adhere to the LF arrangement. A simple heuristic for
lumping is to keep the sense with the lowest sense number7 for each LF and discard
6one of these, NOUN.TOPS, is a ‘maintenance’ grouping that does not have a semantic theme.
7This is motivated by the fact that WORDNET senses come in descending order of their frequency in a
labeled corpus. We shall revisit this matter shortly.
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all the rest, and consider any instance that was earlier assigned a discarded sense of a
given LF as an instance of the retained sense for the same LF.
As mentioned earlier in this section with the crane example, this assignment has an
added advantage. It is possible to pose this problem as one of learning LFs instead of
senses. Since senses from different words fall into the LFs, it is possible to use examples
from different words for learning LFs. For instance, to learn the sense ARTIFACT of
building/1, labeled examples from sense house/1 can be used, as this sense also falls into
the same LF.
With this simple arrangement, it is now possible to address the issue about use-
fulness of the coverage of coarse-grained senses. Although the above example shows
that the number of senses reduced by 25%, the actual frequencies of the senses are very
skewed in natural language. For instance, out of 52 labeled instances of building in
SEMCOR corpus, 48 belongs to sense 1, and the rest occupy 3, 1, and 0 instances respec-
tively. In other words, we lose the exact fine-grained sense for only one instance, out of
52, for this word.
Figure 1.2 shows the total reduction of number of senses and proportion they actu-
ally occupy in SEMCOR corpus, for polysemous nouns and verbs.
How Far can Coarse Grained Senses Go?
In order to quickly evaluate the effect of coarse-grain loss in real-world tasks, a small
experiment can be conducted with a WSD benchmark - the SENSEVAL English all-
words task. Each instance from the official answer key in SENSEVAL tasks was ana-
lyzed, and the LF it belongs to was found out. It is straightforward to do this, as the
sense to LF mapping in WORDNET can be readily extracted. A list of ‘answers’ was
built out of the official answer keys, by replacing each answer key with the sense that
has the smallest sense number within the LF of the original answer key. If this sense is
the same as the original sense of the answer, this answer instance is not affected by our
switching to a coarse-grained sense set. On the other hand, if the original answer key is
something other than the sense with smallest number, it means that the original answer
key falls outside the coverage of our coarse-grained sense set. This will introduce an
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Figure 1.2: Proportions occupied by LFs first and secondary senses for polysemous
nouns and verbs in SEMCOR: retained: senses with the smallest sense number within
a LF, lost: senses falling into other sense numbers, hence losing their original senses in
a coarse-grained mapping. The graph shows the reduction of individual sense count
(unique) and total number of instances (total). Proportional loss of actual instances is

















Figure 1.3: SENSEVAL performance of Baseline, best SENSEVAL systems and the upper-
bound performance of hypothetical LF-level coarse grained classifier. Given that a sys-
tem can more easily learn the coarse grained senses, there is a reasonable room left for
improvement.
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error for that instance during evaluation.
Given this setup, it is straightforward to calculate the proportion of errors induced
by discarding a few senses in the way described previously. This will serve as an upper
bound of the accuracy of a hypothetical coarse-grained sense classifier, which used only
the most frequent sense per LF in SENSEVAL tasks.
Figure 1.3 shows the upper bound performance of this hypothetical classifier in
SENSEVAL-2 and 3 all-words tasks, along with the baseline (WORDNET first sense)
performance, and the performance of the best reported systems. Since WORDNET LFs
are properly defined only for nouns and verbs, performance values for only these two
parts of speech are reported.
It can be seen that, compared to the improvement of the best reported systems’
performance over baseline, the upper-bound performance of our hypothetical classifier
is much higher. This shows that the loss due to coarse-grained senses alone is not
a reason to reject a suitably designed coarse-grained system. If it is possible to gain
some advantage over conventional senses by using coarse-grained senses, there still is
a reasonable room left for improvement.
1.4 Scope and Research Questions
Above section concludes the outline of the basic research problem addressed in this
thesis: generalizing word sense knowledge. Generalizing senses is itself a problem
with a number of theoretical issues, most with roots that go straight into theoretical
linguistics and cognitive science. We do not plan to venture into this area, but confine
ourselves to computational aspects of the problem.
In particular, the domain of our main interest is word sense disambiguation, and
unrestricted setting thereof, where the lack of training data is a fact one has to live with.
For practical reasons, we will restrict most of our experiments to the resources publicly
available, both for implementation and evaluation. In case of implementation, this will
help us to argue that our system is feasible and useful with respect to practical realities;
in case of evaluation, this will enable easy comparisons with the state of the art.
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We will address the following questions:
• whether generic sense classes can help large-scale, unrestricted, fine-grainedWSD
• whether learning generic sense classes is possible with available practical tech-
nology, and if it is,
• how we can learn generic sense classes and use them in fine grained WSD, and
what kind of practical issues are relevant in generic class learning, and
• how these issues can be addressed in order to improve the effectiveness in learn-
ing generic classes.
1.5 Contributions
This thesis finds reasonably favorable answers to most of the above questions.
It is demonstrated, usingWORDNET lexicographer files as our generic sense classes,
that learning generic sense classes is indeed possible to be done with reasonable accu-
racy. To this end, a technique is introduced to use semantic similarity between concepts
during the classifier process, in order to optimize the classifier output in sparse data
conditions. The results obtained in fine-grained unrestricted WSD, on the evaluation
data sets of recent SENSEVAL tasks in particular, rival the state of the art.
In addition, several theoretical and practical issues related to learning generic sense
classes, using contextual features of text, are identified. Based on these observations,
techniques are developed that can create a set of generic classes, which is specifically
designed for the end-task at hand —automatic classification using machine learning
techniques and automatically acquired contextual features. It is empirically shown
that these classes are preferable for fine-grained sense learning, as they increase the
granularity of sense divisions. In addition, they can provide better performance in the
WSD end task.
The ideas used in the above exercise are concerned mainly on generalizing infor-
mation within senses. The grouping of senses into ‘bins’ according to usage has one
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remaining practical weakness: it can lead to over-generalizing, introducing unneces-
sary relationships between senses, because the grouping of senses is only concerned
on the quality of the group as a whole. We show that we can avoid this by calculating
the similarity-classes per individual word, rather than a common set of sense classes
for all words; this yields better performance over generic classes, while keeping the
practically useful attributes of the generic sense class framework intact.
1.5.1 Research Outcomes
As mentioned earlier, the work presented in this thesis introduced WSD techniques
which could learn generic sense classes from limited amounts of training data, and
rival the state of the art systems in fine grained WSD. A number of papers resulting
from this work has been published or are in preparation.
• Kohomban, Upali S. and Lee, Wee Sun. ‘Learning Semantic Classes for Word Sense
Disambiguation’. In Proceedings of the 43rd Annual Meeting of the Association
for Computational Linguistics (ACL05), June 2005
• Kohomban, Upali S., Lee, Wee Sun ‘Optimizing Classifier Performance InWord Sense
Disambiguation By Redefining Sense Classes’ Proceedings of the twentieth Interna-
tional Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-07), January 2007.
• Kohomban, U. S. ‘Using sense classes in unrestricted WSD’ in preparation.
1.6 Chapter Summaries
Chapter 2 will describe an outline of the generic sense class framework we propose.
It will articulate the basis for learning generic sense classes as a work-around for some
constraints faced by contemporary research on unrestricted WSD. Then it will discuss
several theoretical schemes that attempt to generalize word sense knowledge. At the
end, it will provide a comprehensive introduction to the framework of learning generic
classes for WSD, and introduce some definitions. Finally a discussion is provided on
previous related work.
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Chapter 3 Describes a proof-of-concept system that is based on the framework intro-
duced in the previous chapter. This system is essentially a generic implementation of
the framework; however for illustrative purposes, WORDNET lexicographer files are
used as the set of generic sense classes. It will describe the additional technical details
pertaining to the implementation.
Chapter 4 presents the performance of the system described in the previous chapter,
applied on SEMCOR corpus data and SENSEVAL English all-words task evaluation data.
It will also discuss the implications of using WORDNET lexicographer files, and how
the performance can be affected by these.
Chapter 5 is a discussion on the use of WORDNET lexicographer files as generic sense
classes for WSD. In this chapter, the issues are addressed from a practical end-task per-
spective, as well as from the point of observations of some theoretical work on lexicons
and semantics. The argument is aimed to show that the WORDNET lexicographer files
are not designed keeping sense disambiguation in mind, and are associated with prac-
tical problematic issues. It concludes with a discussion on the desirable features of a
sense class system meant for automatic word sense disambiguation.
Chapter 6 implements an automated sense clustering system that tries to address the
arguments raised in chapter 5. It will describe the clustering algorithms employed in
order to create a set of generic sense classes that are supposed to work better in our
machine learning problem, and yield better results in fine grained WSD. The chapter
also presents empirical results of using these classes in place for WORDNET lexicogra-
pher files in the framework presented in chapter 3, and argue that they can improve
the performance over WORDNET lexicographer files.
Chapter 7 introduces another extension on this; here, a partitioning system is de-
scribed, which can cluster senses into sense maps defined for individual words instead
of a common map for all words. The partitions still retain some form of generic nature
as the senses that fall into the same partition can be thought to be in the same class as
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the partition center. However, this approach is more flexible than the global clustering
scheme, because it is possible to optimize the clusters per individual words, rather than
optimizing them for a global minimum of variance.
Again, with the results on SENSEVAL evaluation data, it is shown that the system
can improve over globally defined set of clusters.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, and discusses some areas that are worth a thought.
1.7 Summary
Word Sense Disambiguation, though not an end task in NLP in itself, has many un-
solved practical questions. In this chapter the nature of some of these problems were
discussed, along with a description of the state of the art of WSD. Knowledge Acqui-
sition Bottleneck continues to be one of the biggest hurdles for practical unrestricted
WSD; it was argued in this chapter that some of the conventional techniques, the clas-
sic lexical sample approach in particular, does not hold much promise as far as the
scalability is concerned.
Our argumentwas not to question the conventional approach on performance grounds,
but to present an alternative that can help overcome the knowledge acquisition bottle-
neck. In section 1.3, a coarse grained set of generic classes was proposed as a way of
overcoming data scarcity. This method works by
• limiting the number of senses per word to a concept-level, and
• reusing the concept-knowledge among different words.
This setting can reduce the number of senses in the lexicon without excessively
compromising the accuracy in real world WSD tasks.
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Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem.
Entities shall not be multiplied beyond necessity.
—William of Occam c. 1285-1349
Chapter 2
Senses and Supersenses
Generalizing specific word senses into more generic ones is not uncommon in per-
haps any language, as this results from the universal fact that senses usually denote
concepts, and concepts themselves can be generalized. Almost any concept can be de-
scribed as a specific case of a more general concept; for instance, horse is an instance of
mammal, and mammal itself is a specific case of animal.
The idea of using common usage or thematic patterns for categorizing words into
‘classes’ was the focus on many research work and theoretical studies. Traditionally,
in the context of WSD, the pressing reason for generalizing was based on practical
problems —sparsity or lack of training data— which also motivated unsupervised or
dictionary based approaches, which benefitted from generalizing at times. However, in
the theoretical front, some arguments are focused on the problems inherent to the Sense
Enumerative Lexicon. We discussed in section 1.1.2 the opinion of Kilgarriff (1997b)
on the universal suitability of a particular set of senses (although he did not propose
generalizing as a solution to this problem). Pustejovsky (1995) also identifies several
problems with a sense enumerative lexicon, including the inability to cover creative
uses of words and the assumption on rigidity of senses, or the assumption that the
senses have non-overlapping boundaries. Although not as expressive as his remedy
for the problem —a generative lexicon— simple generalizing schemes can handle some
of these issues in practice by providing some level of abstraction for concept definitions.
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In this chapter, we will study a set of generalization schemes that have been pre-
sented for WSD and related areas. We will then move on to WORDNET, undoubtedly
themost authoritative reference of word senses in recent computational linguistic work
in general, and inWSD in particular. Wewill discuss a few important design features of
WORDNET that will facilitate us present our major idea: a classification of fine grained
word senses into coarse-grained clusters or sense classes, which we suggest learning in-
stead of fine grained word specific enumeration of senses. Using WORDNET lexicogra-
pher files as the set of generic classes, we demonstrate how we can employ our system
for the end goal of fine-grained WSD.
2.1 Generalizing Schemes
Sense generalizing schemes can be divided into two broad categories depending on
whether they do or do not assume a particular structure underlying the sense orga-
nization, which is known a priori. Class based schemes assume such a structure and
build upon it, while ‘class-free’, or similarity based, systems work directly on similari-
ties in corpus distributional properties of different entities; they do not assume, or try
to deduce, an explicit structure.
2.1.1 Class Based Schemes
Class based schemes utilize either established or automatically created set of classes,
in order to derive the notion of commonality. For instance, the crane example we dis-
cussed earlier showed that the WORDNET-encoded fact of crane being a BIRD can be
utilized for acquiring data not available explicitly.
Yarowsky (1992) proposed a method of disambiguating word senses using topical
categories. The categories he used come from Roget’s International Thesaurus. There
are 1042 categories in total, and a word can fall into different categories depending
on its senses; for instance, the word crane can fall into either MACHINE or ANIMAL
category. His method is largely unsupervised. First, a large number of examples are
gathered for each category from a corpus, and are used to find contexts which typi-
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cally represent a category. The corpus he used was Grolier Encyclopedia. Note that the
words are not category-labeled and may actually be examples from a wrong category.
However, the frequencies of the ‘salient words’ representative of a category accumu-
late for the category, while frequencies of spuriously occurring words are distributed
among other 1041 categories. Thus, the ‘signal’ is concentrated only in the correct cate-
gory. The measure of ‘salience’ can be used to identify the category any context repre-
sents. Yarowsky defined salience of a word as log P(word|category)P(word) . Disambiguating a new
word instance is straightforward: first the category of the context of the word instance
is identified, and then the sense that is associated with the category is assigned for the
word. For instance, if the word crane appears in a context where words such as species,
family, bird, fish, and breed are also present, then it can be identified as an instance of
ANIMAL sense, as the companion words are salient for the ANIMAL category.
Resnik (1997) provided a method based on a similar intuition, but on syntactic
clues rather than broad contextual ones. His method is based on selectional preferences
(Resnik, 1996; Resnik, 1993), which are essentially syntactic predicates that select for
a particular class of a word: For instance, the verb drink selects for a BEVERAGE as
its object. Resnik’s was an attempt to model common behavior of words after selec-
tional constraints (Katz and Fodor, 1963) using statistical properties from real text. In
(Resnik, 1997) he used verb-object, verb-subject, head-modifier, and adjective-noun re-
lationships in order to define the selectional preferences.
This scheme is worth further discussion, as some of the issues related are much rel-
evant to the problems our system is facing as well. Resnik defined the selectional prefer-
ence strength, SR(p) of a given predicate p as the Kullback-Liebler divergence (Kullback






For the predicate object-of-drink, the class BEVERAGE will have very high
probability. Then the term selectional association AR(p, c) of the predicate with a given
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class c is defined as the proportion of the component it contributes to the overall selec-




· P(c|p) log P(c|p)
p(c)
.
For a given word matching a predicate p, disambiguation is done by finding out
which of the classes the word can fall into has best selectional association with p.
Note that this scheme is only concerned about the overall probabilities of classes
and the conditional probability of each class given the predicate, without regard to the
underlying word to which the predicate applies.
The scheme reported in (Lin, 1997) is similar, but uses an aggregate measure on
words that maximizes the likelihood of a word belonging to a particular class. The
‘local contexts’ Lin defines are not very different from the selectional preferences; This
approach of disambiguating senses involves first identifying the ‘selector’ words that
have similar local contexts to the word being disambiguated, and picking the sense that
maximizes the similarity between the target word and those selectors. The similarity
measure is described later in section 2.3.1, and is based on WORDNET hierarchy.
Mihalcea and Faruque (2004) employed a scheme of using contextual patterns from
hierarchically-related words from WORDNET, as clues for word instances for which
there is no labeled training data.
Basili, Rocca, and Pazienza (1997) suggested that the class system must be adjusted
for the underlying corpus. Their method is able to derive from a corpus a tag set that
is suitable for semantic tagging of words in the domain of that particular corpus. The
tags are picked from higher level concepts of WORDNET taxonomy.
2.1.2 Similarity Based Schemes
Generalizing does not necessarily need a classification of senses. Information about
a word can be derived from ‘similar’ word instances even when one does not have
any labeled relationship or grouping between the two instances. Dagan and colleagues
(1993; 1994) discuss how word co-occurrence probabilities can be used to derive in-
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formation about unseen cases of words. This method does not assume any classes,
and merely depends on the similarity between word pairs. This similarity is defined in
terms of co-occurrence pairs, or the occurrence of two words within a fixed size win-
dow of words; words that have similar co-occurrence patterns with other words are
considered similar. However, any kind of relation, for instance Resnik-style selectional
association (section 2.1.1) can be employed, as the method does not assume a partic-
ular model on similarity. As an example, suppose we want to estimate the mutual
information between words chapter and describes, but do not have any corpus instances
with both words. However, if we know that words introduction, book, and section has
similar mutual patterns to those of chapter with other words, and if we have instances
of these three words co-occurring with describes, then it is possible to estimate the re-
quired value for chapter–describes. The authors used a method of averaging values from
similar words. This is much similar to the method reported by Lin (1997) we described
above, except that Lin’s method used WORDNET hierarchy for calculating the similar-
ity measure.
2.2 WORDNET: The Lexical Database
One of the most widely used lexicons in computational linguistics is WORDNET (Fell-
baum, 1998a). WORDNET is a lexical database that provides information on relations be-
tween word senses, in addition to sense definitions or glosses. These relationships make
it a rich source of information, with a wide range of applications. Although the creators
claim the original intention was “to identify the most important lexical nodes by char-
acter strings and to explore the patterns of semantic relations among them” (Fellbaum,
1998a, p. xvii), the popularity of the WORDNET senses as the reference lexicon grew
over time, as evident from a large body of WSD research involving WORDNET senses.
The human-annotated relationships among word senses played some part in attaining
this popularity.
The inter-sense1 relationships in WORDNET include synonym/antonym (senses that
1WORDNET senses are grouped in to synsets, which are sets of senses of different words with identical
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crane large long-necked wading bird of marshes and plains in many parts of the world
⇒ wading bird long-legged birds that wade in water in search of food
⇒ aquatic bird wading and swimming and diving birds
⇒ bird warm-blooded egg-laying vertebrates characterized by feathers and wings
⇒ vertebrate animals having a skeleton with a spinal column
⇒ chordate any animal of the phylum Chordata
⇒ animal a living organism characterized by voluntary movement
Figure 2.1: Hypernym hierarchy for noun crane (‘ANIMAL’ sense). Each successive step
is more general than the previous one, characterized by ‘is-a’ semantic relationship.
have similar/oppositemeanings), hypernym/hyponym (senses that aremore generic/specific
than the other),meronym/holonym (whole/part relationship between concepts), among
others. Probably, the most basic kind of generalization relationships is hypernymy; in
this work we are mostly interested in this relationship.
2.2.1 Hypernym Hierarchy
Most semantic hierarchies are based on is-a relationships, which link senses with more
general concepts. Technically, this relationship is called hypernymy, and its opposite
hyponymy: for instance, animal is a hypernym of bird, and bird is a hyponym of animal.2
An is-a relationship means semantic inheritance, and hypernyms serve as seman-
tic superclasses for underlying senses. This provides a facility that is not available in
a conventional dictionary, as we can use the pointers within the database to derive
additional information from the system automatically, allowing a convenient way of
accessing, and a compact way of storing, taxonomical semantic information. In the
example above, the definition of crane provides a minimal description, and the rest hi-
erarchically follow; at the next level we know that crane wades in water for food, and
two levels higher, that it lays eggs and that it has wings. Any of these information can
possibly be used in differentiating an ‘ANIMAL’ sense instance of crane from its other
‘MACHINE’ sense.
meanings, such as spouse/1 and partner/1. Most of the relationships are in fact defined over synsets, not
over senses.
2Distinction of different senses of the same word is important in WORDNET and in this case sense 1
of animal is a hypernym of sense 1 of bird. Also, we use ‘hypernym’ here in a transitive sense; that is, a
concept a does not have to be the immediate parent of concept b to be called the hypernym of b, as long
as a can be linked to b through a consecutive series of hypernym links.
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Fellbaum (1998b) suggests that the concept of hypernymy for verbs is not solidly
defined in human mind as is the case for nouns. According to her, study of verb hyper-
nyms show evidence for ‘many kinds of semantic elaborations across different semantic
fields’ —for example, conflations of move and semantic components such as MANNER
and CLAUSE, exemplified by slide and pull. WORDNET does not pay much attention
to all the conflations, ‘since the aim is to study relations between verbs, rather than
between the building blocks that make them up’, and focuses on manner relationship.
The depth of verb hierarchy is rather shallow, not exceeding 4 levels in many cases.
Almost every taxonomy of verb has a ‘bulge’ at some level, which is a concentration
of lexicalization; both above and below this level, concepts are not richly distributed
(Fellbaum, 1998b).
The conventional lexical sample approach to WSD ignores the fact that ‘crane is
a bird’, and expects explicit labeled instances of crane in training data to be present
which would indicate that cranes have wings, cranes lay eggs etc. It does not make
use of the implicit information from the hierarchy mentioned above; in fact, it does
not recognize the semantics of the two meanings at all, relying totally on statistical
patterns in labeled examples. In our opinion, this is the weakest point in the lexical
sample approach when applied to a sparse-data condition, where such patterns may
be absent or too weak. For instance, in the one-million word Brown Corpus (Francis
and Kucera, 1982), words cigarette and tobacco co-occur with word ash only once: this
is the same frequency that ash co-occurs with room, bubble, and house (Ide and Ve´ronis,
1998).
2.2.2 Adjectives and Adverbs
Adjectives are not organized into hypernym-based tree structure. The organization of
adjectives in WORDNET is based on the work of Gross, Fischer, andMiller (1989): They
suggested that adjectives be better organized into opposite ‘poles’ that denote semantic
opposites, such as dry and wet in the example in figure 2.2, and ‘satellite’ adjectives that
connect to those poles. The satellite adjectives denote different variants of the basic
senses denoted by the poles.
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Figure 2.2: Adjective organization in WORDNET
Most adverbs do not need their own classification as they can be easily linked to the
adjective they are derived from: for instance quickly can link to quick. They do not have
a tree structure like nouns and verbs, or a two-pole cluster stricture like adjectives.
2.2.3 Lexicographer Files
As we discussed in section 1.3.2, WORDNET lexicographer file (LF) arrangement pro-
vides a convenient generic coarse grained class system. The lexicographer files divide
nouns and verbs into several hierarchies.
For nouns, there is a related concept known as Unique Beginnerswhich is important
in the hierarchy. These are related to lexicographer files. Originally, the noun hierar-
chy was divided into 25 top level concepts. However, it was apparent that some of the
concepts could be grouped within others, and these concepts were organized into the
hierarchy itself. This resulted in 11 true beginners which did not have any parent. Orig-
inal 25 remained as lexicographer files, and in addition, a new lexicographer file was
created to handle concepts that did not have parents, named NOUN.TOPS. (Fellbaum,
1998a, Chapter 1).
Verbs divisions start with one major cut, which separates actions and events from
states. The actions and events comprise most words, and these get subdivided into
14 more domains, These 14, together with stative words, form 15 lexicographer files
(Fellbaum, 1998a, Chapter 3).
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File Number Name Contents
00 ADJ.ALL all adjective clusters
01 ADJ.PERT relational adjectives (pertainyms)
02 ADV.ALL all adverbs
03 NOUN.TOPS unique beginners for nouns
04 NOUN.ACT acts or actions
05 NOUN.ANIMAL animals
06 NOUN.ARTIFACT man-made objects
07 NOUN.ATTRIBUTE attributes of people and objects
08 NOUN.BODY body parts
09 NOUN.COGNITION cognitive processes and contents
10 NOUN.COMMUNICATION communicative processes and contents
11 NOUN.EVENT natural events
12 NOUN.FEELING feelings and emotions
13 NOUN.FOOD foods and drinks
14 NOUN.GROUP groupings of people or objects
15 NOUN.LOCATION spatial position
16 NOUN.MOTIVE goals
17 NOUN.OBJECT natural objects (not man-made)
18 NOUN.PERSON people
19 NOUN.PHENOMENON natural phenomena
20 NOUN.PLANT plants
21 NOUN.POSSESSION possession and transfer of possession
22 NOUN.PROCESS natural processes
23 NOUN.QUANTITY quantities and units of measure
24 NOUN.RELATION relations between people or things or ideas
25 NOUN.SHAPE two and three dimensional shapes
26 NOUN.STATE stable states of affairs
27 NOUN.SUBSTANCE substances
28 NOUN.TIME time and temporal relations
29 VERB.BODY grooming, dressing and bodily care
30 VERB.CHANGE size, temperature change, intensifying, etc.
31 VERB.COGNITION thinking, judging, analyzing, doubting
32 VERB.COMMUNICATION telling, asking, ordering, singing
33 VERB.COMPETITION fighting, athletic activities
34 VERB.CONSUMPTION eating and drinking
35 VERB.CONTACT touching, hitting, tying, digging
36 VERB.CREATION sewing, baking, painting, performing
37 VERB.EMOTION feeling
38 VERB.MOTION walking, flying, swimming
39 VERB.PERCEPTION seeing, hearing, feeling
40 VERB.POSSESSION buying, selling, owning
41 VERB.SOCIAL political and social activities and events
42 VERB.STATIVE being, having, spatial relations
43 VERB.WEATHER raining, snowing, thawing, thundering
44 ADJ.PPL participial adjectives
Table 2.1: WORDNET lexicographer files
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Average
LFs→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 num. of
senses ↓ LFs
1 94714 1.0
2 3966 5450 1.6
3 558 1220 932 2.1
4 117 297 400 213 2.7
5 36 113 169 150 67 3.2
6 11 30 81 89 63 19 3.8
7 7 16 36 54 55 18 4 4.1
8 2 3 13 27 18 20 5 4.5
9 3 5 14 23 19 7 1 5.0
10 2 1 4 9 15 9 11 4 5.3
11 1 1 5 10 7 5 4 1 5.6
12 5 4 1 4 2 3 6.2
13 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 6.5
14 3 1 1 8.0
15 2 1 1 2 1 6.9
16 1 3 1 1 6.7




Table 2.2: Lexicographer file distribution for nouns with up to 20 senses. Number in
row i, column j is the number of words that has i senses which fall into j lexicographer
files.
Average
LFs→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 num. of
senses ↓ LFs
1 5948 1.0
2 1035 1464 1.6
3 222 525 338 2.1
4 56 204 248 72 2.6
5 18 73 144 94 28 3.1
6 10 27 66 69 23 3 3.4
7 2 14 45 26 24 7 3.7
8 3 14 28 29 3 5 1 4.4
9 1 6 8 15 7 3 1 4.8
10 2 5 9 13 14 1 4.8
11 2 4 9 9 3 1 5.3
12 4 1 6 3 2 1 6.1
13 2 2 4 7 5 2 5.8
14 3 1 2 4.8
15 5 2 3 2 1 6.6
16 3 1 1 1 8.0
17 1 1 1 7.7
18 1 1 7.5
19 1 1 8.0
20 1 12.0
Table 2.3: Lexicographer file distribution for verbs with up to 20 senses. Description as
per table 2.2.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
nouns verbs nouns weighted verbs weighted
Figure 2.3: Distribution of average number of WORDNET LFs with the number of
senses, for the nouns and verbs with up to 20 senses. Bars show the simple average,
and the lines show the weighted average according to the corpus frequency of each
word in the SEMCOR corpus. The distribution shows that for most words, primes do
not include more than two senses; this ensures that too many senses do not get lost by
using primes.
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Table 2.1 shows the set of Lexicographer files for nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs: the latter two parts of speech do not have semantically useful organization for
LFs. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show how the statistics of the number of lexicographer files com-
pared with the number of senses for nouns and verbs. Figure 2.3 show the averaged
statistics for the same.
2.3 Semantic Similarity
The notion of semantic similarity existed outsideWSD for a long time. Most of the early
work, however, were based on word similarity rather than the word sense similarity,
(‘word sense’ as defined in, say, WORDNET, with the word and the sense number).
Some early examples for this are those of Miller and Charles (1991), and Rubenstein
and Goodenough (1965).
This approach seems to assume somewhat implicitly that when twowords are com-
pared, the ‘related’ senses are automatically selected. This seems to be the case in
human thinking as well; For instance, if we ask a person to compare crane, car and
bulldozer, (say, as opposed to crane, pelican, and eagle) the machine sense of crane will
be automatically selected and he would most likely pick bulldozer and crane as more
related to each other, without questioning which sense of crane was meant. However
in WSD, senses are important, and some later work did focus on sense similarity.
2.3.1 Similarity Measures
Semantic similarity of senses is a widely researched subject. In particular, there are
many measures of semantic similarity available for the WORDNET senses. Similarity
methods can be defined in terms of features of text in terms of context, corpus frequen-
cies, or proximity within the WORDNET hierarchy.
Surrounding Words
One can use ideas similar to those of Yarowsky (1992), using clues from surrounding
words to derive a measure of semantic relatedness. Lesk (1986) originally proposed
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Figure 2.4: Edge distance measure can introduce inaccurate implications. This example
shows that ash, cottonseed cake, and dottle being related to each other more than crow and
eagle do.
an algorithm which used electronic dictionary definitions to provide clues. Hence this
measure does not depend on the structure of the taxonomy. This algorithm is imple-
mented as a similarity measure in (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002). This measure seems
to be the most vulnerable for noise, as definition texts, short in nature, are not guar-
anteed to provide solid clues, compared to the hierarchical structure. For instance,
the WORDNET definition for light/1 (visible light) is ‘electromagnetic radiation that can
produce a visual sensation’ and for elephant/1 (animal) is a mere ‘five-toed pachyderm’,
which hints for a scientific context than the actual contexts the sense is used in day-to-
day texts.
Edge Distance
This is the simplest and perhaps the most intuitive measure that uses the hierarchy. In
this measure, similarity between two concepts is defined in terms of the path length
of traversing from one concept to another in the taxonomical hierarchy (Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998). However, this can also lead to wrong implications, as shown in
figure 2.4.
Common Parent
The concepts at the lower levels of hierarchy are more specific; if two concepts share
a common parent at a lower level of the hierarchy, this means that they are related to
each other in more specific details. Hence, the specificity of the common parent can
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Figure 2.5: Common parent as a measure of relatedness ignores the specific positions
of concepts compared. In this example, researcher, engineer, and shark (as a bad person)
have similar relatedness to each other.
be thought of as a measure of relatedness. Resnik (1995) used this idea, using the in-
formation content of common parent as a measure of similarity between two concepts.
Information content is defined in the familiar way, as the negative log likelihood of the
concept. Like edge distance, this measure can fail at certain points of the hierarchy, as
shown in figure 2.5.
While the Resnik (1995) measure uses only the information content (IC) of the com-





which accounts for the difference between the specificity of common parent from that
of the two concepts compared.
Lexical Chains
The Hirst and St-Onge (1998) measure uses other relations in WORDNET in addition
to hypernym IS-A relationships and synonyms. These relations can be either upwards
(hypernymy, meronymy), downwards (hyponymy, entailment, etc.) or horizontal (antonymy,
attribute, etc.). In addition to these ‘strong’ direct relationships, ‘medium strong’ rela-
tionships are defined if there is an ‘allowable path’, a one which links two synsets with
a sequence of relations. The notion of what is allowed is a manually made decision.
Some of the allowed and disallowed paths are shown in figure 2.6. Arrows towards
upwards, downwards and horizontal directions denote the corresponding relations as
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Figure 2.6: Some allowable (above) and not allowable (below) paths for medium strong
relations in Hirst and St.Onge measure. Up, down, and horizontal arrows denote up,
down, and horizontal strong relationships. See text for details.
mentioned above.
The weight associated to a path is given by
weight = C− path length− k× number o f changes o f direction
where C and k are constants.
Jiang and Conrath (JCn) Measure
A combination of path length with information content, proposed by Jiang and Con-
rath (1997), has been shown to perform well in comparative evaluations (Patwardhan,
Banerjee, and Pedersen, 2003). Instead of merely taking all children concepts of any
given concept as having the same relation with the parent, they introduce a link strength
of a parent-child link, LS(ci|p), dependent on the conditional probability of a child con-
cept ci, given its parent p.
LS(ci, p) = − log P(ci|p) = IC(ci)− IC(p) ,
where IC is an information content measure defined in the usual way, that is, IC(S) =
− log P(S). This assertion handles straightaway the problem we described about ‘odd’
children, shown in the residue-ash example shown in figure 2.4. Note however, that
the ‘parent’ with respect to a ‘child’ concept is not defined strictly in the IS-A sense
of taxonomical hierarchy. JCn can consider other link types, such as meronyms and
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holonyms. However the measure as we implemented it uses only hypernym relations.
Let’s define d(p) as the depth of node p in the hierarchy, E(p) as the number of
edges p has to it’s children or local density, and E¯, the average density of the whole
hierarchy. then, the weight of a parent-child edge is defined by
wt(c, p) =




α[IC(c)− IC(p)] T(c, p) ,
where α and β are parameters such that α > 0 and 0 6 β 6 1. These parameters control
how much each factor should be weighted. Here, T(c, p) is a measure that determines
a similar overall weight depending on the link type. During our experiments we kept
α at 0 and β at 1 as the changes required additional validation experiments, with the
risk of overfitting, and the difference in performance at the initial cursory tests was not
positive.
Once the edge weights are defined, the semantic distance between two word con-





P = {path(ci, cj)− LSuper(ci, cj)} .
Here, ci, cj are the set of possible senses for wi and wj, and LSuper(ci, cj) is the
lowest super-ordinate of ci and cj. path(ci, cj) denotes the set of nodes between the
shortest path from ci to cj. Note that JCn measure is originally a distance measure
rather than similarity; relatedness between two concepts can be derived from this by
subtracting the distance between them by the maximum distance between two nodes
in the hierarchy.
Some example relatedness values (calculated using SEMCOR corpus statistics) of
cat, horse, and shark to dog (all in ‘animal’ sense) are shown in figure 2.7, along with the
relevant tree structure.
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Figure 2.7: A part of WORDNET hierarchy, showing the relative positions of ANIMAL
sense of words cat, horse, and shark with respect to that of dog. The numbers shown
are similarity values according to Jiang and Conrath scheme, one model of estimating
semantic relatedness between WORDNET concepts.
2.4 A Framework for Class Based WSD
The discussion of the theoretical work and the details of WORDNET structure provided
so far is sufficient to outline the basic strategy of the generic sense learning system we
proposed in the previous chapter.
The framework we propose for class-based word sense disambiguation is based on
a set of assumptions, and is motivated by problems in contemporary unrestrictedWSD
research, which we discussed in section 1.3. It is meant to test our hypothesis that
generalizing word senses across word boundaries is practically possible. For practi-
cal reasons regarding data acquisition and evaluation, the experiments use WORDNET
senses as the fine grained lexicon. In addition to the practical convenience of availabil-
ity of training and evaluation data, this is necessary for the sake of argument as well;
any formulation that cannot be applied in contemporary WSD problems would not
possibly be justified on practical grounds. For this reason, all our experiments are eval-
uated on fine-grained senses. This requirement can be easily obtained by almost any
generic sense class set with only one additional input: a mapping which can convert
the classes learned into WORDNET fine-grained senses.
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This sense mapping is the central concept in this work. Basically, the mapping
is such that each word sense in a given lexicon is assigned a unique coarse grained
sense class. The class may come with a semantically meaningful label attached, or may
just have a nominal label which simply serves as an identifier, without any semantic
bearing. More than one sense in a given word, and senses in different words, can map
to any given class; the number of classes is much smaller than the number of senses
within the lexicon.
We initially assume that these classes can be learnt by a suitable supervised ma-
chine learning algorithm, using contextual features of text. This approach is not essen-
tially different from the typical fine-grained WSD setting. Any labeled training exam-
ple meant for fine grained WSD can be automatically converted to a labeled example
for class learning, as we have a direct mapping from senses to classes. However, un-
like the case of traditional lexical sample approach to WSD, the fact that senses from
different words may map to a single class means that we can use training examples
labeled with different word senses as training examples for a particular class. This pool
of examples, in theory, will be useful as training examples for all words that have one
or more sense falling into that particular class.
This system can be used to classify an instance of a word in a given context, into its
respective class. However in fine-grained WSD, we need the fine grained sense label.
This is not straightforward even though we know the underlying word we just clas-
sified, because more than one sense of the word can possibly map to the same class.
However, as described in section 1.3.2, word senses have rather skewed distributions;
WORDNET senses are ordered in descending order of their frequencies, and successive
senses have rapidly falling frequencies. This means that if a given class maps to two
senses, the sense with the smaller sense number has a higher likelihood to be the actual
underlying sense. This provides a heuristic to create an inverse-map from classes into
fine grained senses; pick the sense with the highest likelihood of occurring, using a pre-
defined order. This is the same heuristic we utilized in section 1.3.2, using WORDNET
lexicographer files as generic classes. This mapping is obviously lossy as some senses
will be discarded.
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Admittedly, we depend on the WORDNET sense order for reverse mapping. How-
ever, this is not a problem in itself, as supervised systems are allowed to use the sense
ordering; This is an informative feature about senses in practice, and there has been
several recent works which were focused on the issue of deriving the sense order or
the relative sense frequencies for different corpora (Koeling, McCarthy, and Carroll,
2005; Chan and Ng, 2005). Other alternative of picking a random sense given the class
would not have made any practical sense, as selecting the maximum likelihood es-
timate is straightforward even by using our own training dataset, which happens to
be SEMCOR, which would theoretically yield the same result as using the WORDNET
sense order.
One important note is that we did not commit ourselves to a particular set of classes
in the definition. We will use WORDNET lexicographer files for illustrative purposes,
but any grouping of senses can serve as the set of classes as long as it satisfies the
condition that fine-to-coarse mapping assigns each fine grained sense to only one class.
This system can effectively increase the available amount of training data through
example re-use. However there are certain complexities that arise in practice. For the
sake of clarity we defer discussing these reasons in detail until section 3.2; the relevant
fact is that not all different word sense instances can be trusted to provide the clues
of same quality for a given word. For instance, the word amoeba can not be trusted
to provide a good training example for the ‘animal’ sense of word dog as word horse
could, because of the obvious differences in contexts they appear.
We introduce the use of measures of semantic similarity in order to handle this
issue. We show that classifiers can be biased to prioritize different training examples
depending on their similarity to the target word being classified.
In summary, the framework for learning sense classes for fine grainedWSD consists
of:
• a sense-to-class map that is used to transform available fine-grained sense labeled
training instances into class-labeled instances
• a classifier system that labels unseen instances into sense classes, using contextual
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sense 1 ARTIFACT: a permanent structure that has a roof and walls (48)
sense 2 ACT: the act of constructing or building something (3)
sense 3 ACT: the commercial activity involved in constructing buildings (1)
sense 4 GROUP: the occupants of a building (0)
Figure 2.8: Lexical file mapping for noun building. Shown within the brackets are fre-
quencies of each sense in the SEMCOR corpus.
features and with the aid of semantic similarity between instances
• a heuristic to convert the newly labeled instances to fine grained word senses,
with some loss in accuracy during the process, due to the many-to-one nature of
the sense map.
Chapter 3 will detail the actual implementation of this framework. In the rest of
this chapter, we will define some terms that will facilitate discussions throughout the
thesis, and discuss some related work done in the area.
2.5 Terminology
In this section, we present a set of terms that we will be using in the following discus-
sions. For easy understanding, recall the example we provided in section 1.3.2. This is
shown again in figure 2.8.
2.5.1 Sense Map
The most important idea is the notion of a sense map, which relates the fine-grained
senses with coarser classes.
Definition 2.5(a): Sense Map
A sense map φ : S → C is a many to one mapping from the set of fine-grained
word senses S of a given lexicon into a set of classes C. For each word wi in
the lexicon, each sense si,1, si,2, si,3, . . . , si,n of wi is a unique element in S . Any
given element in C may be mapped to from senses of different words as well
as from several senses of a given word.
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In the example in figure 2.8, the underlying sense map is the WORDNET lexicographer
file mapping. S is the set of WORDNET senses and classes in C are WORDNET lexicog-
rapher files.
2.5.2 Sense Ordering, Primary and Secondary Senses
Next we need an ordering which determines which senses we can throw away during
the coarse-to-fine sense transformation.
Definition 2.5(b): Sense Ordering
A sense ordering≺ is a partial order on a set of word senses S where si,p ≺ si,q
means that the estimated frequency of si,p in a given corpus is higher than or
equal to that of si,q. The senses si,p and sj,q are comparable if and only if i = j.
In the example in figure 2.8, the ordering is given by SEMCOR corpus frequencies, and
senses 1, 2, 3, and 4 follow this order. In general, in the case of WORDNET senses (and
the SEMCOR corpus), the ordering is simply the numerical order of senses. We can
see that sense 3 will have to be discarded in favor of sense 2. We will call sense 2 the
primary sense in class ACT for word building.
Definition 2.5(c): Primary Sense
Given a sense a map φ : S → C, an ordering ≺ on S , a word wi with senses
Si = {si,1, si,2, si,3, . . . , si,n}, and a class c ∈ φ(Si), the primary sense of wi
within c, denoted Prime(wi, c), is si,j such that φ(si,j) = c, and j ≺ k ∀k 6= j
such that φ(si,k) = c. A primary sense of wi (without respect to a class) is any
sense si,j = Prime(wi, c) for some class c ∈ φ(Si).
Definition 2.5(d): Secondary Sense
Any sense that is not a primary sense of wi is a secondary sense of wi. The
primary sense of a given secondary sense si,k of wi is Prime(wi, φ(si,k)). A
secondary sense of a given primary sense si,j of wi is any sense si,k, k 6= j, such
that φ(si,k) = φ(si,j), or in other words, si,j = Prime(wi, φ(si,k)). A secondary
sense of a class c is any secondary sense si,k of wi such that φ(si,k) = c.
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It follows that, under this particular sense map, the senses 1, 2 and 4 are primary senses
for the word building. Sense 3 is a secondary sense, with sense 2 as its primary sense.
2.5.3 Sense Loss
This is a one important factor that determines the practical utility of a given sense
map. It denotes how much information is lost by a given sense mapping, in terms of
proportion of instances that lost its original senses. Instances lose their original sense
during the reverse mapping, if they originally belonged to a secondary sense of the
word under a give class map.
Definition 2.5(e): Sense Loss
Sense Loss due to a mapping φ in a given labeled corpus is the proportion
of corpus instances that are labeled with secondary senses of the respective
words, under the mapping φ.
In the example, we see that one instance that belongs to sense 3 of building loses its
original sense, out of total 52 instances, or 152 th of the total . The loss for the SEMCOR
corpus with respect to the WORDNET LFmapping can be calculated by summing these
numbers over all words and taking the result as a fraction of the total number of labeled
instances.
Another interpretation of sense loss provides a better practical bearing: suppose
we have a classifier that can classify any unseen sense instance (of a given test set)
into coarse-grained class level at 100% accuracy. When we use the reverse-mapping
heuristic explained above, this classifier can be used as a fine-grained WSD system;
this WSD system will make an error for any instance of the test set that is labeled with
a secondary sense with respect to the given class map. Sense loss of the class map in
the test set is the percentage error the system would make on the test set.
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2.6 Related Work
Word sense disambiguation had its own colorful array of approaches. The earliest
approaches of the problem date back tomore than half a century, withWarrenWeaver’s
famous question on howmuch context one would need to identify ameaning of a word
in a text (Weaver, 1949).
Interestingly, but perhaps not much differently from any area of research with a
long-enough history, traces of the techniques that appear in the early work can be seen
in several much recent research, at least at the theoretical level. What determines the
agenda of a particular time somewhat depends on the general technical focus at that
time, as well as new developments in the area —such as the availability of cheap com-
puting power and new lexical resources— rather than new theoretical findings alone.
In this light, it is not easy to present an exhaustive description of approaches used
in WSD. We feel a better approach would be to address the history of research that
were concerned on the issues that we address in this thesis, after a brief mention on the
current state of the art in WSD in general.
Supervised learning clearly dominates the state of the art, offering the best per-
formance. All systems that reported top performance on recent SENSEVAL tasks (Ed-
monds and Cotton, 2001; Snyder and Palmer, 2004; Mihalcea, Chklovski, and Kilgar-
riff, 2004) used supervised learning. Some systems showed consistently good results as
well; Hoste, Kool, and Daelmans (2001), and Decadt et al. (2004) achieved the second
best and top performance respectively on SENSEVAL-2 and 3 English all-words tasks,
with the same system (with some modifications in SENSEVAL-3). A similar case in En-
glish Lexical sample task is (Lee and Ng, 2002) which reported performance figures
that exceeded the official figures reported in SENSEVAL-2 task, and could keep simi-
lar performance levels (Lee, Ng, and Chia, 2004) in SENSEVAL-3 as well; it was placed
third, with only slightly lower performance than the top system.
These methods, however, do not claim to address the issue of the knowledge acqui-
sition bottleneck. In the case of lexical sample systems, the data provided were used;
and GAMBL system mentioned above (Decadt et al., 2004) used in the English all-
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words task whatever the training data it could muster from various sources, including
the training examples provided for the lexical sample task.
As the condition that motivated our research is the scarcity of training data, we shall
focus on approaches that mainly dealt with systems that either do not use training data,
use encoded knowledge sources, or employ generalizing schemes on available knowl-
edge. Some of these approaches, generalization schemes in particular, were already
discussed in detail in chapters 1 and the early sections of this chapter, so our handling
of them here will be limited for just references. Interested reader is advised to refer to
section 2.1 for more information on generalization schemes.
2.6.1 Some Early Approaches
Sense Knowledge can be encoded in different kinds of structures, as the knowledge
of word senses is essentially a formalization of how humans see the world. One can
suggest that a system which contains all the underlying rules can be used to under-
stand language and then disambiguate senses. Another more shallow approach is to
resort to a dictionary lookup. The latter approach does not require training data per se
for statistical machine learning, and in this regard, can be thought of as a knowledge
generalizing approach. This section will present a few miscellaneous and diverse set
of approaches that are not commonplace in current state of the art, before moving into
more recent and related work from section 2.6.2.
Symbolic Knowledge Encoding
Indeed, one does not deny the requirement for world-knowledge based inference (as
opposed to lexical and syntactic features of text) in at least some cases of sense disam-
biguation. One good example for this was put forward by Bar-Hillel (1964); this was
discussed earlier in section 1.1.2.
Symbolic AI methods try to tackle this using networks of concepts which can in-
herit behavior and properties frommore primitive ‘super’ concepts. Early works of this
kind includes (Masterman, 1961) and (Quillian, 1969). Another approach that tackled
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WSD problem through symbolic AI line is the preference semantics (Wilks, 1968; Wilks,
1975). This is an approach of logic for language understanding, which uses semantic
primitives (Schank, 1973) for reasoning about word senses. This is a scheme of gener-
alization in a way, as the primitives are essentially basic building-blocks of knowledge
who can inherit properties from their semantic parents. Wilks (1975) also discusses
about the problems with a rigid human-coded class system: an inflexible set of prim-
itives is of less use in terms of versatility, and so-called primitives are not essentially
distinguishable from non-primitive word meanings, as any concept has the potential
to be a primitive to more specific concepts, while having more generic concepts as its
own primitives.
Encoded Knowledge: Machine Readable Lexico-Semantic Resources
Compared to the techniques discussed above, somewhat more current, popular, and
direct in WSD research are the forms of knowledge encoding in dictionaries, glosses,
and other forms of databases.
The basic idea behind the dictionary based systems is quite simple, and analogous
to what a human reader would do when looking up the dictionary to find the mean-
ing for an unknown sense. However, unlike the symbolic AI based systems that use
techniques such as case frames and reasoning, the surface level similarities between
the context of the target word and the dictionary definition, or gloss are considered.
The WSD algorithm proposed by Lesk (1986) is one early and notable attempt in
this regard. It compares the gloss (dictionary definition) of each sense of the word
being disambiguated with the glosses of other words in the context. The sense whose
gloss yields the highest match is selected as the correct sense of the word. While this
technique in itself does not generalize any knowledge, it has been extended by Banerjee
and Pedersen (2002) to utilize the hierarchical relatives from each synset; the glosses of
the relatives allow more information than the gloss of the sense itself provides. This
latter approach has some generalizing nature in it, as it borrows knowledge from the
hierarchical neighbors.
Another major, perhaps the largest ever, approach based on systematic human en-
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coding of knowledge is CYC (Lenat, 1995), which claims to build a knowledge struc-
ture that would complement an encyclopedia by providing the necessary semantic an-
notations for reasoning. The system is commercial, and a separate but related project
OPENCYC is an adaptation that is non-commercially available in GNU Lesser General
Public Licence. CYC contains limited support for WORDNET senses. At least one re-
search work (Curtis, Baxter, and Cabral, 2006) reports on the application of CYC for
word sense disambiguation.
WORDNET itself is this kind of a database. An interesting comparison and critique
between similarities and differences of the approaches of CYC and WORDNET, written
by their respective creators, is (Lenat, Miller, and Yokoi, 1995).
SENSEVAL attempts that used dictionary-based approaches include (Litkowski, 2001;
Litkowski, 2000).
2.6.2 Generic Word / Word Sense Classes
As we described in earlier in this chapter, the approaches for overcoming data sparse-
ness by generalizing properties of word senses can be broadly divided into two types,
class based and similarity based, depending on whether they assume a class-structure.
Class Based Models
Class based models consider words that show similar behaviors as belonging to the
same class. They can either work on a set of classes with already identified semantics,
or derive a set of classes on their own. One earlier example for this kind in word sense
disambiguation is (Yarowsky, 1992), which categorized words according to the global
context they appear in. Yarowsky used Roget’s thesaurus categories, which were about
1000 in number, as his set of classes, and used Groiler’s Encyclopedia in order to learn
the ‘salient features’ of classes. Another example is Selectional constraints (Katz and
Fodor, 1963), which were adapted for WSD by Resnik (1996; 1993). Both of these sys-
tems depend on a manually created set of classes. (McCarthy and Carroll, 2003) is
another similar application. (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2000) also used selectional pref-
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erences, but with Bayesian networks, which is not very common in the WSD literature.
Brown et al. (1992), on the other hand, try to infer the set of classes from the features
found within the text. They argued that the words that have similar usage could be put
into classes, evenwhenwe don’t have a classification defined beforehand. For instance,
the words Thursday and Friday can be expected to have same probability patterns with
other words, although there can be exceptions such as that ‘thank God it’s Thursday’ does
not appear commonly. They used n-grams as a learning model.
In a way, their work is much similar to ours on the argument level, as they also
claim that similar words have similar contexts. On the other hand, this observation
is a generic one, and crucial differences lie at the application level. Brown and col-
leagues, for instance, work on similar words rather than similar senses. Other researches
that were based on similar approaches are (Pereira, Tishby, and Lee, 1993; Pereira and
Tishby, 1992). Magnini and Cavaglia` (2000) also introduce a generalization much simi-
lar to Yarowsky’s approach, but is defined on WORDNET senses. The topic signatures
they introduce are called subject field codes, and are based on the contexts (domains
in their words; see also (Gliozzo et al., 2004)) they appear in, rather than a common
taxonomical class they belong to.
Similarity Based Models
Some other works tried to utilize information available from the words that are contex-
tually similar, but without assigning them into any defined class. One representative
system of this kind is done by Dagan and colleagues (Dagan, Marcus, and Markovitch,
1993; Dagan, Pereira, and Lee, 1994). They argued directly against class-based ap-
proaches (Dagan, Lee, and Pereira, 1997) on the grounds that it can cause the idiosyn-
crasies of the individual words to be ignored. As an example they took color words: for
instance, although red can act as a generic COLOR word, it has very distinctive co oc-
currence patterns that cannot be found in other words, such as the relation with words
such as apple.
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Work from Classic Linguists
The same arguments has been considered outside Computational Linguistics. One of
the most famous of verb classification systems is the set of classes proposed by Levin
(1993) for English verbs. They are based on commonalities in diathesis alterations, or
the alterations between the expressions and arguments the verbs participate in. As an
example, consider the sentences
a. Mary cut the bread.
b. Jane broke the glass.
c. Tom touched the cat.
and
a. Bread cuts easily.
b. Glass breaks easily.
c. * Cats touch easily.
The fact that touch does not allow the alteration from the first form to second form
is a determining factor in deciding that touch does not belong to the same class cut
and break do. Although these classes are based on syntactic properties unlike those
in WORDNET, it has been shown that they can be used in automatic classifications
(Stevenson andMerlo, 2000). Korhonen (2002) proposed amethod formappingWORD-
NET entries into Levin classes. Olsen, Dorr, and Clark (1997) also describe an attempt to
link WORDNET synsets with Levin’s classes. To the best of our knowledge, no research
has been done on Levin classes’ applicability in WSD.
Coverage-wise, Levin’s classes are fairly large, but not as comprehensive as WORD-
NET . There are 193 verb classes in total, which cover 3100 verbs. The classes, like the
experiments of Miller and Charles (1991) and Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) we
mentioned earlier, are based on verbs rather than verb senses; there is no distinction
among different senses of the same word, so the utility in WSD is somewhat limited.
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Wierzbicka (1996) also argued that the taxonomical classification of concepts do not
necessarily have to conform to their linguistic usage (Wierzbicka, 1984), and that the
usage based ‘classes’ can be different from a taxonomy. Her examples provided some
of the inspiration for our work, although her work, as Levins’, were strictly of classic
linguistic nature, and were not concerned about any computational approaches to the
problems. Additionally, both of them focused on words rather than word senses, as
was the case with Brown mentioned above, and those of Miller and Charles (1991) and
Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) we mentioned in section 2.3.
Learning WORDNET Lexicographer Files
Learning the WORDNET top level concepts as semantic classes has been attempted
by several researchers for different uses. Ciaramita and Johnson (2003) used a multi-
class perceptron tagger for classifying noun instances into WORDNET lexicographer
files. They assumed that the key differences in semantics are held at super-sense level;
their approach used WORDNET hierarchy for creating annotated instances for training.
Curran (2005) implemented a similar system, but using unsupervised learning, and
used a vector-space similarity based approach. Both of these systems were limited to
WORDNET nouns only, and were not concerned with word sense disambiguation.
In the context of WSD, Crestan and colleagues (Crestan, El-Bze, and Loupy, 2001;
Crestan, 2004) employed an approach similar to ours in SENSEVAL English lexical sam-
ple and all words tasks, by learning WORDNET lexicographer files as classifier level
and then converting them into fine grained WORDNET senses. However, they do not
try to utilize the fact that the classes at classifier level are generic for several senses,
hence do not claim to use training examples from different words to learn a class. They
do not exploit the notion of semantic similarity to obtain better substitute training ex-
amples either. The idea of using WORDNET LFs is still useful, as it reduces the granu-
larity of the senses, making them easy to learn from a limited amount of training data.
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2.6.3 Clustering Word Senses
Most research described in the previous section utilized an already present set of classes.
In our work, we tried to identify clusters of senses from within the contexts. In out-
line, this idea has some relationship to the strong contextual hypothesis of Miller and
Charles (1991): that the semantic similarity between a pair of words can be determined
by the extent of similarities in the contexts they appear. The use of clustering techniques
was the typical approach used in many unsupervised work, which discriminated word
senses into clusters depending on the context of each instance. (Pedersen and Kulka-
rni, 2005) is a representative system which employs this approach; given a set of word
sense instances, the system creates vector-based representations of contextual features
and performs clustering on this instance base. The authors claim that the framework
can be used for other purposes than WSD.
Agirre and de Lacalle (2003) used on SENSEVAL-2 lexical sample data, several clus-
tering schemes that use information other than context feature vectors, such as simi-
larity matrix of word senses —based on classifier confusion matrices— to cluster fine
grained WORDNET senses into coarse grained classes. The results of the clustering is
evaluated using the coarse grained senses provided in SENSEVAL task, and was shown
somewhat promising: more than 80% ‘purity’, measured by which proportions of dif-
ferent instances from manually-categorized coarse grained senses are included in a
given cluster generated by the algorithm.
We use Singular Value Decomposition for a clustering systemwe introduce in chap-
ter 6. Although not quite similar to our approach, Strapparava, Gliozzo, and Giuliano
(2004) used the SVD-based technique Latent Semantic Indexing in identifying the se-
mantic domains. The relevant technique for WSD is presented in (Gliozzo et al., 2004).
2.6.4 Using Substitute Training Examples
Most works that employed substitute training examples in order to alleviate the knowl-
edge acquisition bottleneck, utilized information from theWORDNET hierarchical neigh-
bors of the senses of the target word. Some approaches used information derived from
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the neighbor instances to augment the features or clues for disambiguating a given
sense, while some others directly used instances of the neighbors as makeshift exam-
ples for training.
The first approach is employed by Mihalcea and Moldovan (2000) in an iterative
algorithm for word sense disambiguation. The method involves an algorithm which
starts with a few instances that can be disambiguated with high confidence, and then
uses a gradually relaxing linking process of unlabeled examples with already labeled
examples. The linking is done using WORDNET hierarchy relations. For instance, if
there is an instance of authorize that has been disambiguated as sense 1, and an unla-
beled instance of clear in its proximity, the latter is marked as clear/4 considering the
fact that authorize/1 and clear/4 are in the same synset. Each iteration uses similar kind
of a heuristic that is weaker than the previous in terms of relational strength, hence in
confidence.
Some work of Leacock and colleagues (Leacock, Miller, and Chodorow, 1998; Lea-
cock and Chodorow, 1998) provide examples for the latter approach of automatically
gathering training examples usingWORDNET relationships. In (Leacock andChodorow,
1998) they used proximity based hypernym relationships for learning useful contextual
patterns that were not found with training examples for the original word. In (Leacock,
Miller, and Chodorow, 1998), monosemous relatives of word senses are extracted from
an unlabeled corpus, and are used as training examples for respective senses of poly-
semous words.
Other examples for the latter approach include (Agirre and Martinez, 2004; Agirre
and Lopez de Lacalle Lekuona, 2004).
2.6.5 Semantic Similarity
The use of WORDNET neighbors to help address the knowledge acquisition bottleneck,
in itself without any explicit use of similarity measures, entails the notion of semantic
similarity. This is because the neighbors of a concept in WORDNET hierarchy are, in
general, semantically close to the concept of the primary interest. However, the explicit
use of the notion of semantic similarity was not seen in WSD research until recently.
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Some early studies of semantic similarity include the work of Miller and Charles
(1991). They claimed that “the more often two words can be substituted, the more
similar in meaning they are judged to be”. This idea is somewhat similar to what
we exploit when we use substitute sense examples from different words in classifier
process, described in section 3.2. Miller and Charles used noun pairs (as opposed to
demarcated noun sense pairs) in their experiments. Another widely-cited work along
this line is (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). The authors claimed that common
contexts between two words is indicative of their similarity in meaning.
The idea is extensively used by Ted Pedersen and colleagues (Patwardhan, Baner-
jee, and Pedersen, 2003; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002) whose work also paved the way
for popular open-source implementation of many semantic similarity measures in Perl
programming language, available through the GNU general public licensed software
library WordNet::Similarity (Pedersen, Patwardhan, and Michelizzi, 2004).
Their disambiguation algorithm is adapted from the Lesk (1986) algorithm men-
tioned above. The candidate senses of the word being tested are compared for similar-
ity with those of the words in its context. The sense that gives the best total similarity
score is picked as the correct sense. Their extension allows the algorithm to be used
flexibly with other similarity measures as well as the modified version of the original
Lesk (1986) measure of gloss overlap; they reported best performance with the adapted
Lesk measure.
Note that their method is radically different from ours in the way that it uses the
similarity measure itself as the disambiguation rule, while in our case, similarity mea-
sure is merely an indicator of the reliability of a particular training instance.
2.7 Summary
Sense generalizing schemes have been a recurring subject in NLP under various con-
texts. This section provided an introduction to sense generalizing schemes – systems
that can be used to infer knowledge about different words, with senses that show simi-
lar behavior. In section 2.2, we discussed the basic structure of WORDNET , and showed
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how it provides a basis for sense generalizing. Section 2.4 outlined the necessary fea-
tures of a framework for learning generic sense classes, with fine-grained WSD as the
end objective. Section 2.5 was devoted to define a set of terms dealing with the proper-
ties of this framework. Several related research work were discussed in section 2.6.
In the next chapter, we will discuss a system which implements the framework we
discussed in section 2.4, with WORDNET lexicographer files as generic sense classes.
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It is the duty of every citizen according to his best capacities
to give validity to his convictions in political affairs.
— Albert Einstein
Treasury for the Free World 1946
Chapter 3
WORDNET Lexicographer Files as
Generic Sense Classes
With the basic framework for generalizing word senses into coarser level classes, one
obvious fact is that the set of WORDNET lexicographer files makes an intuitive can-
didate for generic coarse grained classes. In the previous chapter, we introduced the
conceptual framework of a sense class learner, without discussing any technical details.
When it comes to implementation, a great deal of ideas can be borrowed from typical
WSD systems; however, there are many possible ways WSD systems are implemented,
so the design is not a trivial problem.
We describe in this chapter our implementation of the sense-class learning WSD
framework, justifying the reasons for our technical decisions as and when necessary.
As mentioned earlier, we tackle the problem in two steps: first we try to disambiguate
word instances into sense classes at WORDNET lexicographer file level, using labeled
training examples and a supervised learning algorithm. Then we transform these
classes into fine grained senses.
Parts of this problemwere the focus of several previous research work; for instance,
Ciaramita and Johnson (2003) and Curran (2005) addressed the first part of the prob-
lem, by attempting to classify nouns into WORDNET lexicographer files. However
these experiments were limited to nouns, and they did not evaluate any utility of these
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classes at the application level. Crestan (2004) used a system that learned word sense at
WORDNET LF level in SENSEVAL-3, but made use of only the coarse-grained level, not
the generic nature of classes. Crestan (2004) andCrestan, El-Bze, and Loupy (2001) used
WORDNET lexicographer files in fine grained WSD. However theirs was an attempt to
gain from the resulting coarse-grain classes rather than to generalize knowledge across
different word senses. They do not employ the use of semantic similarity measures
to validate training examples from different words, which is a salient feature of our
implementation, which shall be discussed later in section 3.2.
The main purpose of this chapter is to describe the basic technical details of our
implementation of the coarse-grained sense class classifier framework, which we de-
scribed in section 2.4. The framework can use any mapping of fine grained senses into
generic coarse gained classes; we are going to demonstrate the use of system by using
WORDNET lexicographer files as sense classes. Other than the case-specific details per-
taining to the demonstration, the framework applies to experiments discussed in future
chapters as well, in particular chapter 6. In this demonstration implementation, our ex-
periment included both nouns and verbs. As the adjectives and adverbs do not have
useful WORDNET LF labels,1 the LFs cannot be used for either adjectives or adverbs.
3.1 System Description
Our system consists of three independent classifiers that work on three different types
of features within text. By design, it is not much different from contemporary systems
that use memory based learning.
3.1.1 Data
For training, we used the SEMCOR corpus (Landes, Leacock, and Tengi, 1998). SEMCOR
is a manually labeled corpus of 352 files from the Brown Corpus of Standard American
English, commonly known as the Brown corpus (Francis and Kucera, 1982). It contains
1adjectives have only three classes, which are not based on semantics, and all adverbs fall into a single
class.
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Category Description Brown SEMCOR
A Press: Reportage 44 44
B Press: Editorial 27 27
C Press: Reviews 17 17
D Religion 17 17
E Skill And Hobbies 36 31
F Popular Lore 48 28
G Belles-Lettres 75 28
H Miscellaneous: Government & House Organs 30 20
J Learned 80 49
K Fiction: General 29 29
L Fiction: Mystery 24 18
M Fiction: Science 6 6
N Fiction: Adventure 29 17
P Fiction: Romance 29 12
R Humor 9 9
Total 500 352
Table 3.1: SEMCOR corpus statistics: SEMCOR contains disproportionate numbers of
documents from the 15 different text categories. Numbers shown under Brown and
SEMCOR are numbers of files for each category in the corpus.
one-million word text from sources printed in 1961; the sources are diverse, and the
proportions of each are shown in table 3.1, together with which parts of them made
their way into SEMCOR. In SEMCOR, the Brown-1 and Brown-2 parts have all open-
class words manually labeled with WORDNET senses, while the Brown-v part has only
verbs labeled.2 The complete corpus has 352 files in total, divided into three parts as
follows:
part contents what’s tagged
brown1 103 Brown Corpus files All open class words
brown2 83 Brown Corpus files All open class words
brownv 166 Brown Corpus files Verbs
For evaluation, English All Words task test data in SENSEVAL-2 and 3 exercises
were used.
A randomly picked portion (5000 instances per each part of speech) was set aside
from training data as generic validation data. For word level validation purposes (used
in weightedmajority voting, described in section 3.3.1), we set aside a randomly picked
2We used a version that use WORDNET 1.7.1 senses, created by Rada Mihalcea at University of North
Texas, by automatically mapping from the original version which used WORDNET 1.6 senses.
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sample, up to a maximum of 20 instances for each word, from training data. In order
to avoid large number of instances being removed this way, the development sample
for one word is used as training data for other related words. The complete SEMCOR
corpus has 82616 labeled noun instances and 92875 verb instances. The greater number
of verbs is due to the contribution of brown-v part of the corpus to verb examples.
Since our proposition is that the generic classes can be learnable using training ex-
amples from different words, we do not restrict ourselves to labeled data of the same
word, but use any labeled word instance, if the labeled sense belongs to an LF which
includes some sense of the target word being classified. For instance, both horse and
dog share the LF ANIMAL, so an instance labeled with ANIMAL sense of horse can be
used as a training example for dog.
3.1.2 Baseline Performance
The accepted baseline for supervised systems in WSD tasks that use WORDNET senses
is the accuracy of a system that always predicts the WORDNET first sense of a word.
In the English all words task, this is a fairly high level of performance, usually above
60% on average. This is because the sense distribution in English is skewed and a few
senses that are used often occupy a disproportionate amount of word instances.
3.1.3 Features
There is a fair agreement on what sort of features are generally useful in WSD. These
include topical context, collocations, parts of speech and various syntactic clues, such
as noun-verb relations. In our experiment we used the local context, parts of speech
and syntactic pattern features.
Local Context
Local context information has been used in different styles in WSD literature. Lee and
Ng (2002), for instance, used explicit collocations by using strings of combined words
at different relative positions with respect to the test word. Hoste, Kool, and Daelmans
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An/DT ancient/JJ stone/NN church/NN stands/VBZ
amid/IN the/DT fields/NNS ,/, the/DT sound/NN of/IN bells/NNS
cascading/VBG from/IN its/PRP$ tower/NN ,/,
calling/VBG the/DT faithful/NN to/TO evensong/NN ./.
Figure 3.1: A sample sentence with parts of speech markup
(2001) used a window of words and parts of speech surrounding the tested word. We
used the latter representation, by using a window of words to both sides of the target
word. This way, the ‘collocations’ can be detected by the classifier implicitly; to avoid
confusion with the way other people (Lee and Ng, 2002; Yarowsky, 1993) have used
the term ‘collocations’, we will continue to refer to this feature as local context. The
word window was n words to both sides, where n ∈ {1, 2, 3} was selected by cross-
validation. This window size can be seen as rather small; more about this decision is
discussed later in this section under ‘Topical Context’, and in section 4.6.
All words were converted to lowercase, and punctuation was omitted while con-
structing the vector. An example sentence with parts of speech markup is shown in
figure 3.1. For example, the local context vector for the word church in this sentence is
[an ancient stone stands amid the].
Sentence boundaries were considered when constructing the vector, and in case the
window exceeded the boundary, the positions that fall outside the sentence were filled
with NULL values.
Parts of Speech
SEMCOR data files come with part of speech labels assigned to all words, and these
were used as-is. For SENSEVAL data, associated Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994)
parse results were provided. These are supplied with the Data sets. POS tags, which
are at the leaf nodes of the parse trees, were aligned with the XML data files.
The exceptions on the punctuation and sentence boundaries are similar to those
used for local context. For instance, the word faithful in the sentence in figure 3.1 has
the feature vector [NN VBG DT TO NN NULL].
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Subject - verb an ancient church stands stands
Verb - object the bell calls the faithful calls
Adjectival modifiers an ancient church ancient
Prepositional connectors the sound of bells sound of
Post-nominal modifiers the sound of bells of bells
ve
rb
Subject - verb an ancient church stands church
Verb - object the bell calls the faithful faithful
Adverbial modifier the bell rings loudly loudly





e Normal adjective links the ancient church church
Predicative adjective the church is old church
Definitive determiner the church is the oldest church
Adverb links the church is very old very
Table 3.2: Grammatical relations used as features. The target word is shown in bold.
Adjective patterns are also provided for future reference.
Syntactic Patterns
These are features that capture more direct patterns among words, such as subject-verb
and noun-adjective relationships.
Table 3.2 show the complete list of syntactic pattern features, and examples for each
of them.
Since there can be more than one pattern present for a given word instance, a binary
vector was used to encode all patterns. Each pattern denotes a given bit in the vector,
and only the patterns present in the test data were used in the feature vector in order
to minimize its length, owing to computational reasons. This means that we have to
create the feature vectors from test and training data files at the same time — a trade
off for faster processing time. However this does not impose any significant time delay,
as the classifier we use —memory based learning– does not have a lengthily ‘training’
phase; we the bottleneck in classification is always at the classification phase, and there
is not much to gain from off-line training.
For extracting the relationships, all texts were parsedwith the Link Grammar parser
due to Sleator and Temperley (1991).
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Topical Context
One reason we did not use the topical context as a feature is that we observed it can
result in conflicting information in generalizations. For instance, consider the following
senses of bank:
Sense 1 a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into lend-
ing activities; “he cashed a check at the bank”; “that bank holds the mortgage on
my home”
Sense 2 sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water); “they pulled the
canoe up on the bank”; “he sat on the bank of the river and watched the currents”
Sense 4 a building in which commercial banking is transacted; “the bank is on the
corner of Nassau and Witherspoon”
Clearly, in terms of the topical context, sense 1 and 4 go together, as both involve
the same ‘financial’ sense of bank. On the other hand, if we think in terms of local con-
text and syntactic patterns, we can expect that sense 2 and 4 will go together, as they
both refer to locations (as in the case of “He walked towards the bank” or “The vehicle
was stopped at the bank”). In short, most selectional preference style predicates that
take a physical location as an argument will treat those two senses similarly. In case of
fine-grained sense classifier, this is not a problem as all senses are individually consid-
ered, paving way for consistency among features within a sense. But in a class based
learning system, local context and topical context could yield conflicting information
for generalizing. Linking different concepts according to topical context has left open
questions in WORDNET design as well (Fellbaum, 1998a, p. 10).
In addition, topical context feature vectors are typically of very large dimension
compared to the local context; although this should not be a big problem for clas-
sifiers intended for single-word sense learning —as they can concentrate on context
words that occur most frequently with that particular word— the dimension can be
prohibitive for a classifier that tries to incorporate information from a large set of dif-
ferent words. Our local context feature vector itself was about 42,000 in dimension; a
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wider context would have yielded feature vectors that are several orders larger.
Several researchwork had also discussed this issue (Lesk, 1986; Martinez andAgirre,
2000; Choueka and Lusignan, 1985; Leacock, Miller, and Chodorow, 1998) which gen-
erally suggested that local context information is superior, and a majority of words can
be disambiguated using local context alone. Lin (1997) also pointed out that psycholog-
ical evidence suggests that humans can disambiguate senses given a narrow window
of context. For these reasons, it is safe to assume that the missing information in our
features is not too significant.
3.1.4 The k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier
The classifier used in central part of the experiments3 is TIMBL (Daelemans et al.,
2004), a system based on a memory-based learner (Daelemans, 1999), also known as
example-based, similarity-based, case-based, analogical, or more generically, instance-
based learning (Ma`rquez, 2000). It has been argued that Instance Based Learning has
the right bias for most natural language tasks (Daelemans, van den Bosch, and Zavrel,
1999). Several systems that produced good results in past SENSEVAL exercises (Hoste,
Kool, and Daelmans, 2001; Decadt et al., 2004; Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004) and other
data sets such as Ng and Lee (1996) also used memory based learning.
The classifier can directly use the vector format we described for feature encod-
ing. The learner is founded upon the hypothesis that cognitive reasoning is based on
reasoning using the similarity of a new observation to stored (in memory) representa-
tions of earlier observations, rather than on a set of mental rules that were derived from
the previous observations. The implementation of memory based learning is typically
done as a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) learner (Cover and Hart, 1967).
The classifier (figure 3.2) does not essentially build a model for reasoning upon
reading labeled training example, hence the name lazy learning. In the ‘training’ phase,
it merely stores all data instances in memory. In practice, this can possibly include
an optional indexing structure for faster lookup during classification. At the classi-
3We experimented with support vector machines in order to verify whether it is possible to extend the
ideas for other classifiers; this is discussed in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Memory based learning architecture (Daelemans et al., 2004)
fying phase, each stored instance is compared with the target instance. For this, the
classifier uses a measure of distance. Let us assume that the each instance is an n di-
mensional vector of features. We calculate the distance ∆(X,Y) between two instances






Where δ(x, y) is a distance measure defined for values of a given feature. If x, y are
numerical features, then the difference (possibly normalized) between the two values
is considered as the distance; For nominal feature values, the distance can be either
something as simple as 0 for equal values and 1 for different values, or some complex
function based on information available from the class distribution.
We initially experimented with several distance measures, using the development
dataset for validation. What proved to perform best is Jeffrey divergence: this is a sym-
metric form of Kullback-Liebler information theoretic measure of ‘distance’ between
two probability distributions (Kullback and Leibler, 1951). Jeffrey divergence is de-
fined for two feature values v1 and v2 on a class distribution C as
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This measure is claimed to be generally more robust in cases of sparse distributions
(Daelemans et al., 2004).
The actual classification is done by inspecting what stored instances are most sim-
ilar to the instance being classified; as the name implies, k most nearest instances are
picked up, and they vote for the final class. Voting power of an instance may be de-
pendent on the distance between itself and the target instance. The class that gets the
highest number of votes is selected.
The classifier supports an extensive collection of options, however we did not want
to optimize all of them as there is a very high risk of overfitting with the small amount
of training data available. Only the basic set of options:
• distance metric to use: among simple overlap, information gain, gain ratio, mod-
ified value difference and Jeffrey divergence (see (Daelemans et al., 2004) for in-
formation on the measures).
• number of k in the classifier, i.e. the number of nearest neighbors that participate
in voting for class label, k = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
• weight threshold to select example instances (see section 3.2 below)
• the size of context window, {1, 2, 3} for local context and part of speech feature
vectors.
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Figure 3.3: Classifier combination and fine-grained sense labeling. The three classifiers
and WORDNET first sense participate in voting, which returns a the predicted sense
class. This is converted to WORDNET fine-grained sense by picking the relevant pri-
mary sense, i.e. the sense with smallest number that falls in the predicted class.
3.1.5 Combining Classifiers
Having individual classifiers that work on different types of features, and combining
them through voting, has been shown to performwell inWSDpreviously (Decadt et al.,
2004; Villarejo et al., 2004; Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004). The system we implemented
uses this strategy.
The three sets of features (local context, parts of speech, syntactic patterns) are used
by three different classifiers, which independently output the class for a given word
instance. In addition, a classifier that always predicts the class of the first WORDNET
sense of the word is used in voting. Simple majority voting and two weighted majority
voting schemes were tested: these are described in section 3.3.
The output from the voting is a WORDNET LF; it is straightforward to convert this
to the finer-grained sense; as explained in section 2.4, we do this by selecting the pri-
mary sense for each LF as the corresponding fine-grained sense. Figure 3.3 shows a
schematic diagram of the system.
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3.2 Example Weighting
In the initial experiments it was shown that using all examples for a particular class
does not help improve the classifier performance. This is not surprising: As WORDNET
LFs are rather coarse, one LF can include many senses that belong to much diverse
concepts. For instance, LF ANIMAL includes nouns ranging from amoeba to elephant,
including birds and fish. It is clear that an instance of amoeba does not help as an
example for learning ANIMAL sense of dog as much as catwould do.
For this reason, some constraining is necessary to avoid feature confusion. The
necessity for this may better be explained by an example: Consider the first two senses
of word school,
sense 1 GROUP: an educational institution
sense 2 ARTIFACT: a building where young people receive education
and two training examples company as a GROUP (an institution created to conduct busi-
ness), and tape as an ARTIFACT (a recording made on magnetic tape). Assume that we have
an unlabeled instance of school in the context ‘run the school’. Two labeled examples
‘run the tape’ and ‘run the company’ will provide contradictory clues that would signal
for two different sense classes of school.
If, however, we consider the fact that GROUP senses of school and company are much
similar to each other compared to ARTIFACT senses of school and tape, we can assume
company example to bemore reliable one among two contradictory substitute examples.
This application of similarity weighting benefits the generalization in other ways as
well. For instance in a setting where selectional preferences provide the main informa-
tion (Resnik, 1996), the predicate object-of-run could possibly be ignored totally,
as its selectional preference strength is low due to the fact that it results in conflicting
signals for classes. However in this implementation, it is possible to use information
relevant to both classes by selectively constraining the system to accept only what is
meaningful for the target word. This allows the system to use weaker clues effectively.
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3.2.1 Implementation with k-NN Classifier
The obvious way to handle this kind of constraining is to introduce a localizing scheme
that will bring in some sort of preference, which would say that instances that are more
‘similar’ to the target word must be treated as more authoritative. In the k-nn classifier
we use, this can be accomplished by modifying the distances of the original instance
base. More authoritative training examples are moved towards the test instance, and
semantically distant examples are moved further away from the test instance.
Assume that the original distance between a training instance X and testing in-
stance Y is ∆(X,Y). Also assume that the similarity between X and Y is SX,Y. Then the




where e is a small constant added to avoid division by zero.
In the practical implementation, the exemplar weights were derived from the fol-
lowing method:
1. pick a labeled example e, and extract its sense se and sense class (WORDNET LF
in this particular case) ce.
2. if the class ce is a candidate class for the current test word w, i.e. the candidate
word has any senses that fall into ce, find out the primary sense of w, scew , within
ce. (Recall that the WORDNET sense ordering is in use; thus, the primary sense is
the sense that has the lowest WORDNET sense number within that class.) If none
of w’s senses fall into ce, ignore that example.
3. calculate the relatedness measure between se and scew , using whatever the similar-
ity metric being considered. This is the exemplar weight for example e.
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An example Consider creating training data for the word ‘dog’: this word
falls into three sense classes, namely NOUN.ANIMAL, NOUN.PERSON, and
NOUN.ARTEFACT. Suppose in the training corpus, there is an instance ‘I have
a pet cat.’, labeled with sense cat/1: this particular sense of cat falls into the
class NOUN.ANIMAL. Since this is a candidate sense class for dog, the smallest
sense number of dog which falls into class NOUN.ANIMAL is queried for; this
happens to be sense 1. Then a straightforward lookup for Jiang and Conrath
similarity between senses cat/1 and dog/1 returns a similarity value of 0.546.
This is the weight of the example in the training set for word dog.
Testing with the validation set showed that it the examples were completely omit-
ted from the training instance-base if they have similarity values to the test instance be-
low a certain threshold, then the speed of the classifier can be dramatically improved,
and performance could also be enhanced. Therefore a similarity weight threshold was
introduced, which was adjusted using the validation data set.
A freely available implementation due to Ted Pedersen and colleagues (Pedersen,
Patwardhan, and Michelizzi, 2004; Patwardhan, Banerjee, and Pedersen, 2003) was
used for calculating similarity for all measures except the Jiang and Conrath measure.
For the latter, we used our own implementation, based on SEMCOR corpus frequencies.
3.2.2 Similarity Measures
Several measures were tested for similarity values between instances, and the best per-
forming was the Jiang and Conrath measure. Figure 2.7 shows how the animal words
we discussed in section 3.2 are related to each other in this measure. A detailed discus-
sion on the other similarity measures is given in section 2.3.1.
3.3 Voting
As mentioned earlier, three feature types were used in three separate classifiers, and
the results were combined through voting, along with a ‘classifier’ output that always
predicted the class belonging to WORDNET first sense of the word considered.
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A discussion is provided in the next chapter on how invididual classifiers and vot-
ing results vary in performance at the evaluation experiments. Simple majority vot-
ing could improve the performance over the baseline, and a weighted majority voting
could improve over this.
3.3.1 Weighted Majority Algorithm
The algorithm that was adapted for weighted majority voting is described in (Little-
stone and Warmuth, 1994). The original algorithm is designed for binary classification
problems, and the modified algorithm handles multiple classes, and works in the fol-
lowing way:
Initially, all classifiers have the sameweight of 1. The classifiers participate in voting
in a classifying experiment, on the set of instances in the development data set. Each
classifier votes for its predicted class with its current weight. The weighted sum of
the votes for each class is compared, and the class which accrued the highest weight
is taken as the prediction of the algorithm. If this output is wrong, the weights of the
classifiers which contributed with the wrong answer is decreased by a factor β such
that 0 ≤ β < 1. The purpose of the validation experiment is to determine the value of
β. The optimal value for β is determined by comparing the total number of accurate
predictions the algorithm could make on development data.
Two levels of optimization is possible: First, β can be globally optimized for all
words using the generic development data set. Second, the weights can be determined
for individual words, using the development samples collected for individual words
(described in section 3.1.1).
3.3.2 Compiling SENSEVAL Outputs
This system with WORDNET LFs can only be used for nouns and verbs, as there are
no practically useful lexicographer files defined for adjectives and adverbs. However,
in the final evaluation, it was necessary to include these parts of speech, for fair com-
parison with officially published results. So when compiling final SENSEVAL answers,
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the baseline WORDNET first sense was used for these two parts of speech to fill in the
results.
Additionally, SENSEVAL test data SGML files have some multiple-word phrases
marked separately, in the manual annotation phase. When these instances can be iden-
tified as having a specific WORDNET sense entry (such as ‘school board’), this entry was
used as the corresponding target sense for the whole phrase. Usually phrases have only
one sense, and running a classifier on them does not make sense. Therefore WORDNET
first sense was simply used to label these instances.
Some instances could not be correctly labeledwith any of thesemethods (see section
4.2 for examples), and they are marked with ‘U’ (for unlabeled) as per the guidelines. In
the evaluation, these cases were obviously markedwrong unless the human annotators
also used U as the answer for some reason.
3.4 Support Vector Machine Implementation
One question that arises is whether the class system is strictly dependent on the k-
nearest neighbor classifier we used. This is a reasonable doubt, as our systems heavily
depend upon exemplar weighting, which has a very intuitive implementation with
k-nn classifier.
State of the art WSD research has shown (Lee and Ng, 2002) that Support Vector
Machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1999) yield impressive performance on lexical sample task.
To test the applicability of different systems, we implemented an alternative system
using SVM as the classifier, while keeping the basic details of sense mapping and fea-
ture weighting intact. There are two major differences: First is the way features are
represented, because SVM classifiers cannot handle nominal data. Second difference is
about how example weighting is implemented in the classifier.
3.4.1 Feature Vectors
The set of features used are the same as in the earlier experiments; however there is
the need to convert the features to binary as SVMs cannot handle nominal data. The
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concatenated feature vector was converted into a binary vector. Cursory experiments
with the development data showed that, unlike the case with k-nn classifier, a classi-
fier that works on the concatenated vector of individual feature vectors, rather than
a voted-combination of different classifiers, can perform better. This is in accordance
with some previous observations as well; for instance, Lee, Ng, and Chia (2004) used
the same classifier system used by Lee and Ng (2002) that reported good results on
SENSEVAL-2 data, and could report third best performance reported in SENSEVAL-3
exercise. Their system used a single classifier and a combined feature vector.
The feature vectors were the same as earlier, with local context and part of speech
were added as a window of up to three words to both sides. The combination was
converted to a binary vector where a feature with n values was represented by a bi-
nary vector of n dimension; The value at the ith position is 1 if the actual feature value
is the ith one in the ordered set of values. All other values in the binary vector are
set to 0. Finally, vectors for all features were concatenated together. Classifier options
were selected using the same set of validation instances (1000 instances for each part of
speech) that were used in the previous experiments. SVM is a binary classifier by de-
fault; the multi-class classification is handled in one-against-one approach (Friedman,
1996). First, a number of binary classification problems are solved for all binary combi-
nations of classes; then the classifier outputs vote for the final class. The class with the
maximum number of votes is selected as the final class.
3.4.2 Example Weighting
Suppose we have a set of labeled training examples x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn ∈ Rd and associ-
ated labels y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn ∈ {−1,+1}. In the linearly separable case, we ideally want
to find a separating hyperplane x ·w + b = 0 such that, for all labeled instances, the
conditions
xi ·w+ b ≥ +1 whenever yi = +1, and
xi ·w+ b ≤ −1 whenever yi = −1.
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hold on the hyperplane. Equivalently, the hyperplane satisfies
yi(xi ·w+ b)− 1 ≥ 0 ∀ i.
In support vector machines, we try to maximize the margin of distance from the sepa-
rating hyperplane to the closest positive and negative examples. Simple algebraic ge-
ometry can show that this is equivalent to minimizing 12w
Tw subject to the constraints
yi(xi ·w+ b)− 1 ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n in the linearly separable case.
In the non-separable case we introduce slack variables ξi for each instance such that







ξi, ξi > 0 ∀i.
It is possible to introduce the example weights here, by penalizing the errors dis-
proportionately; the errors in the instances with higher weights are counted with a








where σi is the exampleweight of the ith instance. Effectively this adjustment inweights
tells the optimization procedure that it must try to reduce the classifier error for those
examples with high weights.
The implementation of weighted SVM classifier is based on LIBSVM (Chang and
Lin, 2001), which employs C-support vector classification (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995;
Vapnik, 1998).
3.5 Summary
Learning generic sense classes can borrow many techniques from the state of the art
of WSD, but some issues have to be addressed with different and special techniques.
This chapter provided a description of essential details behind the implementation of
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a generic sense learner framework.
A system that learns generic word sense classes instead of fine grained senses is
similar to a system used for conventional WSD, when it comes to features and rep-
resentation. However, there are two major differences: First is how to reduce noise
arising from training examples that come from different words, which may or may not
be semantically similar to the word being classified. The second is how the fine grain
senses are obtained once coarse grained classes are available as the classifier output.
We address the first issue by introducing a measure of semantic similarity, which
we use to weight the training examples. The implementation of weights depends on
the actual classifier. In a k-nearest neighbor classifier the weights are used to adjust the
distances from the training instances to testing instance. With support vector machines,
the optimization function is modified to penalize different examples’ errors according
to their ‘importance’, defined by their semantic relatedness to original word. The sec-
ond problem is solved by the arbitration rule that WORDNET senses with smaller sense
numbers have precedence over those with larger numbers. This heuristic is based on
the fact that WORDNET senses come ordered in their corpus frequency in SEMCOR,
and the assumption that this order is reasonably preserved in the test corpus.
Most of the implementation is generic, and does not rely on any special assump-
tions on the class map, other than the properties we discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
For demonstration purposes, WORDNET lexicographer files were used as the reference
class map. The empirical results related to this particular class map are discussed in
the next chapter. Apart from this specific detail, the rest of the implementation applies
to the class maps we discuss in chapter 6 as well.
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Analysis of the Initial Results
The following sections will provide an analysis of results of the WSD system described
in the previous chapter, which implemented a generic sense class learning framework
using WORDNET lexicographer files as sense classes. Final evaluations were done on
SENSEVAL-2 and 3 English all words task evaluation data.
For comparison purposes, the results will be shown for settings other than the op-
timal classifier settings (such as performance variation with different context window
sizes) on SENSEVAL data sets, unless otherwise stated. The results reported such way
are from the experiments that were run for comparison purposes only; the results from
these experiments were not used and in setting the system parameters. The develop-
ment data set (section 3.1.1) was used for this purpose.
All performance values reported were generated using the SENSEVAL official scorer
whenever possible, and the values reported are recall values. Precision and Recall
values are defined as
precision =
total number of instances correctly classified
total number of instances attempted
recall =
total number of instances correctly classified
total number of instances in the test set
The recall value is always smaller than the precision value for a given run, and
provides a fairer comparison for an unrestricted task.
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.658 0.643
No substitute words (k-NN) 0.662 0.653
No substitute words (SVM) 0.663 0.652
Table 4.1: Combined baseline performance in SENSEVAL data for all parts of speech,
including multiple-word phrases etc. ‘Baseline’ is the WORDNET first sense, and ‘no
substitute words’ is the performance of a system trained only using labeled training
examples from exact word as being classified.
4.1 Baseline Performance Levels
The standard baseline for SENSEVAL supervised WSD tasks is WORDNET first sense.
Unfortunately, there were no official baseline score reported, and different systems had
small differences in the figures they reported. For fair comparison with our system,
the baseline figures reported here were calculated using the same classifier framework,
except for the classifier component.
In addition, it is possible to have a baseline measure defined for our specific task.
This is the performance of our classifier if it used only the examples that belong to the
exact word being disambiguated, without using substitute examples from other words.
This baseline helpsmeasure the improvement the system gains by using examples from
different words.
The combined baseline figures are given in table 4.1. This values include all parts of
speech; all instances that are not classified (adjectives, adverbs, multiple-word phrases
in WORDNET, and monosemous words) were labeled with their respective WORDNET
first senses. These baseline values are also given in the tables where final SENSEVAL
data are reported, (tables 4.4 and 4.5) for easy reference.
In the sections starting from section 4.3, a detailed analysis is provided on the re-
sults of k-NN classifier, which is our focus. To facilitate the component-wise analysis,
the two baseline figures for nouns, verbs, and the total of nouns and verbs combined
together are shown in tables 4.3 and 4.2, excluding other parts of speech which were
not used in classification. These measures are the ones we are more interested in, as we
will be focusing only on nouns and verbs. However this performance figures are differ-
ent from the final system which includes adjectives, adverbs and multi-word phrases
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
noun verb total noun verb total
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.711 0.439 0.618 0.700 0.534 0.626
No substitute words (k-NN) 0.719 0.435 0.622 0.712 0.549 0.639
Table 4.2: Baseline performance in SENSEVAL data for nouns and verbs. ‘Baseline’ is the
WORDNET first sense, and ‘no substitute words’ is the performance of a system trained
only using labeled training examples from exact word as being classified, using k-NN
classifier. The ’total’ value here is only over nouns and verbs.
Development Data
noun verb total
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.644 0.574 0.609
No substitute words (k-NN) 0.647 0.586 0.617
Table 4.3: Baseline performance in development data for nouns and verbs. Legend as
per table 4.2.
which have distinct WORDNET entries.
4.2 SENSEVAL End task Performance
The final results were compiled by combining the results for nouns and verbs with the
multi-word phrase results and filling in the rest of the instances with WORDNET first
senses, as described in section 3.3.2.
As it was mentioned earlier, the baseline measure reported from different systems
were different from each other. Our observations showed that even better figures are
possible with better heuristics to identify multi-word phrases and errors in lemmas and
parts of speech accurately. For instance, the instance d001.s001.t013 in SENSEVAL-
3 test data is ‘%’, which does not have a WORDNET entry. The official answer key has it
labeled as percent%1:24:00::. The sense tag is obviously non-trivial. Although this
kind of instances can be expected in any practical text, they make comparisons among
the systems hard, especially because the margin of improvement over the baseline is
not large.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 respectively show the final results for SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-
3 data, using weighted majority voting for classifier combination. (Different voting
schemes are compared in table 4.14).
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System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.658
Baseline (No substitute words - k-NN) 0.662
Baseline (No substitute words - SVM) 0.663
SMUaw (Mihalcea, 2002) 0.690
Sense Classes: k-NN 0.674
Sense Classes: SVM 0.670
CNTS-Antwerp (Hoste, Kool, and Daelmans, 2001) 0.636
Table 4.4: Results for SENSEVAL-2 English all words data for all parts of speech and
fine grained scoring.
System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.643
Baseline (No substitute words - k-NN) 0.653
Baseline (No substitute words - SVM) 0.652
Sense Classes: k-NN 0.661
Sense Classes: SVM 0.659
GAMBL-AW-S (Decadt et al., 2004) 0.652
SenseLearner (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004) 0.646
Table 4.5: Results for SENSEVAL-3 English all words data for all parts of speech and
fine grained scoring.
Each table shows the final results of our system, baseline figures for each test, and
the results of the two systems that reported the best official results. Our systems results
are shown as ‘Sense classes’, for both k-NN (TIMBL) classifier as well as the SVM
classifier. Both k-NN and SVM based classifiers perform better than the reported state-
of-the-art systems in SENSEVAL-3 and better than all but one system (that of Mihalcea
(2002)) in SENSEVAL-2. The baseline figures also include two additional comparison
measures: the performance of the systems trained with no substitute words (i.e. using
labeled examples for the exact tested word). These results understandably differ for
k-NN and SVM classifiers, so both systems are reported here.
In the following, we will use only the results of the k-NN classifier, which is our
main focus; this classifier consistently gave better results than SVM.
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Classifier Development SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
Baseline (WFS) 0.609 0.618 0.626
Baseline (NSW) 0.617 0.622 0.639
POS 0.594 0.616 0.614
Local context 0.612 0.627 0.633
Syntactic Patterns 0.601 0.620 0.612
Combined, NFS 0.591 0.629 0.639
Concatenated 0.558 0.609 0.611
Combined (voting) 0.625 0.631 0.643
Table 4.6: Results of baseline (WFS: WORDNET first sense, NSW: supervised learning
with no substitute words), individual, and combined classifiers: recall measures for
nouns and verbs combined. Results given separately for nouns and verbs can be found
in tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.
4.3 Individual Classifier Performance
Performance on individual classifiers results are shown in table 4.6 along with the base-
lines. The entries ‘POS’, ‘Local context’ and ‘Syntactic Patterns’ are for classifiers that
used the respective type of feature alone. ‘Combined’ is the final system where the
separate classifier outputs were combined through voting.
‘Combined, NFS’ result is for weighted voting of the three classifiers without in-
cluding the WORDNET first sense classifier. The listing shown as ‘concatenated’ is
for a system that used a concatenated vector of the three types of features in a single
classifier, instead of combining classifiers through voting. It is visible that combining
features this way does not perform well. This is due to the fact that features with statis-
tically weak yet useful information (such as syntactic patterns) can get ignored when
competing with statistically strong features (such as part of speech).
It can also be seen that local context itself can outperform the baseline, and combin-
ing three features through voting can significantly increase the performance.
4.4 Contribution from Substitute Examples
The similarity values (for Jiang and Conrath measure) between an overwhelming ma-
jority of the sense pairs are below 0.5.
The average proportions of example instances that fall above different similarity
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weight threshold values are shown in figure 4.1. Averages were calculated for all words
in the development data set, and the similarity measure used was Jiang and Conrath.
The average number of all training examples for a word is about 15,000 for nouns, and
about 24,000 for verbs. The large number of examples for verbs is partly due to the
fact that they have a fewer number of lexicographer files; this makes the chance of a
random sense falling into a given lexicographer file is higher than the same chance
for nouns. The total number of training instances collected for all nouns and verbs is
almost equal for both parts of speech (21,984,292 and 21,296,351 respectively).
It is interesting to note that the similarity distribution characteristic for both nouns
and verbs are strikingly similar to each other. This is not intuitive because noun and
verb hierarchies are significantly different from each other, in terms of depth, number
of children per node, and also in terms of information content —as the frequencies of
senses are fairly different from each other.
The substitute examples contribute to the classifier performance in somewhat ex-
pected way: when the instances keep getting added according to their similarity (start-
ing from themost similar instances), the performance gets increased up to certain point,
after which the performance starts to drop with adding more instances. The initial
improvement of the performance is due to the fact that newly added instances yield
information that were not available from the labeled training instances of the original
word. As the similarity threshold drops, the new instances start introducing unrelated
features which end up as noise; At a certain point, the noise overcomes the information,
and performance starts to drop from there.
Figure 4.2 shows the variation of classifier performance on development data, for
nouns and verbs, against the similarity weight threshold that was used to filter the
training instances. (Instances that have similarity weights lower than the threshold are
removed from the training set.) As the threshold increases, the performance reaches
the level of performance with only the original word instances as training set. When
the threshold decreases, the performance can go below this margin, as the new instances
can contribute to noise.
It could be observed (in section 4.3) that the syntactic pattern feature performs rea-
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Figure 4.1: Average proportions is instances (over all words) that fall above a given
weight threshold. Nouns and verbs show strikingly similar patterns, despite much
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Figure 4.2: Variation of classifier performance with new examples. Training instances
are filtered using similarity weight (x-axis) as the threshold. Dotted lines show the
level of performance with only the instances of exact word. The performance increases
with more similar instances added up to a certain point, and then starts to drop again,
reaching the performance of a system that uses only original word examples.
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same word similar words
noun verb noun verb
POS 0.617 0.570 0.611 0.570
local context 0.627 0.576 0.647 0.571
patterns 0.635 0.548 0.645 0.558
combined 0.647 0.586 0.659 0.590
Table 4.7: Comparison of performance using same-word and substitute-word exam-
ples: development data
same word similar words
noun verb noun verb
POS 0.712 0.439 0.704 0.448
local context 0.724 0.440 0.724 0.439
patterns 0.709 0.435 0.716 0.435
combined 0.719 0.435 0.724 0.455
Table 4.8: Comparison of performance using same-word and substitute-word exam-
ples: SENSEVAL-2 English all-words task data
sonably well, even though it is much sparser compared to part of speech and local con-
text features when individual words are considered. This raises the question whether
the pattern feature specifically benefits from substitute examples. Tables 4.8 and 4.9
show the comparative results for the two classifier systems side by side. First uses only
labeled examples from the same word as training instances, and the other, the system
we are currently discussing.
Interestingly, part of speech classifier works better without substitute training in-
stances in most cases. Local context classifier performs almost similarly, with only
minor variations. However, in both cases the answers correctly classified are not essen-
tially the same; this fact determines how the classifiers behave on the final combination.
In the case of patterns, this trend reverses, and substitute words clearly add to the clas-
same word similar words
noun verb noun verb
POS 0.702 0.542 0.688 0.520
local context 0.709 0.551 0.706 0.542
patterns 0.672 0.515 0.684 0.522
combined 0.712 0.548 0.719 0.548
Table 4.9: Comparison of performance using same-word and substitute-word exam-
ples: SENSEVAL-3 English all-words task data
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sifier performance.
It is hard to explain exactly why the patterns benefit more from substitute words;
there can be more than one possible reasons for this:
First, the pattern feature is sparse compared to the part of speech and local context
features. Since the number of possible values at a given position is rather small for
part of speech feature (typically 30-35), even the same-word example setting could be
providing enough clues for the classifier to learn. Local context feature is moderately
dense; the number of words that immediately surround a given word is determined,
to some extent, by grammatical constraints: Common tokens such as propositions play
a significant role. (Later in section 6.7.4 we show that the feature information gain
ratio for immediate neighbors of the word are typically high compared to the words
far away in the context.) Compared to these two features, the syntactic pattern feature
is much sparse, and most instances do not have any values selected for the syntactic
pattern feature. Substitute words are meant to alleviate exactly this issue, by providing
more examples, albeit of lesser quality. So the same instances that can harm the overall
quality of POS and local context data sets can provide useful clues for patterns.
Another possible reason is somewhat related to the importance of information given
by pattern-like features, as also shown in previous work, such as selectional constraints
based WSD (Resnik, 1996). Syntactic patterns (see section 3.1.3) capture information
similar to selectional constraints, and they may be inherently stronger in capturing
class-based generalizations. For instance, a selectional constraint predicate in the style
beverage(X) ← object-of(drink, X) can be directly captured by the object-of
feature in the syntectic patterns feature set.
4.5 Effect of Similarity Measure on Performance
The effect of different similarity measures on the result is shown in table 4.10. ‘No sub-
stitute words’ line show the baseline performance of the system if we only used the
examples from the word that is being classified, without using any substitute word ex-
amples from different words. ‘No similarity’ is the scheme where substitute examples
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
Baseline (WFS) 0.618 0.626
Baseline (NSW) 0.622 0.639




Hirst and St. Onge 0.581 0.606
Jiang and Conrath 0.631 0.643
Table 4.10: Effect of different similarity schemes on recall, combined results for nouns
and verbs. for comparison, baseline (WFS: WORDNET first sense; NSW: no substitute
words) are provided.
were used, but similarity voting was not used (thus considering the substitute words
as being equally authoritative as the original word). Weighted schemes include Lesk,
Lesk (1986), Resnik (1995), Lin (1997), Hirst and St-Onge (1998), and Jiang and Conrath
(1997). The Jiang and Conrath measure performs the best, and someweighting systems
perform worse than the baseline. The fact that the most complex representation was
used in Hirst and St. Onge does not seem to increase the performance of that similarity
measure.
4.6 Effect of Context Window Size
One fact observed in the experiments was that the system does not depend on a wide
window of collocations; this may be due to the fact that the wider the window, the
more different the behavior of words from each other. This is not a stand-alone obser-
vation: Mihalcea, for instance, reported fairly good improvements in large-scale sense
tagging with a one-word window to both sides (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004). Some of
the lexicography-oriented approaches for sense disambiguation, such as WASPS and
WORD SKETCH systems (Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001a; Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001b)
seemingly support this idea, by stressing their focus on local features. Their set of rela-
tions are somewhat similar to the syntactic-pattern based features in this work, except
for the fact that the relations they presented to the annotators were filtered for statis-
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Part of Window Size
Speech -1, +1 -2, +2 -3, +3
nouns 0.645 0.659 0.644
verbs 0.579 0.590 0.583
all 0.612 0.625 0.614
Table 4.11: Performance of the system with different sizes of local context window in
development data.
Part of Window Size
Speech -1, +1 -2, +2 -3, +3
nouns 0.724 0.724 0.712
verbs 0.446 0.455 0.458
all 0.629 0.631 0.626
Table 4.12: Performance of the system with different sizes of local context window in
SENSEVAL-2 data.
tical significance in the British National Corpus1. Several other researchers reported
similar observations, favorable for a narrow context window (Lesk, 1986; Martinez
and Agirre, 2000). Choueka and Lusignan (1985) also claimed that humans can disam-
biguate a great majority of words using typically two-word context window to each
side of the word.
Behavior of the system for different sizes of local context window is shown in tables
4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. All the other parameters were kept at their optimal settings while
the context window size was varied.
Experiments with Validation data reported best performance at context window
size [-2, +2] for both nouns and verbs, so this window size was selected in the final
results. The optimal results for SENSEVAL data looks slightly different in the case for
verbs. In both test cases, verbs show best results at [-3, +3] window; the performance
1British National Corpus is a 100-million representative selection of contemporary British English, both
spoken and written. http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
Part of Window Size
Speech -1, +1 -2, +2 -3, +3
nouns 0.699 0.719 0.714
verbs 0.541 0.548 0.551
all 0.629 0.643 0.641
Table 4.13: Performance of the system with different sizes of local context window in
SENSEVAL-3 data.
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differences in verbs for the two cases in SENSEVAL data are not significant though,
ranging at about 0.3%. In addition, as it seems from noun results as well, it may be
the case that the size of context window does not have a consistent relationship with
performance, and [-2, +2] would have been a ‘safe guess’.
In our case, the most important reason for the success of the small context window
might have been the representation of semantic-class based word senses; In manual
observations it was seen that most of the common features that discriminate classes are
available within a narrow context. For instance, if we consider Resnik (1996) style se-
lectional constraints, the subject-verb and verb-object relationships, though not always,
occur reasonably frequently within a narrow context window. Even when they do not,
the syntactic pattern feature can be compensating for them, as it is not dependent on
the context size.
This kind of short-window context can be thought of as being less sensitive to the
genre variations, because most of the basic connectors of the grammar within a narrow
context window do not change over genre, while genre can significantly impact the
wider ‘topical’ context. Also it’s easier to find more different narrow-window examples
from a limited corpus such as SEMCOR using the techniques we used here; if we were
to rely on topical context, we would have to have a lesser number of distinct exam-
ples, because all the words in a given document share almost the same wide-window
context, with the exception of the particular word itself being removed.
4.7 Effects of Voting
Table 4.14 shows the performance increase for multi-class words in SENSEVAL data sets
with different voting schemes. It should be noted that the increase of performance is
not very high, and not statistically significant. However, given lower performance im-
provements over baseline in the state of the art systems, even an improvement of this
magnitude is considerable. The validation sets for SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-3 (con-
sidering theweight adjustments per individual words) had 5.8% and 6.2% performance
increases respectively. This has been a common observation in English all-words task
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SENSEVAL-2 nouns verbs total
Baseline 0.711 0.439 0.618
Simple majority 0.724 0.455 0.631
Global Weights 0.728 0.453 0.634
Individual Weights 0.740 0.453 0.642
SENSEVAL-3 nouns verbs total
Baseline 0.700 0.534 0.626
Simple majority 0.719 0.548 0.643
Global Weights 0.728 0.549 0.649
Individual Weights 0.728 0.552 0.650
Table 4.14: Improvements of recall values by weighted voting for SENSEVAL English
all-words task data.
system evaluations. For instance, (Decadt et al., 2004) report 8% performance loss be-
tween validation and testing data (from 12% to 4%), and (Hoste et al., 2002) reported a
20% accuracy drop.
In a way, this supports our arguments (section 1.3.1) that optimization techniques
typical for classic lexical-sample style WSD problems are not robust enough to perform
well in the extreme low-data conditions. Nevertheless, it shows that small improve-
ments are possible even with this kind of conditions, with proper algorithms.
The weighting algorithm, especially the one that works at word level, has a signif-
icant bias towards most frequent sense. This is a desirable feature in a way, because
of the strong skewness of the sense distribution; accuracy of a classifier that always
labels senses with WORDNET first sense is fairly high; deviating from WORDNET first
sense is a risky decision, unless the classifier is very confident when it guesses a sense
to be something other than (the most likely) first sense. The voting algorithm provides
this confidence by strongly biasing the classification towards the first sense, as the first
sense has a higher accuracy rate on development data.
In the actual test data sets this effect was obvious; Only 14 of all SENSEVAL-2 nouns
had been marked as a sense other than WORDNET first sense, when the correct answer
was the first sense. For verbs, this figure is only 4. In SENSEVAL-3 data set, only 10 of
the nouns and 6 of the verbs were marked out of WORDNET first sense when the actual
answer was the first sense. This shows that the classifier is fairly accurate when decid-
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
fine coarse fine coarse
noun
baseline 0.711 0.790 0.700 0.781
system 0.740 0.817 0.728 0.813
verb
baseline 0.439 0.713 0.534 0.781
system 0.453 0.718 0.552 0.794
Table 4.15: Fine and coarse grained results compared, for SENSEVAL data.
ing against the first sense; this also contributes to the significance of the performance
improvement, when a sign test such as McNemar test is used.
4.8 Error Analysis
Coarse grained (at lexicographer file level) results for the SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-
3 data are shown, comapred with fine-grained results, in table 4.15. Baseline figures
reported are for the lexicographer file occupied by the WORDNET first sense.
The improvement of performance over the baseline at lexicographer file level is not
any larger than the performance improvement at fine-grained sense level. Although
this looks somewhat counter-intuitive, the reason is purely a statistical phenomenon.
Recall that when a fine grained classifier output is correct when the baseline is wrong,
this output always falls in to a lexicographer file other than the one the first sense
belongs to. As it is shown later in tables 4.16 and 4.17, the errors due to the sense loss
(defined in section 2.5) are minimal; in this particular data sets, most of these errors
happen when the correct secondary sense falls into the LF which has WORDNET first
sense as its primary sense. At LF level, they increase the accuracy of both baseline and
the supervised classifier by roughly the same number of correct instances. Addition
of the same number of correct instances to both classifiers results in a reduction of
percentage gain.
4.8.1 Sense Loss
There are some errors due to sense loss (see 2.5), although this is not the major source of
errors. Even when our classifiers are accurate at class level, the fact that we can accom-
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SEMCOR SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
lex file coverage hits misses coverage hits misses coverage
act 79% 61 11 85% 59 11 84%
animal 99% 1 0 100% 10 0 100%
artifact 89% 74 3 96% 98 14 88%
attribute 89% 17 1 94% 17 4 81%
body 92% 119 5 96% 33 1 97%
cognition 86% 72 11 87% 38 8 83%
communication 81% 30 3 91% 27 9 75%
event 93% 12 5 71% 46 0 100%
feeling 93% 3 0 100% 9 0 100%
food 78% 1 0 100% 12 0 100%
group 84% 52 13 80% 32 0 100%
location 87% 20 0 100% 36 3 92%
motive 99% 0 0 - 3 0 100%
object 91% 0 0 - 5 0 100%
person 81% 142 20 88% 126 13 91%
phenomenon 99% 3 0 100% 2 0 100%
plant 93% 0 0 - 1 0 100%
possession 90% 3 1 75% 16 1 94%
process 92% 7 2 78% 1 0 100%
quantity 97% 10 0 100% 8 0 100%
relation 99% 1 0 100% 8 0 100%
shape 96% 0 1 0% 2 1 67%
state 87% 98 0 100% 22 2 92%
substance 97% 10 0 100% 2 1 67%
time 74% 41 6 87% 36 8 82%
TOTAL 85% 777 82 90% 649 76 90%
Table 4.16: Errors due to sense loss in nouns.
modate only one sense per a given lexicographer file means that some answers can still
be marked wrong. We analyzed the theoretical impact of this in section 1.3.2, using a
hypothetical classifier, and now we are in a position to measure the performance drop
with an actual classifier.
Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the sense losses per each lexicographer file, for nouns and
verbs respectively. The column SEMCOR shows the sense loss calculated for SEMCOR
corpus per each lexicographer file, and the SENSEVAL columns show the loss for SEN-
SEVAL answer files for actual classifier outputs, as opposed to the hypothetical coarse-
grained classifier with 100% accuracy we discussed in section 1.3.2. Only the instances
that were correctly put into a class found in the official answer key are considered here:
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SEMCOR SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
lex file coverage hits misses coverage hits misses coverage
body 90% 2 1 67% 14 1 93%
change 81% 37 14 73% 32 6 84%
cognition 75% 39 20 66% 39 10 80%
communication 70% 38 39 49% 42 28 60%
competition 87% 0 1 0% 1 0 100%
consumption 90% 8 0 100% 3 2 60%
contact 71% 7 8 47% 22 6 79%
creation 82% 12 2 86% 1 1 50%
emotion 89% 7 1 88% 23 3 88%
motion 77% 6 5 55% 44 23 66%
perception 82% 15 10 60% 33 21 61%
possession 79% 10 9 53% 22 7 76%
social 85% 13 6 68% 21 10 68%
stative 71% 57 30 66% 107 59 64%
weather 91% 0 0 - 0 0 -
TOTAL 77% 251 146 63% 404 177 70%
Table 4.17: Errors due to sense loss in verbs.
‘hits’ are the number of instances that were put into the correct fine-grained sense (i.e.
the cases where the primary sense of the class was also the correct answer), and ‘misses’
are the cases where the classifier was correct on the output class, but the actual answer
in official answer key was a secondary sense within the class. These errors cannot be
avoided by increasing the classifier accuracy, as they result from the class map alone.
The columns ‘coverage’ show the percentage of correctly classified instances that could
make it to correct answers, being the primary senses per respective classes.
One obvious fact is that there is no significant difference of losses in sense loss be-
tween different classes of the same part of speech. Nouns yield about 90% coverage
(10% sense loss) while verb coverage is about 70% (with 30% loss). The fact that dif-
ferent classes have different loss patterns in SEMCOR and SENSEVAL data, and the fact
that the losses for all classes are generally in the same order as the average loss for
that part of speech, show that the issue is not something that can be fixed at individual
class-level. Also, the smaller number of classes in verbs can easily explain the higher
loss thereof.
These issues lead to the conclusion that the most promising way of reducing the
sense loss is to increase the number of classes and, in particular, try to reduce the num-
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ber of secondary senses that fall within each class. In other words, the only practical
way to reduce sense loss is to design a set of classes that splits fine grained senses of
a given word in such a way that the chance of two senses falling into the same sense
class is minimal. In the next two chapters, we try to address this issue.
Confusion matrices for the classifier at class level are shown in tables 4.18, 4.19, 4.20
and 4.21.
Confusionmatrices for nouns aremuch cleaner than those for verbs, with a stronger
diagonal component. This may be partly due to the greater number of classes that
makes it possible, at least theoretically, to have better cohesion within a given class.
If this is true, it supports our previous argument for a larger number of classes with
comparatively fewer senses in each. In addition, the inherent vague nature of verb
classification would have played a part in larger confusion among verb classes.
In both parts of speech, confusion among classes seem to be mutual in general.
That is, if class a gets confused by the classifier as class b, then there is a good chance
of predicting class a in place of class b as well.
Similarly, there are a few classes that lead to confusion more than others; for in-
stance, classes ACT, COGNITION, and STATE in nouns show major confusions. These
two classes occupy in average only 8%, 4% and 3% proportions on the training corpus;
so the likely source of confusion is not related to their statistical power, but their feature
vectors. BODY is the class that has cleanest defining features as it is evident from both
SENSEVAL tests. The percentages of instances of class BODY marked as other classes
in SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-3 are 2% and 6% respectively. Similarly, there are no
instances in SENSEVAL-2 that were marked incorrectly as belonging to class BODY; this
is very significant when observing the fact that there are more than 120 instances cor-
rectly classified into the class. In SENSEVAL-3, five instances got incorrectly classified
into BODY.
In verbs, there does not seem to be any significant patterns, and the lesser emphasis
on diagonal component (compared to the nouns) with respect to all classes hints that
there are no specific ‘problem classes’. As we showed in figure 4.1, the average number
of training examples per class remain mostly the same for both examples. Also, as the
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body 3 1 2 2 1
change 52 1 1 1 1 5 1 3 4 5
cognition 2 58 3 1 1 2 6 1 1 3
communication 4 1 78 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1
competition 1 1 1
consumption 7 1 2
contact 1 1 15 2
creation 2 5 1 12 4 4 8
emotion 1 2 9 1
motion 2 1 2 10 1 1
perception 1 4 1 23 1
possession 1 19 1 2
social 1 1 1 1 3 1 17 2
stative 5 3 3 3 1 6 2 1 1 95
weather





































































body 15 1 1 2 1
change 37 1 1 9 2 4 3 1 1
cognition 49 1 2 1 3 1 1 4
communication 1 2 5 69 1 3 3 1 3 1
competition 1 1 2 1
consumption 1 5
contact 2 27 1 3 1
creation 2 10
emotion 2 1 26 1
motion 2 5 3 1 1 65 1 2 1
perception 1 1 3 54 2
possession 2 3 1 2 1 29 4 3
social 1 2 2 2 30 3
stative 2 2 3 6 1 8 164
weather 1
Table 4.21: Confusion matrix for SENSEVAL-3 verbs. Original classes in rows, classifier
output in columns.
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senses LFs
nouns verbs nouns verbs
simple average 1.23 2.18 1.13 1.59
SEMCOR instances 2.14 3.09 1.65 2.01
weighted average 6.63 11.99 3.82 4.45
Table 4.22: Average polysemy in nouns and verbs in WORDNET . Numbers shown are
average number of senses.
senses LFs
nouns verbs nouns verbs
simple average 0.240 0.513 0.157 0.289
weighted average 1.253 1.657 0.640 0.479
Table 4.23: Average sense entropy values for nouns and verbs in SEMCOR .
figure 2.3 shows, the average number of classes per number of senses for both nouns
and verbs is also close to each other. For this reasons, it can be assumed that the higher
confusion in case of verbs is due to an intrinsic difficulty of learning verb classes; this
conclusion is in accordance with the observations of other people on the same data
sets, such as (Hoste et al., 2002) and (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004). Verbs, in general,
are ‘harder to learn’.
One possible reason for this difficulty can be that verbs have a higher average
polysemy. Table 4.22 shows the average level of polysemy for nouns and verbs, in
WORDNET 1.7.1 and SEMCOR corpus; ‘simple average’ is the average over all WORD-
NET senses, (excluding WORDNET entries for numbers, as they are not proper English
words). But this number is skewed due to the fact that there is a large number of
monosemous words that never appear on our labeled corpus, i.e. SEMCOR. For this
reason, we calculate the averages over words that appear at least once in SEMCOR as
well, which is shown in the second row as ‘SEMCOR instances’. The third ‘weighted
average’ line goes even further by weighting the word sense count by the relative fre-
quency of the word in the corpus. This is a much higher value for all cases, confirming
again the fact that more frequent words tend to be more polysemous as well. ‘Senses’
and ‘LFs’ show the figures in terms of fine grained senses andWORDNET lexicographer
files, which were the sense classes for our classifiers.
Kilgarriff (2000) studies the polysemy counts and entropy measures of nouns and
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verbs, and suggests that the sense entropy is a better than the polysemy count as a
measure of difficulty in classification. Table 4.23 shows the average entropy for words
in SEMCOR corpus. Entropy is calculated using the usual formula −∑ p(s) log p(s)
over all senses s of a word. ‘Simple average’ row shows the average entropy over all
words which were present in the corpus, while ‘weighted average’ shows the aver-
age weighted by the frequency of each word in the corpus. Results, as in table 4.22,
are shown both for fine grained senses and for lexicographer files. The values for fine
grained senses show patterns similar to those reported by Hoste et al. (2002). Our val-
ues tend to be in the lower-side as our average includes words that are monosemous.
Hoste and colleagues reported the scores for a smaller sample of words, which con-
tained only polysemous words; this leads to higher values for both sense count and
entropy.
Unfortunately, a direct comparison between entropy values of nouns and verbs at
lexicographer file level is not feasible as the number of LFs in the two systems are
different, and smaller number of LFs in verbs can make the entropy values thereof to
be lower.
4.9 Support Vector Machine Implementation Results
Final results of the support vector machine based system is shown in table 4.24. For
easy comparison, the baseline results, the results of the classifiers trained without sub-
stitute examples, and the performance of the k-NN classifier are also shown. These are
essentially the same as those reported in tables 4.4 and 4.5.
Table 4.25 shows the results for individual parts of speech, together with the respec-
tive baselines. The results are shown for nouns and verbs separately and nouns and
verbs in total; ‘No substitute words’ baseline is the one with SVM classifier.
As we mentioned with the implementation details, the classifier that combined all
features together in one vector performed the best. For this setting, weighted voting
scheme is not applicable: However it seems that the performance is comparable with
the corresponding weighted voting schemewith k-NN classifier. This augurs well with
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SENSEVAL-2 Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.658
No substitute words (k-NN) 0.662
No substitute words (SVM) 0.663
Sense Classes: k-NN 0.674
Sense Classes: SVM 0.670
SENSEVAL-3 Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.643
No substitute words (k-NN) 0.653
No substitute words (SVM) 0.652
Sense Classes: k-NN 0.661
Sense Classes: SVM 0.659
Table 4.24: SVM classifier results for SENSEVAL English all words task data. Final result
for all parts of speech and fine grained scoring.
SENSEVAL-2 nouns verbs total
Baseline 0.711 0.439 0.618
No substitute words 0.721 0.442 0.626
SVM 0.734 0.449 0.637
SENSEVAL-3 nouns verbs total
Baseline 0.700 0.534 0.626
No substitute words 0.713 0.542 0.637
SVM 0.728 0.545 0.646
Table 4.25: SVM-based system results. Final SENSEVAL results for all parts of speech
was given in tables 4.4 and 4.5.
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the generally agreed idea that k-NN classifier is more susceptible to large numbers of
features, unlike the SVM classifier. In this particular implementation, this is partly due
to the fact that the best performing feature selection scheme we found for our k-NN
classifier —information gain ratio– is strongly biased against features with larger num-
bers of values, and incorrectly selects part of speech features as better when the local
context features are much informative in reality. The [−3,+3] word feature window of
local context, for instance, contains about 42,000 (in total for all six positions) different
values in our training data set, while the same size part of speech feature only has about
180 values (in total). This means that when put together, local context features are at a
heavy disadvantage on information gain ratio feature weighting, which is essentially
inversely proportional to the number of possible values of a feature.
4.10 Summary
Wepresented the performance figures of a proof-of-concept coarse grained sense learner
prototype, using WORDNET lexicographer files as generic sense classes. It can be seen
that even at the much coarse level of granularity that WORDNET LFs provide, it is pos-
sible to effectively learn the LFs as sense classes, and that the results can be practically
useful. This is a part of the contribution of the core ideas presented in this thesis.
It must be noted that no argument was made, in the work that is presented so far,
for the suitability of WORDNET LFs for this purpose. In the next chapter, we will focus
on this question, and discuss what practical problems and inherent issues in LF design





The previous chapter discussed a prototype system, which demonstrated the feasibility
of our proposal of learning generic sense classes using a pool of senses from different
words. We also discussed how the noise due to disparities among senses can be re-
duced, using a proper example weighting scheme.
Recall that the sense map used in the experiment was directly derived fromWORD-
NET lexicographer files; this is a manually created system, taking into consideration the
semantics of words and their taxonomical relations. Contextual features of the senses in
text were not used, at least not explicitly. This raises the question whether similarities
among usage patterns of different words conform to their proximity within WORDNET
hierarchical organization.
A simple answer to this question is that there is no confirmed evidence that they do.
In fact, work of some linguists seem to suggest that the WORDNET class structure does
not conform to linguistic usage at least in some parts of the hierarchy. On the other
hand, WORDNET creators do not claim, in the first place, lexicographer files’ fitness
for use as generic classes for WSD. They make sense semantically, but the fact whether
they are cohesive in terms of features that can be found automatically within text is not
necessarily established. Although we reported satisfactory results using WORDNET
LFs as generic classes this was not proof that they are the best for the task.
In this chapter, we will discuss arguments from linguists and from our own obser-
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vations regarding this issue. We will focus on the application at hand — learning the
classes effectively from a set of labeled examples, and using the classes in fine grained
WSD. We shall show what kind of problems with lexicographer files can impede the
performance of our classifier.
Finally, the chapter suggests that creating a set of classes based on the features
found within text itself can solve several of these problems.
5.1 Dogs and Cats: Pets vs Carnivorous Mammals
Deriving substitute training examples usingWORDNET hierarchical information is noth-
ing new; Leacock, Miller, and Chodorow (1998) used monosemous words found in
WORDNET to derive training examples for polysemous words. SENSEVAL exercises
had numerous systems that use WORDNET relatives as substitute examples in differ-
ent ways; some examples for this approach are (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004; O’Hara et
al., 2004; Seo, Rim, and Kim, 2004; Agirre and Martinez, 2004; Agirre and Lopez de La-
calle Lekuona, 2004), and (Fe´rnandez-Amoro´s, 2004). Although the implementations
can differ, the general idea behind them can be explained by one approach described
in what follows:
Each sense of a polysemous word has a synset, or a set of senses (from words other
than the original word) that are synonymous with the original sense. One or many of
the elements in the synset can be the only sense of a monosemous word. For instance,
the word teacher has two senses in WORDNET :
1. a person whose occupation is teaching
2. a personified abstraction that teaches
The synset to which the sense 1 of this belongs is {teacher/1, instructor/1}. The syn-
onym instructor/1 is the only sense of instructor. As a result, we can take any unlabeled
instance of instructor as being in the same synset as the first sense of teacher. Assuming
we can substitute synonymous instances as examples for a given sense, the monose-
mous synonym instructor/1 provides an easy way of gathering ‘labeled’ examples for
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the first sense of teacher. This is not limited to senses in synsets only; one can extend the
same idea for the neighbors in the WORDNET hierarchy as well, by using hierarchical
neighbors when direct synonyms are not found.
One can think of the WSD framework presented in this work as working on a sim-
ilar, but sophisticated technique, as Jiang and Conrath scheme ensures some level of
hierarchical localization. While the Jiang and Conrath measure is dependent on the hi-
erarchy, it provides somewhat better approximations for similarity as well, as demon-
strated in other experiments (Jiang and Conrath, 1997). This can be expected to elimi-
nate the noisy examples that can result in by using broad generic classes that include
a large variety of senses (such as words dog, cat, horse, and shark for ANIMAL as shown
in section 2.3.1). One problematic issue here is that this localization heuristic is not
always sound in terms of linguistic usage. Taxonomical similarity measures do not ad-
dress the fundamental problem of some senses being unsuitable as substitute examples
for a particular sense, due to different contextual semantics.
Looking at the example (figure 2.7) it can be seen that cat and dog, both in ANIMAL
sense, share the common parent carnivore. Consequently, the similarity values of car-
nivore to both cat and dog are greater than the similarity between cat and dog, in most
similarity measures we discussed. These values are, for instance,
carnivore - cat 0.7567
carnivore - dog 1.9576
cat - dog 0.5457
for Jiang and Conrath measure. Path and Resnik measures, among many others, pro-
duce similar results.
It can be thought that since carnivore is a closer neighbor of dog, it can provide better
examples for dog than cat could. But in practice, this is not the case; one can understand
this considering, for instance, commonly occurring collocations such as dog food – cat
food, dog lover – cat lover, or pet dog – pet cat, or co-occurrence with words such as TV,
toy, kids in a wide context. In contemporary English, it is much likely that dog and
cat are used in similar contexts —as household pets— compared to the word carnivore.
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50 words 1000 words
cat - carnivore 0.4459 0.4211
cat - dog 0.9120 0.8556
cat - tiger 0.8604 0.7492
cat - wolf 0.9017 0.5097
Table 5.1: Correlation of word co-occurrence frequencies
In SEMCOR corpus, the words dog and cat (in animal sense) appear 42 and 18 times,
almost every instance referring to household pets; these two words come together in
the same sentence 4 times, showing how much similarly the society sees them. The
word carnivore never appears in the corpus.
A small experiment can be conducted to verify this issue further, systematically cal-
culating word co-occurrence frequencies for words dog, cat, carnivore, wolf, and tiger.1
ANIMAL senses of wolf and tiger share the same parent node with dog and cat respec-
tively. Taxonomically speaking, wolf is much similar to dog, and tiger to cat. All in-
stances of these five words were collected from the AQUAINT Corpus (Graff, 2002),
and all words that co-occur with them, within awindow of 50words to both sides, were
counted. The stop words were removed, and the rest of the words were compared for
correlation in co-occurrence frequencies. The correlation values in co-occurrence fre-
quency with other four words are shown in table 5.1 for 50 and 1000 words that co-
occur most frequently with cat. It can be seen that dog shows the best correlation with
cat. Figure 5.1 shows the co-occurrence frequencies of 50 words that co-occur with cat
most frequently. Frequencies for each word is shown as a ratio to the co-occurrence
frequency of the same word with cat; it can be seen that the plot for dog is the most
parallel to that of cat. Both table and figure show that dog has best correlation with cat
in terms of context words.
It should be noted that, some semantic similaritymeasures can partially handle this.
For instance, in Jiang and Conrath (Jiang and Conrath, 1997) measure, (using SEMCOR
corpus frequencies and the implementation of Patwardhan, Banerjee, and Pedersen
1Words are considered here, rather than senses, for the lack of a large sample of sense annotated data.
As the relevant senses are the most likely ones for respective words (according to the WORDNET sense
order), this does not pose a big problem, and can be hoped to work the way early experiments of Miller
and Charles (1991) and Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) did.
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dog cat tiger wolf carnivore
Figure 5.1: Word co-occurrence frequencies for dog, cat, carnivore, tiger, and wolf, for
the 50 words which co-occur with cat most frequently (ignoring stop words). For easy
comparison of co-occurrence frequencies of each word with dog, cat, carnivore, tiger,
and wolf are shown as a ratio to the co-occurrence frequency of the same word with
cat. Logarithmic scale is chosen to make ratio comparisons easy. Plot of dog is the most
parallel with that of cat, showing best correlation in terms of co-occurrence patterns
with other words in the context.
(2003)) the similarity between cat–dog, cat–tiger, and dog–wolf are respectively 0.5457,
0.2812 and 0.2852. However, this has nothing to do with real underlying semantics,
as the higher similarity between cat and dog is just a result of the lower information
content of the two words rather than their actual contextual similarity. For similar
reasons, the similarity between dog–carnivore and cat–carnivore are 1.9576 and 0.7566
despite the much different correlation in usage. This is a structural problem in Jiang
and Conrath measure that cannot be avoided; as shown in figure 5.2, concepts that lie
on a sub section of a path between two concepts will always have a higher similarity
value than the similarity value between the two ‘terminal’ concepts. By any means,
Jiang and Conrath similarity measure does not take contextual similarity into account.
Wierzbicka (1996) provides many examples that seem to support our opinion on
this. Despite the fact that her comments are not focused onWORDNET , they are readily
applicable to our situation. One such issue is the problem of hypernymy that was
mentioned above. For instance, take the two sentences
a. There is an insect on your collar.
b. *There is an animal on your collar.
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Figure 5.2: Jiang and Conrath similarities between dog/1, cat/1, and carnivore/1. Al-
though better than most other similarity measures, JCn measure does not take contex-
tual similarity in to account.
a. She is dancing joyfully.
b. *She is moving joyfully.
Although in terms of WORDNET hypernyms insect is a kind of animal, and dancing
a manner of moving, a native English speaker would find the (b) sentences rather odd.
Similarly, some words in English do not get used as much as the others, and make
odd-sounding sentences.
a. Look at that animal/horse/cat.
b. *Look at that mammal/quadruped/carnivore.
5.1.1 Taxonomy vs. Usage of Synonyms
We need not go for hypernyms to find similar oddities; synonyms, for instance, behave
in much different ways from each other. WORDNET has wife and married woman as
synonyms, however one can hardly expect to find married woman in the same linguistic
context as wife. Other similar examples are car and machine, ant and pismire, or in case
of verbs draw and delineate.
This fact can post a problem to some approaches we discussed earlier in this sec-
tion, regarding the use of substitute training examples. For instance, the first sense of
dog (a member of the genus Canis) has two synonyms, domestic dog and Canis familiaris,
both of which are monosemous; in theory, domestic dog and Canis familiaris should pro-
vide substitute training examples for dog. This is the same sense that involves dogs as
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house pets; however, both synonyms are more inclined to be taxonomical and scien-
tific, and it is very unlikely that both senses would be used in the same context dog is
used in common English usage. For instance, we queried AQUAINT corpus (Graff,
2002) for the three items in the synset: First 100 instances out of 25079 instances2 of dog
all referred to either dogs as pets or police/guard dogs. Only three instances of Canis
familiaris were found, all of which clearly referred to scientific sense. All 21 instances
of domestic dog were either from scientific articles, or statistical references where dogs
were contrasted with other non-domestic animals. Most of these articles also included
words such as experiment, study, or scientist, showing the clear difference in the context.
Table 5.2 shows a sample of five instances each for dog and domestic dog in AQUAINT .
The differences in context is very clear; former is used in more ‘domestic’ contents, in-
volving peoples day-to-day life issues such as urban life and pets, while the latter does
not involve dogs’ link to peoples domestic lives. This shows the problematic nature of
using monosemous relatives of senses as substitute examples in particular, and using
the taxonomy as a basis for sense classes in general.
The creators of WORDNET (Tengi, 1998, page 112) acknowledge this issue, and in-
troduce a measure called familiarity index for words, which they suggest as a tool to
differentiate ‘layman’ terms from scientific ones. The authors claim that the familiarity
of a word is a crucial measure about that word. It can affect many factors of linguistic
usage, such as the ease of reading, ease of understanding, the frequency of usage and
the ease of recall when queried. They also claim that the frequency of usage is the best
index of the familiarity of a word. But this measure, in the context of WORDNET, suf-
fers from a problem: the amount of labeled data available from the SEMCOR semantic
concordance is not large enough to reliably estimate frequencies.
For this reason, WORDNET uses an alternative measure of familiarity index, which
is based on number of senses a word has, which will mean that domestic dog and Canis
familiaris are less familiar than the word dog. This hints that the words that have many
senses are more frequently used as well. Underlying assumption is that the number of
2when using the indexed retrieval system MANAGING GIGABYTES (Witten, Moffat, and Bell, 1999); in
order to avoid bias, only one example from each resulting document was retrieved.
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a. . . . after a housewife was bitten by a dog last Wednesday . . .
b. . . . public appeal for control over dangerous or bigger breeds of dogs . . .
c. . . .while he was taking his dog out for a walk near his home . . .
d. . . . public housing estate tenants with dogs could be evicted . . .
e. . . . color television sets, . . . rubies and cat and dog food . . .
a. . . . copying the familiar domestic dog, however, will force scientists . . .
b. . . . coyotes and domestic dogs result in multiple calls from prairie dogs.
c. . . . do coyotes often mate with domestic dogs to produce what are called . . .
d. . . .wild dogs . . . infected with . . . none contact with the domestic dogs. .
e. . . . experimenters . . . breed of fox has evolved, . . . look like a domestic dog.
Table 5.2: Instances of dog and domestic dog in AQUAINT corpus, showing why syn-
onyms do not always provide good substitute training examples. Only one sentence
from each document was extracted in order to avoid skewness. First five returned in-
stances for each query shows the clear difference in contexts the two entries are used,
although they are synonymous in WORDNET. The word dog is used in domestic/pet
context and domestic dog in scientific context.
senses a word has is correlated with the frequency of word usage. This is a previously
made observation by other researchers such as Jastrzembski and Stanners (1981; 1975)
and Zipf (1945). However, this method is not foolproof either. Regularly used words
such as animal and knowledge have only one meaning, thus WORDNET familiarity mea-
sure for them is ‘very rare’.
These observations summarize the problem of inferring similarity from taxonomy.
Howevermuch the WORDNET hierarchy based substitutions are taxonomically logical,
we cannot expect them to work well as substitute examples, as long as they do not
behave similarly in natural text, thus rendering their relationships useless in terms of
textual features. They would have helped in a case where we used inference for WSD.
The state of the art of WSD, however, does not make use of inference.
5.1.2 Taxonomy vs Semantics: Kinds and Applications
The reason for the problems observed by Wierzbicka is that the semantic classes of
concepts can be much different from the taxonomical classifications. For instance, cat
and dog fall into a semantic category of pets, which is a contextual classification rather
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than scientific. Similarly, pigs, cattle and lambs can be described as livestock rather than
mammals. The latter words will obviously share some contextual similarities, which are
different from pets or fromwild animals. Similarly, birds and fishwill be seen differently
from animals, as in saying ‘we went to zoo and saw a lot of animals, birds and fish’. (Compact
Oxford Dictionary indeed lists as one sense of animal, ‘a mammal, as opposed to a bird, rep-
tile, fish, or insect’. WORDNET entry for animal, interestingly, does not leave much room
for interpretation. There is only one sense, which is ‘a living organism characterized by
voluntary movement’.) Wierzbicka (1996; 1984) says that if there is a zoological ‘unique
beginner’ in ordinary English, it is CREATURE, not ANIMAL.
This problem has effects within individual sense definitions at times, as the ‘real
world’ sense can bemuch different from the ‘taxonomical’ sense. For instance, the gloss
of sense 1 of dog is ‘a member of the genus Canis (probably descended from the common wolf)
that has been domesticated by man since prehistoric times; occurs in many breeds’. The same
for cat is ‘feline mammal usually having thick soft fur and being unable to roar’. Both only
annotate the concepts merely as specific kinds of animals, and forget the contextual
semantics in commonsense, which would include the common domestic position of
these two animals as pets, which make the language about them much different from
that about rest of the carnivores. Wierzbicka (1984) notes that there can be different
kind of hypernym relations. One is scientific taxonomy as is the case with WORDNET
in general. Some others can be based on their utility value: for instance, to classify
fishing rod as a type of sports equipment rather than a type of rod. In WORDNET, the
hypernym of fishing rod is rod – ‘a long thin implement made of metal or wood’, which does
not relate to common usage of a fishing rod. Yet another method is to classify concepts
according to the origin of them, as is the case with leftovers or belongings. Whether
taxonomical classification is better than other ways of classifying senses into classes,
for the end task of WSD, is not clear.
This problem is not a new issue, and WORDNET creators acknowledge the fact that
“WORDNET itself does not give any information about the context in which the word
forms and senses occur” (Fellbaum, 1998a, p.12). They note however, following Miller
and Charles (1991), that word knowledge of a speaker involves not only the dictionary
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meaning of words, but also the types of context in which they can appear.
5.2 Issues regarding WORDNET Structure
Some of the problems are related to the fact that WORDNET hierarchy itself is not de-
signed keeping generic sense class based WSD in mind.
5.2.1 Hierarchy Issues
Our class system is meant for classes that are disjoint sets of senses. Although WORD-
NET lexicographer files satisfy this property at fine grained sense level (one sense being
included in one and only one LF), when it comes to semantic structure, some LFs are
subsets of others.
Figure 5.3 shows the structure of WORDNET noun hierarchy. Some LFs, such as
ANIMAL, PLANT and PERSON fall under one super-concept ORGANISM. (WORDNET
has a different lexicographer file NOUN.TOPS to accommodate the super concepts such
as ORGANISM, which are not lexicographer files themselves). Some LFs fall under
others, such as FOOD, which is a sub concept of SUBSTANCE, and PROCESS which falls
under NATURAL PHENOMENON. This can possibly create confusion when learning, as
there can be features common to both classes.
The lexicographer file NOUN.TOPS itself imposes a problem as it does not have a
semantic meaning but a technical one. It contains all concepts that are marked as tops
in the rest of the noun LFs, with 78 concepts and 11,917 instances. This is 5.2% of all
labeled noun instances. One can overcome this problem by carefully assigning senses
in the LF NOUN.TOPS into their ‘rightful’ LF owners — such as animal sense 1 to LF
ANIMAL, but the assignment is not straightforward in many cases, such as entity and
organism, which lie above the defined 25 LFs.
A similar situation is seen in ‘stative’ verbs as well. The verb lexicon is divided
into two large groups which contain activities (such as run, write, swim) and events
(such as rain, burn, grow) on one side, and states (such as feel, rank and belong) on the
other. The former group consists of 14 lexicographer files, while the latter takes up the
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Figure 5.3: Organization of WORDNET noun hierarchy (Fellbaum, 1998a)
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remaining one. According to WORDNET (Fellbaum, 1998b, p.70), this latter group is
arguably made up of derivatives of be, which “constitute a semantically heterogenous
class” and is the “only one group that does not constitute a semantic domain”. In
addition, it contains auxiliary and control verbs, (will, shall, can, want, succeed) and
aspectual verbs (showing temporal aspect of an act or event) such as begin. The authors
of WORDNET identify the issue that many verbs cannot be distinguished as belonging
to one particular class, and admit that the differences are vague.
The inclusion of a large group of senses, especially very common ones, into one
groupmakes the STATIVE group rather large. It occupies more than 20% of all instances
of verbs, and in many cases, multiple senses from each word. The former factor is a
problem in learning as the large number of instances add even spurious example in-
stances that are statistically stronger than a word sense with only few instances. The
inclusion of many senses of the same word in a large all-inclusive group makes the
sense loss (see section 2.5) large for that word. Proportional sense loss is not exception-
ally high in this class compared to other words; however, the large number of sense
instances that are included within this particular class shows that if the sense loss for
this class alone can be reasonably reduced, it will help increase the final fine-grained
sense accuracy.
5.2.2 Sense Allocation Issues
The distribution of instances among LFs is not even; some like ARTIFACT, ANIMAL,
PLANT and PERSON take up more than 10% each of all senses for nouns. Similarly,
CHANGE and MOTION verbs each take large portions of verb senses. The portions oc-
cupied by each LF are shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5. Shown as ‘count’ is the unique
count of entries in WORDNET sense index for each lexicographer file, while ‘total’
shows the proportions each lexicographer files occupies in SEMCOR corpus. The latter
gives a more realistic idea of the LF distribution in natural text.
When looking at actual sense allocation, it can be seen that some of these senses
can better be split into more cohesive and meaningful clusters. Taking the familiar
ANIMAL LF as an example, as we discussed in the pervious section, it is possible to
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have classes like MAMMAL, BIRD, and FISH which will be more cohesive in terms of
features. Similarly ARTIFACT can be split into BUILDING, VEHICLE, and so on, and
verb class CHANGE, into FORMATION, INCREASE, SEPARATION and so on.
If we consider the actual instances, ACT, COMMUNICATION and GROUP for nouns
and COMMUNICATION, SOCIAL and STATIVE for verbs look as better candidates for
split.
On the other hand, LFs such as COGNITION, FEELING, and MOTIVE might not be
separable from each other using contextual features alone. They could possibly be
merged into their common parent, PSYCHOLOGICAL FEATURE, without losing much
information. Even in the sense map, these three take only 4% of senses and 8% of all
instance together.
In fact, as wementioned earlier, even single senses sometimes look too broad in def-
inition. The word animal, for instance, has only one sense ‘a living organism characterized
by voluntary movement’ and knowledge, only sense ‘the psychological result of perception
and learning and reasoning’. The first definition of course forgets the derogatory use of
animal for humans and for any human types, such as in a political animal. The Ameri-
can Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Pickett and others, 2000) lists 5 noun
senses for the word. The same dictionary provides 6 senses for noun knowledge.3
There are also instances where the lexical file associated with a sense is not always
obvious. For instance, ionosphere/1 and stratosphere/1 senses are assigned different lexi-
cographer files, namely LOCATION and OBJECT. This kind of assignments can make it
difficult to automatically learn the classes from the context, as the underlying concepts
have contexts very similar to each other, but fall in to different classes.
5.2.3 Large Sense Loss
Recall from section 2.5 that we defined sense loss as the proportion of senses that we
cannot handle due to the constraint that only one fine grained sense can be mapped
from a sense class. Although it was argued that this loss is reasonably smaller for
3However there is no way to handle this issue within the generic sense class framework as it does not
support splitting fine grained senses.
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Figure 5.4: Proportions of number of senses each lexicographer file occupies in noun
senses. Bars show the counts of unique senses in WORDNET, while the areas show the































































Figure 5.5: Proportions of number of senses each lexicographer file occupies in verb
senses. Description as per figure 5.4.
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WORDNET lexicographer files, the fact remains that the number of semantic classes the
LFs provide is fairly small; from one side, this can exacerbate the problem of feature
incoherence as there are smaller number of semantic ‘bins’ to put every sense we find;
on the other hand, even when it is possible to accurately classify previously unseen
instances into their correct classes, the system would still have a large sense loss, as
there is a good chance of several senses of the same word falling into the same class.
This is specially critical for verbs, as verbs generally havemore senses per word and are
divided to only 15 lexicographer files. As we showed in figure 1.2, 23% of the instances
of polysemous senses in SEMCOR corpus are lost for verbs, as compared to 14% for
nouns.
If we consider the loss on the instances that are correctly classified at the class level,
instead of considering the theoretical sense loss, this pattern is even more prominent for
verbs. Tables 4.17 shows that the out of the instances that were labeled with the correct
class, only 63% made it to the correct fine grained sense in SENSEVAL-2 and only 70%
were correctly covered at fine-grained level in SENSEVAL-3.
5.2.4 Adjectives and Adverbs
The lexicographer files do not have a semantically organized structure for adjectives
and adverbs. Adjectives have only three lexicographer files, while adverbs have only
one. The classification is not based on even a taxonomical semantics. The framework
presented in the previous chapters could not be implemented with existing WORDNET
lexicographer files for these two parts of speech.
If one can derive a set of classes with enough resolution, it would be possible to use
the same framework for these two parts of speech as well.
5.3 Classes Based on Contextual Feature Patterns
One approach that can be used to address the issues discussed above is to base our
set of classes on the features found within the text itself. This kind of classes will be
consistent in terms of features, and will pose no problem about usage patterns, as the
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classes are based on the similarities and differences of same usage patterns that the
classifiers will later use to learn them.
Lexicographers have always been using frequently occurring contextual patterns to
identify particular senses of words. Even some current work such as WORD SKETCH
(Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001b) and WASPS (Tugwell and Kilgarriff, 2000; Kilgarriff
and Tugwell, 2001a) are good evidence how the patterns among syntax can lead to dis-
covery of senses, rather than starting from a taxonomy of senses and then identifying
the patterns that represent each sense.
There has been several research work in and outside computational linguistics,
which focused on the syntactic features and relations, rather than purely taxonomi-
cal notions, to classify words into groups. Some of these were discussed in sections
2.6.2 and 2.6.3; a few deserve some attention here.
The work of Levin (1993) discusses in great detail how words can be classified ac-
cording to so-called diathesis alterations, syntactic constructs based on the allowed al-
terations of expressions and arguments. She discusses how a speaker of a language
can infer acceptable forms of usage for a verb from its meaning, and argues that “the
picture that emerges is that a verb’s behavior arises from the interaction of its meaning
and general principles of grammar” (Levin, 1993, p.11) and also that “the ties between
a verb’s meaning and its syntactic behavior cannot simply be ignored” (p. 12).
According to Levin, the study of diathesis alterations is important, as it is difficult
to classify verbs using manual observations alone. The patterns found using the sim-
ilarities/dissimilarities of diathesis alterations can be used as insights into meaning,
thus facilitating the classification of verbs.
Levins work provided some inspiration on our idea of classifying words purely
on syntactic and lexical patterns. For her work it was necessary to understand the
semantics of the classes once they are formed. For the end task we have at hand, the
need for figuring out the underlying semantics of the classes does not even arise; all we
need is an acceptable and coherent level of similarities in sense behavior within a class,
so we can learn them using an automatic classifier.
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5.4 Summary
WORDNET LFs are an intuitive first choice for generic word sense classes. However,
in a machine-learning based WSD perspective, they happen to be associated with con-
siderably problematic issues. The fundamental reason for this is that the LFs are not
meant to be learned from a labeled corpus using the contextual features we can find
from within text, but are based on the underlying taxonomical semantics that humans
understand. However semantically sound the lexicographer files are, they are admit-
tedly not designed keeping WSD in mind; the problems discussed in this chapter sug-
gest that it may be possible to improve the set of sense classes in such a way that they
better suit the fine grained WSD task at hand.
Any attempt for remedying this needs to keep in mind the two design objectives
for the new class set: coherence in terms of textual features, and smaller sense loss.
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Whenever you find that you are on the side of the majority,
it is time to reform.
—Mark Twain
Chapter 6
Sense Classes Based on
Corpus Behavior
In the previous chapter it was noted that, although WORDNET lexicographer files can
be used as generic classes, there is no confirmed evidence that they make an optimal
set of classes. WORDNET lexicographer files were instrumental in demonstrating the
practical feasibility of learning generic word sense classes for WSD. However, as we
discussed in the previous chapter, they come with significant problems attached. Some
of the issues are related to the practical machine learning problem, which was not an
objective in designing WORDNET lexicographer files. Some others are related to the
end task of fine grained WSD. This observation points us to the main contribution of
this thesis.
Recall from sections 2.4 and 2.5 that the only requirement for a generic class system
in our framework is that it should provide a many-to-one mapping from fine-grained
senses into classes, and there must be an ordering of preference for senses, which is
used in the reverse mapping. These conditions are easy to satisfy, and leave some
degree of freedom for any kind of possible optimizing.
Consider a set of classes that is directly based on linguistic usage patterns, rather than
a semantic taxonomy. It intuitively follows that such a set of classes would be easier to
learn using a set of features that reflect the same usage patterns. Note that there need be
no linguistic assumption made here about the classes. The only necessary assumption
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is that the features used in the process of identifying the different classes will show
similar properties in the classification phase as well, with a different set of instances.
This is not very far from the fundamental hypothesis of inductive learning (Mitchell,
1997).
This formulation does not explicitly depend on taxonomical semantics; as long as
the usage patterns of senses form cohesive classes, our WSD framework is supposed to
work on them.
Applying some clustering technique can be suggested as ameans to find a system of
classes that are cohesive in terms of features. In this chapter, such a system is described in
detail, with a discussion of technical and practical issues; some properties of the classes
so-formed are also analyzed along with their performance in fine grained WSD.
6.1 Basic Idea of Clustering
Justification for contextual behavior based sense classes came from the previous chap-
ter. What is needed to be done is to generate a set of classes that are consistent in terms
of the same features that are used in the WSD classifier task. This type of problems can
be solved by computational approaches, using clustering techniques.
Clustering scheme proposed here is based on features of text, namely local context
and parts of speech. These features are used in a clustering algorithm in order to build
classes of senses that are behaviorally similar to each other: Senses are represented by
their features in labeled corpus instances; a clustering algorithm can find out the in-
stances that have similar features (which means they have similar corpus behavior)
and puts them in the same cluster. A cluster obtained this way is essentially a sense
class, although one might not be able to identify any meaningful semantic label for it.
Clustering senses using linguistic features is not a totally new idea: one can find
a relationship of this idea with thoughts of early philosophers. As early as in 1918
Wittgenstein argued that senses are defined by their uses, as opposed to the Aris-
totelian idea of referential interpretation of word meaning; Antonine Meillet argued
that the sense of a word is determined by the average of its linguistic uses (Ide and
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Ve´ronis, 1998). Lexicographers have been using similar techniques to identify new
senses, by analyzing frequent usage patterns in large corpora of text (Tugwell and Kil-
garriff, 2000). Wilks (1997, p. 81) also mentions about a ‘dictionary that consisted en-
tirely of usages’ although saying that the use of such a dictionary is unclear. Some un-
supervised systems use similar ideas of clustering similar contexts for practical WSD,
among other possible uses (Pedersen and Kulkarni, 2005). In a way, the proposal for
finding substitute senses using their lexical and syntactic features alone could be inter-
preted as a possible use for a ‘usage based dictionary’ or rather a thesaurus based on
syntax rather than semantics.
6.2 Clustering Framework
Most clustering algorithms work on coordinates, and it is necessary to represent word
senses as coordinates. This is done by converting local context and parts of speech vec-
tors (formed in the way described in section 3.1.3) into binary vectors. The technique
of creating the binary vectors was the same as described in section 3.4.1. Also, since
parts of speech and collocation provide two different types of information, only one
type of features was used at a time. Without this, statistically strong part of speech
features dominate the feature vector when building the coordinate vectors by dimen-
sion reduction (see section 6.2.1). The singular value decomposition technique used for
dimension reduction ignores the classes of instances, and does not consider which fea-
tures give the best information. The much small number of possible feature values for
the parts of speech feature compared to local context (about 30 per window position,
compared to about 7000 in local context) makes them statistically strong, and dominate
the coordinate vectors. This is undesirable, as it was seen (for instance, in section 4.3)
that the local context features are the most important. In addition, separately working
on the two types of features enables comparison of two features independently. Syn-
tactic pattern feature was not used because it was much sparse compared to other two
types.
The first problematic issue with regards to sense ‘coordinates’ stems from the fact
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that there can be multiple labeled instances for a sense in the corpus; taken as individ-
ual instances, different instances of the same sense do not necessarily clump together in
the instance space. Instances of different senses are distributed in such a way that areas
occupied by individual senses overlap with each other. This is mostly due to outliers
of senses. This is not surprising; there is no obvious contrast in contexts of different
senses, as amply shown by the poor performance of WSD systems in general.
This is a problematic issue, as we have to satisfy at least the minimal constraint that
different instances of the same word sense fall into the same cluster. Without satisfying
this condition, resulting clusters will be useless for any purpose.
One intuitive way to attain this objective is to introduce a system of hard constraints
that the instances of the same sense must be linked to each other. Some clustering al-
gorithms, constrained k-means algorithm (Wagstaff et al., 2001) for instance, provide
a method to achieve this. Another possible way to run an agglomerative clustering
algorithm with a starting state where different instances of the same sense are already
agglomerated together. Unfortunately, the conditions in our case are extremely un-
favorable for this kind of techniques, as the must-link constraints link instances that
are almost randomly distributed over the instance base. This causes clusters to form
with very poor quality, without much coherence within clusters or much differences
between clusters. As a result, such clusters will be impossible to learn from the fea-
tures.
For this reason, a work-around solution based on smoothing had to be sought,
rather than relying on hard constraints that link instances of the same sense. This
was to average the coordinate vectors of all instances of the same sense, and use the
centroid as the ‘representative’ coordinate of that sense. This allowed for some varia-
tion within sense, while making sure that individual spurious instances cannot add too
much noise to the clustering process.
6.2.1 Dimension Reduction
The ‘coordinates’ obtained this way have high dimension, especially in the case of local
context. The use of Singular Value Decomposition (Golub and Reinsch, 1970; Wall,
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Rechtsteiner, and Rocha, 2003) is a common technique in cases like this for reducing
dimension of data.
Let us assume that there are m number of features in the vector, and we have n
number of senses; the sense-feature representation in this case would be a matrix X of
dimensions m× n, where each column will denote a given sense. With singular value
decomposition, we decompose X into three matrices
X = USVT
where U is m× d, S is d× d, V is n× d, and d = min(m, n). S is a diagonal matrix;
values in its diagonal are called singular values. U and V have orthonormal columns,
and are respectively called left- and right- singular vectors.
We assume that the singular values s1, s2, . . . , sd of S and columns of U and V are
ordered in such a way that s1 > s2 > . . . > sd; then, we can keep only k(< d) largest
singular values and set the rest to zero; this is effectively similar to reducing the dimen-
sion of rows of U and V from d to k. The result of their multiplication, Xˆ = VkSkUk,
will provide the closest k rank approximation to X, in the sense that the sum of squared
distance between the elements ∑i,j |xi,j − xˆi,j|2 is minimized.
In our case, we use the scaled senses SkVk with the reduced dimension as repre-
sentative coordinates of the senses, and discard the feature vectors in matrix U. The
magnitude of singular values has a sharp drop, and all components with singular val-
ues smaller than 1% of the largest one were discarded. The resulting coordinates are
normalized to avoid any further effect from the number of samples per sense. Aver-
aging before SVD does not totally handle this, as the resulting vectors after averaging
have different Euclidian lengths, and SVD process generates vectors of different mag-
nitudes than the originals.
Coordinates obtained this way are used in two different clustering schemes, which
are described in sections 6.3 and 6.4.
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6.2.2 Standard Clustering Algorithms
Before resorting to the clustering algorithm described in what follows, experiments
were conducted to test several standard clustering algorithms. The best algorithm was
chosen based on the fine-grained WSD performance of the resulting sense classes on
the development data set. This is a justifiable approach as there is no theoretical way
to predict how well the sense classes would perform on fine-grained WSD, which is
our sole aim. On this performance measure, the clustering algorithm described in the
next section fared best. A Description of the implementation and evaluation of other
clustering algorithms is given in Appendix A.
6.3 Extending k Nearest Neighbor for Clustering
A modification to k-means algorithm, K-means+ (Guan, Ghorbani, and Belacel, 2004),
provided the basis for our clustering. The algorithm dynamically determines the num-
ber of clusters depending on the variance properties of the instance base. The algorithm
works as follows:
Clustering is initialized with the same number of clusters as the number of lexi-
cographer files for that particular part of speech. Each sense is assigned to the cluster
corresponding to its lexicographer file. After this, the clustering proceeds a way similar
to k-means clustering.
6.3.1 Algorithm
1: Set the number of clusters to the number of lexicographer files.
2: Initialize the clusters by assigning each sense coordinate to the corresponding clus-
ter, determined by its lexicographer file.
3: calculate the centroid of each cluster, and reassign the coordinates to the cluster
whose centroid is nearest to it.
4: calculate the variance of each cluster. Variance Vi for cluster Ci with centroid ci is
defined as Vi = ∑sj∈Ci |sj − ci|2.
5: let threshold variance V0 = maxi(Vi)− δ, where δ is a small constant.
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6: while not converged do
7: for all cluster Ci do
8: for all sense Si such that sj ∈ Ci do
9: if |sj − ci|2 > V0 then
10: create a new cluster with sj as its sole member.




15: calculate new centroids of clusters.
16: reassign all senses according to new centroids.
17: for all cluster Ci do
18: if number of members in Ci < N (where N is a constant) then
19: parent(Ci) = argminj(distance(Ci,Cj)), j 6= i where
distance(Ci,Cj) = mink,l |sk − sl |2 ∀sk ∈ Ci and sl ∈ Cj.




Steps 17 – 22 ensure that all clusters are above a certain size, but still avoids large
clusters by allowing the clusters to be non-spherical.
Constant δ was arbitrarily set to 0.01 as the only need for it is to provide minimum
condition such that the ‘seeding’ starts. The number of minimummembers per cluster,
N, is a determining factor of the number of clusters, andwas selected by experimenting
with a range of numbers; cross validating on the held out data set, and picking the
number that yielded the best results.
Parts of speech and local context features led to two different clusterings, both of
which could locally optimize the quality of clusters in terms of sum of squared distance
from the points to the cluster centroids.
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In addition to nouns and verbs, adjectives could also be used with this clustering
algorithm, as the algorithm does not depend on a hierarchy. In case of adjectives, clus-
ters were initialized with the three lexicographer files available (although they do not
have any semantic use), and were allowed to split. Adverbs however were left out due
to practical reasons: One reason is that they have only a small number of words (only
269) with polysemous senses that have instances in SEMCOR corpus. Without any la-
beled instances, determining which cluster a sense belongs to is impossible. For this
reason, and because of other constraints on resources, it was decided to leave adverbs
out.
6.3.2 The Direct Effect of Clustering
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the direct effect of clustering on the instance base. The Euclid-
ian distance between two coordinates c1 and c2 is equal to |c1 · c1 − 2 c1 · c2 + c2 · c2|1/2.
Since our coordinates are normalized, they have unit lengths, and this simplifies to
|2(1− c1 · c2)|1/2.
Given a d-dimensional coordinate system for n number of senses as an n× dmatrix
C, we can calculate the inter-sense euclidian distance matrix Dn×n by
Dn×n =
√
2([1]n×n − C · CT)
The distance between the coordinates of sense x and sense y is represented by the
pixel at (x, y) and also at (y, x). As the coordinates are normalized they all have the
same length of 1, so the distance between two ‘senses’ can vary from 0 to 2. The ma-
trix shown in the images show inter-sense similarity, in a color-coded scale with black
showing zero distances, and white showing distances of 2, and gray shades showing
respective values in between the scale. Several points are evident:
• Local context features have typically weak coordinate values, showing the larger
differences between senses due to higher dimension. Parts of speech based coor-
dinates allow instances to be more similar, showing larger content of black.
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Figure 6.1: Proximity matrix in verb clusters for local context features. Inter-centroid
Euclidean distances for senses, using coordinates after singular value decomposition.
Above: original WORDNET LFs, below: feature based clusters. Darker colors show
smaller distances. Emphasis on diagonal component of feature based based clusters
shows the increased cohesion of features within the cluster.
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Figure 6.2: Proximity matrix in verb clusters for local context features - description as
per figure 6.1. Above: original WORDNET LFs, below: feature based clusters. The
differences are clearer than for local context because the feature space is much dence,
due to the limited number of possible POS tags available.
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• In the original lexicographer file clustering, the inter-cluster similarity patterns
are not much different from that of intra-cluster similarity, as shown from the
lack of a prominent diagonal. In other words, all classes are more or less similar
to each other in terms of feature coordinates.
• Both feature based clustering schemes show a prominent diagonal, althoughweak
in local context, showing that the intra-cluster similarity has been improved by
clustering.
• In all cases, some clusters seem to have more ‘generic’ coordinates that make
these clusters considerably similar to all other clusters.
A qualitative analysis on the end task will be provided in sections 6.7.2 and 6.7.4.
6.4 Control Experiment: Clusters Constrained Within WORD-
NET Hierarchy
Onemay argue that the negative issues regarding WORDNET LFs, described in the pre-
vious chapter, are mostly due to the mere size of the LFs, and just segmenting WORD-
NET lexicographer files into smaller, more cohesive clusters suffices to solve the prob-
lem. For instance, ANIMAL can be split into sub segments such as MAMMAL, BIRD,
FISH, INSECT, and so on. Miller (1998) acknowledges the possibility for the existence
of such basic categories, and mentions that WORDNET does not attempt to identify
these ‘basic level’ categories, which he says lie somewhere in the middle of the hier-
archy. For instance, the word chair is a well-defined concept, while its parent furniture
has only the most general information, not that informative in visualizing it as an en-
tity. The child concepts of chair, such as throne, differ from chair only in minor details.
The concept chair in this case is a basic one.
This argument is still concerned on semantics only; it does not directly address the
issues related to lexical or syntactic features we are concerned about, which we dis-
cussed earlier (in section 5.1). Still, it is worthwhile to examine how (and if) the cluster
size alone can affect the quality of clusters. For this reason, a control experiment was
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conducted to split WORDNET semantic hierarchy into smaller segments, keeping the
structure intact – that is, senses will not change their relative positions in the hierarchy
with respect to each other, but the branches of the hierarchy will be separated from
the parent if they significantly differ from the rest. We can hope that this kind of seg-
mentation will possibly be able to identify the some sort of ‘basic concepts’ similar to
those mentioned by Miller, based on distinguishable syntactic/lexical properties of the
segments within the hierarchy, rather than a manually made taxonomy.
The coordinates used in this experimentwere the same as those used in the previous
experiment (described in section 6.2.1), obtained from parts of speech and local context
vectors after singular value decomposition.
6.4.1 Algorithm
A tree structure is built replicating the WORDNET hierarchy. the tree is populated with
the coordinates, so that nodes are assigned the coordinated of their respective senses.
The tree can be segmented at any given node below the root of the hierarchy. Define
centroid ci of a given tree segment Ti as the average of coordinates of all senses that
belong to the segment, and variance of the segment as the average squared distance of
all senses within the segment, to its centroid.
At each step, each non-root synset (node in the tree) is considered as a candidate
for splitting. A split causes the centroid to move within the remaining segment and the
new section to have a new centroid, and effectively reduces the total system variance.
The node that can yield the best reduction in variance is considered as the split point.
The algorithm proceeds greedily by selecting at each step a node for split, until the
required number of segments (‘clusters’) is reached. Similar to the previous method,
the hierarchy is split into a larger number of segments than necessary, and smallest
segments —typically consisting of single node outliers— are merged back into the tree.
This is to ensure that the process does not yield undesirably small segments. However,
in order to preserve the structural consistency, the small segments are merged back to
the parent nodes from which they were broken away, rather than the nearest cluster, as
in the previous case.
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According to the ‘official’ WORDNET depiction of the noun hierarchy there are
11 ‘pure’ unique beginners that do not have hypernyms (ref. figure 5.3); however,
an analysis of nouns show that there are only 9 unique synsets that have no hyper-
nyms: namely abstraction/6, act/2, entity/1, event/1, group/1, phenomenon/1, possession/2,
and psychological-feature/1, state/4. Absent are shape/2 and location/1. These 9 synsets en-
compass a total of 13 senses. Verbs have 626 parent-less synsets, which includes 1456
senses.
Just taking the second level of the hierarchy below the lexicographer file level, with-
out programmatically splitting the hierarchy, could have been suggested as an easier
way to produce a more refined level of abstraction: however this approach has at least
two types of practical problems. First, some concepts that are not semantically signifi-
cant lie as the direct children of lexicographer-file level unique beginners: for instance,
moon/2, defined as ‘any object resembling a moon’ is a direct descendent of OBJECT; omni-
science/1 is a direct descendent of STATE, andmight-have-been/1 (defined as ‘an event that
could have occurred but never did’) descends directly from EVENT. This kind of children
are clearly useless as generic semantic representatives. On the other hand, the top level
nine noun synsets without parents, which were mentioned above, have 250 direct de-
scendants. In case of verbs, this number is as large as 8152. This is too large a number
of concepts than we would have liked for a set of generic sense classes, as an increase
in the number of classes limits the number of available examples for a single class, and
generally work against the aim of generalization.
Note that this clustering method requires a hierarchy, hence it is applicable only
for nouns and verbs. Adjectives do not have a proper hierarchy although they are
categorized into three lexicographer files. Hence we could not apply this method for
adjectives.
6.5 Adjective Similarity Measure
Most similarity measures that are described in the previous chapters can be used only
in a context where a hierarchy is present, which links the compared concepts (word
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senses) together. This is the largely the case for nouns and verbs. (Although verbs
do not have a single common ‘universal’ parent node like nouns do, verb senses can be
compared at least where a common parent exists.) The lack of hypernyms for adjectives
and adverbs makes it impossible for hierarchy-dependent similarity measures to be
defined on them. The measures that do not depend on a hierarchy, such as the Lesk
measure (Lesk, 1986), is usable in the case of adjectives. Unfortunately, as was the case
with nouns and verbs (we discussed this in more detail in the section 4.5), the Lesk
measure did not yield a reasonable performance.
Some previously published work employed an approach for capturing context in-
formation under sparse data conditions, using a method similar in theory to our idea of
capturing ‘similarity’ through the local context vectors. This work, reported by Strap-
parava, Gliozzo, and Giuliano (2004) employs a classification scheme called WORDNET
domains. The scheme, like that of Lesk, depends on textual context of the two concepts
compared, and uses contextual coherence as a measure of similarity. They experimen-
tally used a comparison scheme which used the Latent Semantics (Deerwester et al.,
1990) of the term vectors instead of ‘raw’ vectors, and showed that this can outperform
traditional context vector based sense comparison. Vectors in Latent semantic space
were used to compare the context of the target word sense instance with the available
‘document’ vectors (built from known examples) of the different senses of the word.
This method could be adopted as a similarity measure; instead of directly classify-
ing senses according to vector similarity, one can use the scaled vector dot product as
a measure of sense similarity; this is essentially the same setting as Lesk measure, but
when the vectors are converted to LSA space much of the noise is hopefully removed,
as Strapparava, Gliozzo, and Giuliano (2004) suggested. The technique used in LSA
based comparison is closely related to the singular value decomposition we discussed
earlier in this chapter (in section 6.2.1). Remember feature vector matrix Xm×n of n
sense vectors of m dimension was decomposed into
X = USVT
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where Sk×k is the diagonal matrix of principal components, and Vn×k the corre-
sponding ‘document’, or in this case, sense vectors. The similarity between the senses
are given by
Sim = VkSkSkVTk ,
where Sim is an n× nmatrix, whose (i, j)th element represents the LSA-space vector
product similarity between sense i and sense j. Vk and Sk are the reduced-dimension
versions of V and S.
To avoidmaking issues complex by recalculating the LSA vectors for senses, a work
around was employed; the principal components of the sense vectors have been al-
ready calculated to be used in clustering. Although most LSA systems would use a
wider context than what was used for clustering, the nature of the LSA vectors are es-
sentially the same in both cases. Therefore, it is possible to use the same principal com-
ponent vectors output from the SVD in the clustering task. Interestingly, this approach
seemed to work on development data set, and could achieve a small performance gain
over WORDNET first sense for adjectives. This confirms the previous observations of
Strapparava, Gliozzo, and Giuliano (2004), and hints that LSA can have wider scopes
of applications in WSD.
6.6 Classifier
Once the classes are formulated, they can be evaluated on the fine grained WSD task,
on the same framework as described in section 3.1. The only input fed to the WSD
process from here is the class mapping, which is used the same way the WORDNET
LFs were used.
Note that there are two different sets of classes, one purely based on features (sec-
tion 6.3) and one constrained to WORDNET hierarchy (section 6.4). They each have two
class maps, which are based on either parts of speech or local context features. All four
class mappings are compared for performance in what follows.
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6.7 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, the quality of these clusterings will be analyzed in terms of various mea-
sures that are relevant to the end task, as well as to the classification performance. We
will also discuss the results for automatically created generic sense classes on SENSE-
VAL English all words task evaluation data.
The focus in this section will be on the clustering based on the algorithm that was
discussed earlier in this chapter (section 6.3). As mentioned earlier, the relevent clus-
tering algorithm was selected over other known clustering algorithms on the basis of
development data set performance. Discussion of several representative standard clus-
tering schemes, which were used in the experiment, but were discarded due to poorer
development data set performance, is moved to Appendix A, for the sake of clarity and
conciseness.
On a glance at the surface level, a casual observation of the finer grained class set,
compared with a coarser set such as WORDNET lexicographer files, reveal many cases
where obviously different senses that fall into the same WORDNET lexicographer file
due to the coarse granularity of the LFs now fall into different classes in feature based
clustering. For instance, the verb senses address/2 (give a speech to) and address/3 (put an
address on an envelope) fall into different classes in both POS and local context feature
based clusters, but they both fall into same lexicographer file COMMUNICATION in
WORDNET . Similar behavior can be seen in nouns as well; for example crusade/1 (a
series of actions advancing a principle towards a goal) and crusade/2 (military expeditions in
the 11-13th centuries), or mate/1 (officer rank in ships) and mate/3 (partner of an animal), fall
into different clusters in the new clustering, but into the sameWORDNET lexicographer
files.
Apart from obvious qualitative differences like these, it is possible to asses the dif-
ferences that can be quantitatively measured.
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System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.658
WORDNET LFs: k-NN 0.674
WORDNET LFs: SVM 0.670
Feature based clusters: k-NN 0.687
Feature based clusters: SVM 0.682
Table 6.1: Final results of feature based clusters on SENSEVAL-2 data. For comparison,
baseline and previous best results using WORDNET lexicographer files are also given.
System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.643
WORDNET LFs: k-NN 0.661
WORDNET LFs: SVM 0.659
Feature based clusters: k-NN 0.677
Feature based clusters: SVM 0.667
Table 6.2: Final results of feature based clusters on SENSEVAL-3 data.
6.7.1 Senseval Final Results
Before analyzing the results in detail, a final summary results for SENSEVAL tasks will
be provided here for quick reference.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the official SENSEVAL scores for both k-NN and SVM based
implementations for the best feature based clustering system (chosen using the per-
formance on development data set). For easy comparison, the tables also provide the
baseline results, and the performance of the system which used WORDNET lexicog-
rapher files as sense classes (cf. tables 4.4 and 4.5). In both classifier settings, the end
systems that use feature based clusters can outperform the systems that use WORDNET
lexicographer files.
The following sections will cover only the k-NN classifier results, which is our pri-
mary interest and yields better performance.
6.7.2 Reduction in Sense Loss
One trivial advantage that was mentioned about a finer set of sense classes is that they
provide a better resolution in terms of fine grained senses. The concept of sense loss
was formulated in section 2.5; this is the proportion of labeled sense instances in a cor-
pus that lose their original sense due the fact that a given class can retain only one fine
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grained sense in the backward assignment from class to sense. Figure 1.2 showed the
proportion of senses lost for polysemous senses in SEMCOR, and figure 1.3 showed the
loss of accuracy in actual SENSEVAL data sets due to sense loss. Although we argued
that this loss is affordable even at a coarse level of lexicographer files, it is possible to
reduce this loss by using a finer set of classes. On the other hand, the smaller the indi-
vidual classes, the smaller the amount of generalization, and consequentially, smaller
the amount of available training data per class. This is an undesirable effect. So it is
useful to analyze how the size of classes affect the reduction in sense loss. We will
analyze this for SEMCOR corpus and SENSEVAL English all-words task training data.1
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the sense loss in SEMCOR corpus as well as SENSEVAL
English all-words task data for different numbers of clusters, both for purely feature
based (section 6.3) and WORDNET hierarchy segmented (section 6.4) clusters.
It is intuitive to assume that as the number of clusters increase, the sense loss de-
creases. This can be expected as a large number of classes implies smaller size per
class, hence reduced probability of more than one sense of the same word falling into
the same class.
The starting point of the number of classes, both for nouns and verbs, is the original
number of respective lexicographer files. In the case of WORDNET hierarchy segments,
a sharp drop is visible when we change the number of classes from this original num-
ber to the next step. This shows that the lexicographer files tend to group several senses
of the same words into the same class, and even a small flexibility can break this kind
of clumping, when there are enough labeled instances per sense to figure out the dif-
ferences between senses. Only senses with significant proportional frequencies are the
ones that can give reliable clues for efficient clustering; still, it is beneficial to focus on
at least these senses, as this kind of frequent senses are the ones that will contribute to
a large sense loss (in the place of secondary sense of a class).
After this initial loss in WORDNET hierarchy constrained clustering, the drop in
sense loss is somewhat linear with the number of classes, which is something that can
1Although SENSEVAL lexical sample tasks provide larger sets of training data, they do not provide a
reliable estimation because the number of words involved are limited, and even within that sample, there
is no guarantee that the distribution of senses reflect the distribution in real-world text.
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Figure 6.3: Sense loss with varying cluster sizes for nouns. Proportional sense loss
against the number of clusters. WN: WORDNET tree segments, FB: feature-based clus-
ters. S2 and S3 are SENSEVAL-2 and 3 English all-words task test data respectively.
SC is SEMCOR labeled data The optimal setting for clusters (determined by classifier
















Figure 6.4: Sense loss with varying cluster sizes for verbs. Details as per figure 6.3;
However, the improvements over smaller cluster sizes in feature based classes is much
clear.
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be intuitively expected. However, the behavior of loss in feature based clusters is much
different: even at small numbers of clusters, they have very small sense loss. This is
not something that could be easily anticipated, as the initial design did not specifically
focus on separating the senses of the same words into different clusters. What was
expected was that the larger number of classes will naturally result in a reduction in
sense loss, gradually, as the number of classes increase. However, this behavior, though
unexpected, is advantageous for the reasons mentioned above: Larger classes mean
more training examples per class, hence are desirable.
Though unanticipated, it is not hard to explain the reason for this improvement.
The WORDNET hierarchy based clustering scheme relies on tree segmenting in order
to reduce the total variance, and it does not allow interchange of senses among classes.
Each split increases the number of classes, while reducing the total variance by some
extent. The degree of freedom is limited to determining which node to split at, in each
round. On the other hand, feature based clustering scheme can choose to simply rear-
range the senses among classes in order to reduce the variance, and it selects splitting
as only a way of handling extreme outliers. This provides a more efficient way of han-
dling differences within clusters, as a very large number of rearrangements is possible
without increasing the number of clusters, providing much greater degrees of freedom.
Another reason to support this explanation is the apparent flat nature of the curves
for feature based clusters. It is evident that the increase in the number of classes does
not decrease the sense loss much, because the gains from rearrangements at initial steps
is substantially larger compared to gains over splitting.
Which senses fall into which clusters depend purely on the usage and the discretion
of lexicographers, who determine that a particular usage merits an individual sense
assignment. This latter factor has a strong implication on the sense loss, as it is the-
oretically possible that the variations of ‘sub’ senses that lexicographers deem fit for
separation are not identifiable in the corpus, in terms of textual features we use (or in
worse case, the different sub senses have similar features in the way we formulated our
features). If this had been the case in reality, the automatic clusters would have ended
up even increasing the sense loss rather than decreasing it. But our observations above
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
noun
WORDNET LFs 90.6% 89.5%
Feature based classes 96.6% 96.8%
verb
WORDNET LFs 63.1% 69.5%
Feature based classes 89.7% 91.0%
Table 6.3: Reduction in sense loss on correctly classified coarse-grained instances, in
actual SENSEVAL answers. Listed values are the proportions of the answers that were
mapped into correct fine-grained sense, out of the instances that were labeled with the
correct class. Results are listed for WORDNET lexicographer files (cf. tables 4.16 and
4.17) and feature based sense classes.
show that this is not the case fortunately; significant secondary senses that warrant
separation (as decided by the lexicographer) do seem to have statistical support even
in a corpus like SEMCOR , which is hopelessly tiny compared to those employed by
real-world lexicographers. This is even more interesting because WORDNET senses are
not originally derived from corpus statistics.
Table 6.3 shows the new reduced sense loss values, along with the previous values
when WORDNET lexicographer files are used (cf. tables 4.16 and 4.17), for correctly
classified instances at the class-level. Since the classes based on feature-based clusters
are large in number, and since there are no meaningful ‘labels’ attached to them, as was
the case of WORDNET lexicographer files, it is not useful to list per-class sense loss. The
method used for calculating the loss value is the same as in previous case; The values
given are the sense ‘coverage’ values; to recall from section 4.8.1,
coverage =
number of instances where predicted fine grain sense was correct
number of instances where predicted class was correct
and shows how much the given class map could have contributed to the incorrect
answers by inherent lack of some senses that are found in the answer keys. Comparison
with loss in WORDNET lexicographer files with that of the sense map based on feature
based clusters show that the sense loss is considerably reduced in the actual answer
keys when feature based sense map is used.
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SENSEVAL-2 SENSEVAL-3
fine coarse fine coarse
noun
WORDNET LFs 0.740 0.817 0.728 0.813
Feature based classes 0.755 0.782 0.741 0.765
verb
WORDNET LFs 0.453 0.718 0.552 0.794
Feature based classes 0.473 0.522 0.567 0.623
Table 6.4: Fine and coarse grained performance compared. As the number of classes
grow, fine and coarse grain performance converge to some extent.
6.7.3 Coarse Grained and Fine Grained Results
Previous section (6.7.2) analyzed the effect of sense loss from the perspective of cor-
rectly labeled instances. This is the actual figure that matters in the class to fine-grained
sense mapping; however, a comparison of the classifier performance at fine-grained
and coarse-grained levels is more convenient in analyzing the big picture. This is given
in table 6.4.
The coarse grained performance of the system that uses WORDNET lexicographer
files is much better compared to the coarse grained performance of the system that uses
the feature based classes. This is due to the fact that WORDNET lexicographer files are
quite large. The finer the classes, the closer the coarse-grained result to fine-grained
results. If ‘coarse grain’ classes were made to be the finest possible case (where each
class has only one sense), the two performance figures will obviously converge. This
does not mean that the performance figure at this particular point is necessarily the best
fine grained performance; larger size of the clusters, in general, increase both classifier
performance and sense loss. Increased coarse grained performance figure at smaller
numbers of classes is partially due to the fact that classes are large, rather than they
are easier to learn. Large classes also result in poor sense loss figures, and thus poor
fine-grained sense performance. The setting of clusters that perform best on the fine-
grained senses lie somewhere midway, and there is no straightforward relationship,
based on theoretical factors, which we can use to find this number. This justifies the
empirical approach of selecting clusters on their fine-grained performance on develop-
ment set.
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6.7.4 Improvement in Feature Information Gain
Another important feature in terms of classifier accuracy is how well the classes can be
separated by the set of features that is being used. For this, we will use an objective
measure: feature information gain.
Information gain measures how well a given set of classes can be separated by a
given feature. It is an information theoretic measure, defined in the following way.
Assume that a set S of instances have a set of classes C = c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn, and
each class has a distributional probability p(ci) = N(ci)/∑nj=1 N(cj). Then, the system





−p(ci) · log p(ci)
Suppose a feature with values V is used to divide the set of classes into different
subsets; if the feature was good enough, when it separates the instances into different
groups depending on different feature values, each group thus separatedwill have zero
entropies with respect to the set of classes. Formally, we define the information gain
of the feature as the difference between the original system entropy, and the weighted
(according to the size of each group) sum of the entropies of the resulting systems after
the separation. In other words, the information gain of a feature fk with a set of values
Vk is




where Sv is the subset of instances for which fk has the value v. With an optimal
separation, the latter sum will be zero, because a given feature value will belong to
only one class of instances. If the feature has no information whatsoever, the entropies
of the subsets will be similar to that of the complete set. In between these two ends, the
measure gives an idea how ‘clean’ the separation is.
TIMBL can report the information gain for each feature used in the training file.
This option was used to calculate the information gain for the [−3,+3] feature win-
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WUB-lc wn-lc fb-lc WUB-pos wn-pos fb-pos
Figure 6.5: Improvement on Information Gain for Different Clusterings for nouns in
SEMCOR labeled data. WUB - WORDNET lexicographer files, wn- and fb- are WORD-
NET tree split and feature based clusterings. lc and pos are for local context and parts












WUB-lc wn-lc fb-lc WUB-pos wn-pos fb-pos
Figure 6.6: Improvement on Information Gain for Different Clusterings for verbs in
SEMCOR labeled data. WUB - WORDNET lexicographer files, wn- and fb- are WORD-
NET tree split and feature based clusterings. lc and pos are for local context and parts
of speech based clusters.
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noun verb adj. total
baseline 0.711 0.439 0.639 0.623
WORDNET lex files 0.724 0.455 0.639 0.634
WORDNET partition, POS 0.724 0.453 0.639 0.633
WORDNET partition, local context 0.723 0.457 0.639 0.633
feature based, POS 0.725 0.480 0.643 0.642
feature based, local context 0.747 0.458 0.654 0.650
Table 6.5: Results for different clustering schemes in SENSEVAL-2 English all-words
task data, with simple majority voting.
dow for both parts of speech and local context features, for different sets of classes:
original WORDNET lexicographer files, feature based classes, and WORDNET hierar-
chy segments. Note that the features of the instances do not change over different class
schemes; only the possible set of classes each instance is assigned gets changed. The
better gain in information hints that a given set of classes is better separated by the
given set of features.
6.8 Results in SENSEVAL Tasks: Analysis
Earlier in section 6.7.1 (tables 6.1 and 6.2) the results were reported for feature based
clustering on SENSEVAL tasks. This was for final weighted-voting classifier, with the
best options and voting weights found using the development data set. Here, the re-
sults for each individual scheme are provided. Recall that there are two clustering sys-
tems: strictly feature-based system which was our proposal, and WORDNET tree seg-
menting scheme which was the control experiment. Both systems were clustered using
both local context and POS features, resulting in four systems, which are compared
here with the original WORDNET lexicographer file scheme, which was described in
section 4.7.
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show the results with simple majority voting for SENSEVAL tasks.
6.8.1 Effect of Different Class Sizes
Tables 6.7 and 6.8 respectively show the performance levels of nouns and verbs at dif-
ferent numbers of classes in actual SENSEVAL tasks, using simple majority voting. The
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noun verb adj. total
baseline 0.700 0.534 0.669 0.634
WORDNET lex files 0.719 0.548 0.669 0.647
WORDNET partition, POS 0.717 0.559 0.669 0.650
WORDNET partition, local context 0.719 0.557 0.669 0.651
feature based, POS 0.710 0.568 0.694 0.655
feature based, local context 0.736 0.541 0.708 0.659
Table 6.6: Results for different clustering schemes in SENSEVAL-3 English all-words















Table 6.8: Performance at different numbers of classes: verbs.
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noun verb adj. total
baseline 0.711 0.439 0.639 0.623
WORDNET lex files 0.740 0.453 0.639 0.641
WORDNET partition 0.713 0.458 0.639 0.629
feature based 0.755 0.473 0.649 0.657
Table 6.9: Results with weighted voting for different clustering schemes in SENSEVAL-2
English all-words task data
noun verb adj. total
baseline 0.700 0.534 0.669 0.634
WORDNET lex files 0.728 0.552 0.669 0.653
WORDNET partition 0.720 0.555 0.669 0.650
feature based 0.741 0.567 0.691 0.668
Table 6.10: Results with weighted voting for different clustering schemes in SENSEVAL-
3 English all-words task data
numbers selected from the results of the development data set (70 for nouns and 30
for verbs) do fairly well for both parts of speech, although it can be seen that there are
some clusterings that perform slightly better than this on SENSEVAL data, for instance
40 classes in verbs. With a proper validation set issues like this could have been mini-
mized, but it remains a question whether such a validation set can always be found.
6.8.2 Weighted Voting
The weighted majority algorithm, which significantly increased the performance in
using WORDNET lexicographer files, could yield similar improvements of results in
this systems as well. In particular, it improved the results of the feature based cluster
system significantly.
Recall that for each cluster system (WORDNET tree segmenting and purely feature
based clusters), there were two clustering schemes for each part of speech, one based
on parts of speech features and one on local context features. In order to simplify the
matters, the scheme that yielded the best performance in development data set for each
part of speech (POS-based clusters for verbs, local context based clusters for nouns and
adjectives) was used in weighted voting.
The results after voting are shown in tables 6.9 and 6.10. The entries ‘WORDNET
lex files’ show the previous result of weighted voting on the classifier using WORD-
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NET lexicographer files as generic classes; ‘WORDNET partition’ shows the results for
WORDNET hierarchy partitioning based sense classes, and ‘feature based’ is the scheme
where clusters based on contextual features are used. This scheme yields the best per-
formance.
6.8.3 Statistical Significance
The tests showed that the significance levels of the results are somewhat limited. Not
many previous work had reported detailed statistical significance figures on the data
sets we used in these experiments, hence comparing with previous results is not con-
venient.
McNemar’s test was used for calculating the statistical significance of the perfor-
mance differences. SENSEVAL official scorer was used in verbosemode so that it reports
the results for each instance individually, and the accuracies were compared pair-wise.
Tables 6.11 through 6.16 show the significance tables for simple majority voting
results, for nouns, verbs and total in SENSEVAL-2 and 3 data.
Significance patterns for the results with weighted voting are shown in tables 6.17
and 6.18.
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TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-P FB-LC
T-PP * ≺ ≺ ≺ 
TP-LC * ≺ ≺ 
WLF * ≺ 
FB-P * ≺
FB-LC *
Table 6.11: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-2 complete results - simple voting.  and
: p ≤ 0.01; < and >: 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05; ≺ and : p > 0.05. Entries starting with TP:
WORDNET hierarchy tree partitioning, entries starting from FB: feature-based sense
clustering, WLF: WORDNET lexicographer file based system. Suffixes -P and -LC de-
note POS and local context based schema respectively.
TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-P FB-LC
TP-P *  ≺ ≺ 
TP-LC * ≺ ≺ 
WLF * ≺ 
FB-P * 
FB-LC *
Table 6.12: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-2 nouns - simple voting
TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-LC FB-P
TP-P * ≺ ≺ ≺ 
TP-LC *  ≺ 
WLF * ≺ 
FB-LC * <
FB-P *
Table 6.13: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-2 verbs - simple voting
TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-P FB-LC
TP-P * ≺ ≺ ≺ ≺
TP-LC * ≺ ≺ ≺
WLF * < 
FB-P * ≺
FB-LC *
Table 6.14: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-3 complete results - simple voting
TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-P FB-LC
TP-P *  ≺ ≺ 
TP-LC * ≺ ≺ 
WLF * ≺ 
FB-P * 
FB-LC *
Table 6.15: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-3 nouns - simple voting
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TP-P TP-LC WLF FB-LC FB-P
TP-P *    <
TP-LC *   <
WLF * > ≺
FB-LC * 
FB-P *
Table 6.16: Significance figures: SENSEVAL-3 verbs - simple voting
all nouns verbs
WTP WLF FB WTP WLF FB WLF WTP FB
WTP * <  WTP *   WLF * ≺ <
WLF * < WLF *  WTP * <
FB * FB * FB *
Table 6.17: Significance patterns for weighted voting schemes: SENSEVAL-2 data. 
and : p ≤ 0.01; < and >: 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05; ≺ and : p > 0.05. WTP: WORDNET
hierarchy tree partitions, WLF: WORDNET lexicographer files, FB: feature-based sense
clustering.
all nouns verbs
WTP WLF FB WTP WLF FB WLF WTP FB
WTP * ≺  WTP * ≺ < WLF * ≺ 
WLF *  WLF *  WTP * ≺
FB * FB * FB *
Table 6.18: Significance patterns for weighted voting schemes: SENSEVAL-3 data.
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noun verb adj total
SENSEVAL-2 0.749 0.471 0.639 0.651
SENSEVAL-3 0.730 0.564 0.669 0.658
Table 6.19: SVM-based system results
6.8.4 Support Vector Machine Implementation Results
As was the case with support vector machine implementation for WORDNET lexicog-
rapher files (see section 4.9), results of SVM-based implementation for feature based
classes do not differ much from the results for k-NN classifier based implementation.
The result figures are reported in table 6.19 for all parts of speech and in total. The
final results, where adverbs and multiple word phrases were added to this, was given
in section 6.7.1 (tables 6.1 and 6.2) for easy comparison with the same results of other
systems.
Comparing with the result for WORDNET lexicographer files (cf. table 4.25) It is ev-
ident that the feature based clustering algorithm performs better than original WORD-
NET lexicographer files with SVM classifier as well.
6.9 Syntactic Features and Taxonomical Proximity
One reason that the automatically generated classes enhance the performance of the
classifiers is that the feature based classes provide a grouping of senses independent of
the taxonomical hierarchy. This enables better utilization of the information contained
in Jiang and Conrath similarity measure, because the new classes provides information
complementary to what the hierarchy implicitly provides to the classification algorithm
via Jiang and Conrath measure. This was not the case with WORDNET LFs.
For instance, one small cluster in local-context-based clustering had the concepts
kneecap/1, forearm/1, palm/1, coattail/1, overcoat/1, shirtsleeve/1, homeland/1, and mother-
land/1. Clearly, the concepts fall into three different groups, i.e. body parts, clothing
parts and places.
The context window feature, as it is represented in the text form, does not directly
correspond to the values of the coordinate vector resulting from SVD. Still, it is possi-
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kneecap/1 chin on his stretching his neck
forearm/1 bowed shoulders his across his knees
palm/1 NULL place flat on either side
palm/1 on his lap up stiffly motionless
palm/1 slick between his and the stick
coattail/1 tucked under his and staring into
overcoat/1 a new spring and a taffy
overcoat/1 his gray tweed and his city
overcoat/1 hatless in an of rough blue
shirtsleeve/1 second twitched his and he felt
homeland/1 longing for his and its boyhood
homeland/1 to the wintry of his fathers
motherland/1 NULL in his in the spacious
Table 6.20: Different conceptual groups in a single contextual cluster. The six word
context window surrounding the instances in the labeled data set. At least one common
feature (his) can be manually observed.
ble to identify one single feature, word his in context, albeit at different positions. This
shows that the contexts of all cases have at least some visible similarity, and it is possi-
ble that SVD picked up some latent relationships among the contexts. The smoothing
technique of averaging the instances of all senses would also have helped for this, by
compensating the different positions of placement of clue words.
This manner of clumping senses together may seem like undesirable, as these com-
monalities do not seem to create a meaningful class of senses. However at the classifier
level, this matter is more or less taken care of by the similarity weighting of examples.
The Jiang and Conrath measure (section 2.3.1) is strongly based on the semantic hier-
archy of WORDNET. This imposes a soft constraint on the classifier, making sure that
training instances with senses that fall within the close taxonimical proximity have a
better influence on test instances. For instance, kneecap/1 has similarities about 0.06 to
forearm/1 and palm/1, but only about 0.04 similarity values to all other senses. Similarity
between shirtsleeve/1 and overcoat/1–coattail/1 is about 0.8, while other unrelated senses
have only around 0.4 similarity values to shirtsleeve/1. Final outcome of this is that the
feature based classes achieve both syntactic and semantic coherence, and avoids both
semantically meaningless ‘examples’ as well as Wierzbicka-style (Wierzbicka, 1996)
discrepancies on the part of purely taxonomical nature of the WORDNET hierarchy.
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Opposition to this observation can come from the issue that the previous class sys-
tem does seem to have the same trait in a more direct manner, as the classifier calcu-
lates nearest neighbors in terms of features, while the similarity weighting restricts
the influence on the test instance by individual training instances. It can be argued
that differences in contextual features will automatically make distant instances when
Wierzbicka-style differences are found within text, even for taxonomically close ex-
amples. If this happens, a class system based on the same features could have been
thought of as redundant. However, it should be noted that the classifier is only con-
cerned about individual instances, while the clustering system works on averaged and
filtered (through SVD) set of features. Because of this, the influence of classes, although
not as direct as the inter-instance distance, provides a more smoothed out and reliable
version of information. Also, the inter-instance distance information is still available to
the classifier, and can be used the same way as in the lexicographer file based system.
6.10 Summary
The ultimate set of sense classes would facilitate optimal feature-based learning, by
making sure that the set of features used in learning provides consistent clues for
classes. Sense classes formed this way will be cohesive in terms of features, with max-
imum similarity of features within classes, and minimal similarity between classes.
This chapter presented a system that was designed to achieve this goal of contextual
coherence through clustering techniques. In addition to this, a control experiment was
conducted, where the formation of classes was constrained to the WORDNET hierarchy
in terms of sense placement, but classes had sense groups smaller than WORDNET LFs.
This was done in order to verify whether the class size is the only factor that affects
cohesion.
Results of both systems show that classes based on contextual features alone yield
better performance with the help of semantic similarity measures at classifier phase.
This confirms our idea that the ideal generic class system for automatic WSD should
take into account the contextual features as well as taxonomical semantics.
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Chapter 7
Sense Partitioning: An Alternative to
Clustering
The approach this thesis suggests as a solution to data sparsity in WSD is to learn
generic classes of word senses, which helps increase the amount of training instances
available for each word. Previous chapters discussed one technique we suggested for
learning generic classes, and discussed how to generate a set of classes that are end-task
oriented – a kind of classes that helps increase the final classifier accuracy in generic
sense class learning. These classes were generic among word senses, that is, the same
set of classes were shared between a group of different words. In this representation,
if sense si,x of word x is in the same class with sense sj,y of word y, then si,x can be a
substitute example for sj,y, and sense sj,y for sense si,x. In other words, the ‘same class’
relationship is reflexive.
This assumption is essentially a constraint on the relations among senses, as it can
force the senses to be in the same class even when they are not necessarily close, as long
as putting them together increases the overall class quality: The fact that sense sj,y is
among the nearest n senses for sense si,x does not necessarily mean that sense si,x is also
among the nearest n neighbors of sense sj,y. In other words, while sj,y may be a suitable
substitute example for si,x, sense si,x might not be among the best substitutes for sj,y.
One way to relax this criterion to make the ‘substitute’ relationship non-reflexive – to
define the word senses that are closer to a given word sense as belonging to the same
class as the latter sense, without constraining ourselves to assume that the converse
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also holds. This relaxation generates a per-word clustering without trying to maximize
overall sense cluster quality of a given lexicon.
In this chapter, a method will be presented that tackles this problem: the basic ar-
rangement used here is similar to the previous experiments, as this method also works
on the coordinatesmade of principal components of contextual features of word senses.
However instead of clustering all instances at the same time, we use a method of parti-
tioning senses per word. Since the partitions are different for different words, separation
of senses per individual word does not constrain the algorithm too much for a ‘global’
optimum.
In effect, this method has all the desirable features of a previous classifier frame-
work; it provides a way to find substitute training examples for senses according to its
usage. The same framework of that was used in the previous experiments can be used
for training and classifying with minor modifications. However, this method elimi-
nates two undesirable features of the previous system. First it reduces the possibility
of having low-quality relationships among individual senses, which can arise from the
fact that generic classes do not optimize instances for individual words, but the overall
class quality. Second, it brings the sense loss to a theoretical zero, as we will discuss in
the next section.
7.1 Partitioning Senses Per Word
The idea behind partitioning is intuitive, and is best explained by Voronoi Diagrams
(Aurenhammer, 1991), a well-known data structure in computational geometry.
Let us assume, following the familiar notion (from section 6.2), that the princi-
pal components of the feature vector for the senses form the set S of points in Rd.
Each word sense is a point in this space. For a given word wi with senses Si =
{si,1, si,2, . . . , si,n}, we define the dominance of sense si,j over sense si,k as
dominance(si,j, si,k) = {x ∈ S | δ(x, si,j) < δ(x, si,k)}.
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Figure 7.1: A sense partitioning. Dots denote ‘centers’ of partitions, i.e. the senses of
the word considered.
where δ(x, y) is the Euclidian distance between cordinates corresponding to the senses
x and y. The region occupied by a given sense si,j of wi is the set intersection of all





Simply put, region of a sense si,j is the set of all senses (essentially, of other words
than wi) that lie closer to si,j than to any other sense of wi. After forming the partition
we can select the substitutes that are near to the ‘center’ senses. For each word, we
repeat this process.
In a way, this is essentially similar to a single-step in k-means algorithm we used
earlier. However in this approach, the centers are exact senses of the word considered;
a partition, unlike a cluster in previous experiments, does not include more than one
sense of the word for which the partitioning was done. Because of this, the separation
of senses, for each word, is at an a priori optimum, as the sense loss in the system is
reduced to a theoretical zero. Creating partitions in this way can be thought of as just
an intuitive next step of the same calculation steps done in the previous experiments.
Of course, if there were no instances in SEMCOR for a particular sense, it will not be
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used in partitioning; however, this does not introduce any new problem, as the same
condition means there are no training instances for that particular sense even in a stan-
dard classification task; no target instance will be classified into a sense for which there
were no training instances.
After distributing all senses among partitions, twomethods can be used to pick sub-
stitute senses from the partitions. First is to select all senses that fall within a certain
radius from the center senses. Second is to pick a fixed number, or a fixed proportion, of
senses that are nearest to the center. However, the coordinate distribution of the senses
is such that different partitions have different neighbor densities. This means that the
number of senses that fall within a given radius can considerably vary from partition
to partition. Still, this approach of including all senses within a given proximity has
one advantage: In a case where a neighborhood of a center is rather dense, picking the
nearest n number of senses can favor totally unrelated senses that happens to lie (due
to some spurious feature) slightly nearer to the center, rather than a sense which has
a considerable semantic relatedness. Picking a fixed portion (instead of a fixed num-
ber) of senses that are nearest to the center also suffers from the same issue. On the
other hand, the approach of picking all instances within a fixed radius to the center is
not practical either. Problem with this approach is that it has too many unknowns to
work with; for instance, the variance of partitions differ dramatically, and a fixed ra-
dius from center that includes all instances in one partition could include no instances
from another partition, if none of its senses fall within the said radius to its center. For
these reasons it is more prudent to employ an approach of selecting all senses within
a radius that varies depending on the partition variance. This addresses both prob-
lems mentioned above: Because all instances within a given radius is selected, it is less
likely to discard relevant but slightly distant instances, given the radius of selection is
large enough. Since the radius is dynamically adjusted, it ensures that some neighbor
instances are selected for every sense, but not too many instances are selected either.
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7.1.1 Classifier System
Once the sense partitions are created, they can be used in the same system as whichwas
used in the previous experiments, with only small structural modifications. The most
important change is that this system does not have a class map, but works directly
on fine-grained senses; this avoids the problem of sense loss altogether. Instead of
gathering substitute examples from members of the same sense class, as was done in
previous experiments, one can use ‘neighbor’ senses for each word sense to generate
substitute examples. After this, classification can directly proceed at fine grained sense
level.
Feature vectors, similarity weighting, and the classifier can be the same as the pre-
vious experiments, and the system can use the weighted majority algorithm for final
classifier voting.
7.2 Neighbor Senses
Many unrelated senses which have similar syntactic patterns can be selected as can-
didates for substitute senses in a partition. This is not different from the observation
discussed in section 6.9. As was in the previous experiments, it is still possible to use a
measure of semantic similarity, and to determine which examples are actually ‘author-
itative’ and which are not. In practical implementation, the same similarity measure
(Jiang and Conrath: see section 2.3.1) was used as in the previous cases.
For instance, consider the following instances that were selected as nearest neigh-
bors for noun sense study/1 - ‘A detailed critical inspection’:
analysis/1 concentration/5 concern/1 design/2 detail/1 *director/1 discussion/1
*editor/1 evidence/2 examination/1 investigation/1 knowledge/1 *manager/1
measurement/11, *member/1 objective/1 observation/1 question/2 *teacher/1
understanding/1.
1WORDNET 1.7.1 lists ‘the act or process of measuring’ as the only sense of measurement, which com-
pares closely with study/1, ‘A detailed critical inspection’. Also included is the sense observation/1 ‘the act
of making and recording a measurement’, not the actual observation made. All of these senses belong to
the same lexicographer file ACT as well.
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Marked with ‘*’ are five words that do not have any perceivable relationship with
sense study/1. However, the conceptual similarity they have among themselves show
that the inclusion of this kind of ‘spurious’ senses must be because of some unrelated
contextual reason, rather than purely random: sense instances in this particular ex-
ample, as it happens, share similar collocation patterns in the SEMCOR corpus, for
instance the local context vector <NULL NULL the * of> where * denotes the can-
didate word. As singular value decomposition step does not take semantic similarity
into account, it is natural that the four-token frequent pattern is regarded as a very sig-
nificant one. As mentioned earlier, similarity weighting helps solve this problem, by
complementing the contextual feature based information with taxonomical constraints.
One other interesting, but not much surprising, fact is that the antonyms of words
are selected as the best substitute senses, as well as synonyms. This is not a fault of par-
titioning algorithm, as antonyms of a sense typically behave the same way the original
sense does. For instance, the nearest sense set for verb sense abandon/1 is
accept/2 adopt/1 alter/1 attend/1 change/2 consider/2 create/1 destroy/2 develop/1
eliminate/1 encourage/1 end/2 enter/3 establish/1 face/1 face/2 finance/1 furnish/1
get/1 handle/1 have/6 hold/2 improve/1 increase/1 increase/2 join/1 justify/1 keep/1
locate/1 maintain/1 make/1 match/1 meet/5 obtain/1 operate/1 perform/1 permit/2
preserve/1 prevent/1 promote/1 protect/1 provide/1 raise/1 reduce/1 remove/1
secure/1 sell/1 sing/1 strengthen/1 supply/1 undertake/1 visit/1 win/1.
Half of this list is made of verbs that have just the opposite semantics of abandon/1.
It can be seen (assuming antonyms share similar contextual features) that the differ-
ences within senses of the same are somewhat vague at contextual level as well. For
instance, the second sense of abandon is ‘stop maintaining’ and ‘maintain’ is an entry
for abandon/1, showing the contextual similarity. Another similar entry is keep/1 which
is the opposite sense of abandon/3 (give with the intent of never claiming again).
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System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.658
WORDNET LFs: k-NN 0.674
Feature based class map: k-NN 0.687
Partitioning based samples 0.689
Table 7.1: Final results of partitioning based sampling on SENSEVAL-2 data. For com-
parison, baseline and previous best results using feature based clusters are also given.
System Recall
Baseline (WORDNET first sense) 0.643
WORDNET LFs: k-NN 0.661
Feature based class map: k-NN 0.677
Partitioning based samples 0.683
Table 7.2: Final results of partitioning based sampling on SENSEVAL-3 data.
7.3 WSD Results
As the classifier methodology is not different from the previous experiments except for
the differences discussed above, this section will directly proceed into presenting the
results of the system in SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-3 evaluation data.
As earlier, we will first present the results for SENSEVAL tasks, including all parts
of speech and multiple-word expressions. These are shown in tables 7.1 and 7.2. There
is a small improvement over the sense classes based on features, which was discussed
in section 6. These results are the best presented in this work, although the perfor-
mance improvement over the previous best system (usage based sense clusters) is not
statistically significant.
Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show the result for both SENSEVAL tasks for different parts of
speech, for both simple majority and weighted majority voting. The patterns of the
weighted voting scheme is similar to those of previous experiments, nouns yielding
the best performance improvement.
noun verb adj. total
baseline (sense 1) 0.711 0.439 0.639 0.623
simple majority voting 0.739 0.469 0.662 0.650
weighted majority voting 0.754 0.471 0.667 0.659
Table 7.3: Results of sense partitioning system in SENSEVAL-2 test data. Results are
provided for three parts of speech, and both voting schemes.
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noun verb adj. total
baseline 0.700 0.534 0.669 0.634
simple majority voting 0.730 0.571 0.696 0.666
weighted majority voting 0.742 0.577 0.702 0.674
Table 7.4: Results of sense partitioning system in SENSEVAL-3 test data. Results are
provided for three parts of speech, and both voting schemes.
7.4 Summary
Sense loss was shown to be a significant source of errors in the generic sense class based
WSD systems. The ultimate reduction in sense loss requires that each class contains at
most one sense from each word; constraining the sense clustering algorithm to achieve
this end result is not practical. The alternative presented here uses a partitioning tech-
nique, which held fine grained senses of a given word as centers, while allowing the
senses of other words to be partitioned around them. This reduces the sense loss to




In this thesis, an alternative approach to the problem of word sense disambiguation
was investigated .
The classic Word Sense Disambiguation agenda had traditionally been based on
two major groups of techniques: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised learning
generally yielded considerably good results; but they assume, almost always, a classic
model of supervised machine learning, where the availability of adequate amounts of
labeled training data is taken for granted. This is not always the case for WSD, as
manually labeling data with word sense tags per each word is prohibitively expensive.
Many would agree that the most serious problem faced by contemporary word sense
disambiguation is that of the knowledge accusation bottleneck, or obtaining enough
training data for supervised learning. There have been various approaches that tried
to solve this problem through unsupervised learning: unsupervised techniques are
particularly appealing in the contemporary setting, where very large amounts of text
are available in machine readable formats due to the wide use of electronic text, and
computing resources are cheap, making it possible to process large amounts of data.
Unfortunately, most unsupervised systems do not yield results that could outperform
supervised learning, or look promising in the future prospects of being able to do so.
Yet another group of research was based on knowledge based methods, which tried
to utilize the human knowledge encoded in various linguistic resources, such as lexical
databases or dictionaries. This latter group face the problem that such sources are
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generally very sparse, and do not yield enough information that can be used in typical
WSD.
The approach of learning generic word sense classes that is presented in this thesis
attempts to handle the issue of data sparseness, bymaking it possible to reuse the avail-
able amounts of training data; this is done by generalizing the patterns found within
the data over different word senses. This thesis does not claim that this approach is
a final solution for knowledge acquisition bottleneck; rather, it is presented as a way
of maximizing the use of whatever the available amount of training data, assuming
beforehand that available training data is sparse. Although the quality of labeled data
created by professional linguists cannot be underestimated, the high cost of their avail-
ability and their genre- and time/corpus- dependent nature justifies, in our opinion,
the investigations of strategies that address the question of how much of word sense
knowledge can be generalized.
At least a part of this ‘knowledge’ that can be generalized, this thesis shows, is
not necessarily semantic —as was the case with aforementioned manually-encoded
knowledge based systems— but contextual usage oriented. This work suggests that the
word senses that have similar usage patterns may be used as substitute examples for
each other, with some constraints applied on the training process.
This approach is different from the tradition of machine learning, because it tries to
refine the classes so they are easier to learn, rather than the optimizing either classifier or
feature representation. Essentially, both class and feature optimization can be thought
of asmodel optimizationmethods. Still, optimizing classes can be useful in cases where
the problem is such that
• there is no established set of classes that one must use, or there is an easy way
to convert any set of generic classes into the desired (established, possibly non-
generic) set of classes
• there is no obvious theoretical way to determine which classes are the best for the
task
The way this thesis sees the problem of WSD, supported by theoretical work of
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many others that was mentioned in early chapters, matches both criteria; in addition,
there are good reasons to believe that features and classifiers used in WSD are reason-
ably well-performing already — there has not been any significant change in different
features used, or different classifier systems introduced, during last few years of WSD
research. This makes ‘class refinement’ an interesting research problem for WSD.
8.1 Our Contribution
The core contribution of this work is to demonstrate the utility of generalizing sense
knowledge for the end task of fine-grained word sense disambiguation. There have
been attempts that utilized the ‘common’ knowledge encoded within thesauri, dictio-
naries, and lexical databases such as WORDNET; however they either were limited in
scale —picking a few selected word examples and a matching set of homograph level
senses— (Yarowsky, 1992), or just resorted to substitute examples from hierarchical
neighbors such as monosemous synonyms. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the
first work that proposed a comprehensive framework of leaning generic word sense
classes for fine grained unrestrictedWSD, and also introduced the use of semantic sim-
ilarity in order to constrain the machine learning algorithm used.
In addition we argued that, rather than founding the sense classes on a taxon-
omy that represents human-understandable semantics of the concept, a more prac-
tical approach would be to base the common sense classes on linguistic usage pat-
terns. Linguists have been arguing for similar ideas, but most of these work (Levin,
1993; Wierzbicka, 1984; Wierzbicka, 1996) is outside computational lexical semantics,
let alone contemporary WSD. Sense classification that is based on lexical and syntactic
features has been proposed in the context of unsupervised word sense disambiguation
(Pedersen and Kulkarni, 2005), and this work is concerned on sense discrimination
per word rather than generalizing usage patterns over different words. It is the gen-
eralization that makes it possible to pick training examples from different words. We
believe that our approach of creating sense classes of different words, based on their
contextual patterns, and using them in supervised fine grained WSD as an alternative
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to human-created classes, is novel in the context of word sense disambiguation.
8.2 Further Work
Some questions we think are worth further research are discussed here, though they are
outside the scope of this work. Some were not feasible to implement due to technical
and time constraints.
8.2.1 Issue of Noise
One problem regarding feature-based clustering is that it is susceptible to errors and
noise, even after measures such as singular value decomposition is employed. A major
reason for this is that the sense-labeled corpus is small from any standards, and does
not represent all senses of the words and their representative features.
One way to fix this problem is to employ very large quantities of unlabeled data
during the calculation of the singular value decomposition of the feature vectors; this
is possible as SVD does not care about labels of instances. Once the SVD vectors are
calculated, the unlabeled instances can be discarded. In our case, we were limited by
the hardware constraints and could not increase the amount of instances, as this would
mean an increase in dimension of data vectors. It would be worthwhile to investigate
the effect of a much ‘cleaner’ singular value decomposition on the resulting quality of
classes.
8.2.2 Definitive Senses and Semantics
On several occasions, the words dog and cat were taken as examples to show that the
dominant sense has the semantics of PET instead of ANIMAL. These senses were com-
pared to related synonyms such as domestic dog. Nevertheless, the ANIMAL semantics
is there, associated with the word, and is probably the next major meaning in terms
of frequency. Of course, WORDNET does not distinguish this difference even in fine
grained senses, but an interesting question to ask is: is it possible to reliably learn these
differences without manual intervention?
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If it is, the use of such a system is readily visible even without a way to attach
semantics to the clusters thus formed (which would possibly require manual labor).
Lexicographers have been using similar approaches (Tugwell and Kilgarriff, 2000) for
a long time, in order to identify what senses are present in a given corpus. They then
proceeded with manual assignments; in our case, the resulting clusters would hint the
system which senses of a word are worth learning separately and should not be con-
fused with others. This will greatly help reduce conflicts during the classifier process.
Again, the key for such an enterprise might finally lie on the availability of vast
quantities of unlabeled data. This is an open issue, and is worth a further thought.
8.2.3 Automatically Labeling Generic Sense Classes
Another interesting question is related to a problem that was skipped above: applica-
tions which will actually require semantic labels for the learned classes. As we showed
and discussed in this work, this is not an essential requirement for fine grained word
sense disambiguation. But in other applications, labels coming with the classes might
be of actual use. For instance in lexicography, as was mentioned earlier (Tugwell and
Kilgarriff, 2000; Kilgarriff, 1997c), the clusters formed could possibly be manually in-
spected and labels assigned. In applications such as information extraction, question
answering, and information retrieval, where named entity recognition is shown to have
utilities, it may be possible to help the process if we can identify generic semantic
classes as entities that come with meaning labels attached.
In cases like this, WORDNET lexicographer files could possibly have better utilities
than our automatically generated clusters. It may be theoretically possible to attach
generic semantics to automatically formed clusters. To take an example from section
5.1.2, although the WORDNET hypernym of fishing rod is rod, there is a separate entry
for sports equipment in WORDNET. If we can identify semantics of the concepts in such
a way that we can group fishing rod, football, badminton racquet as belonging to the same
class, and then identify sports equipment as the best generic ‘representative’ of this class,
it provides an adequate method of automatic sense labeling, at least for some purposes.
Attaching a label to the group can be reduced to identifying the representative sense,
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which is the semantic parent of the group rather than taxonomical.
It can be expected that this approach will provide an easy way of ‘labeling’ the
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This section describes the detailed experimental results for the sense clustering sys-
tems that were rejected due to their undesirable properties, most importantly the poor
performance on development data, along with relevant observations.
Data for this clustering algorithms come from the same vector models we described
earlier in section 6.2. For both nouns and verbs, the coordinates were created using
averaging of all instances within a sense. Dimension was also reduced using singular
value decomposition.
Before settling for k-means+ algorithm described in section 6.3, we experimented
with several standard clustering algorithms. Reported here are the results for two hi-
erarchical clustering algorithms. The two clustering attempts are based on agglomera-
tive and divisive clustering strategies, which either repeatedly merge or divide clusters
until the required number of clusters is obtained. In addition to this, a method for au-
tomatically acquiring the number of clusters was also evaluated.
A.1 Clustering Schemes
There is a diverse array of clustering schemes in literature, each with its own advan-
tages and drawbacks. However, most of these schemes differ from each other only in
minor implementation detail; basic intuitions behind the schemes remain more or less
the same. Because of this reason, and due to the practical constraints on resources,
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systems tested here are only a fairly representative subset of the available clustering al-
gorithms, rather than an exhaustive collection. As mentioned in section 6.7.3, the idea
was not to conduct an exhaustive search in the first place, but to analyze the basic nec-
essary features for clusters. These experiments are not conclusive on the matter which
clustering scheme yields the best sense classes. This is an avenue for future research.
The clustering schemes discussed in this chapter are implemented using CLUTO
clustering toolkit (Zhao and Karypis, 2005).
A.1.1 Agglomerative Clustering
One intuitive way to clump a large number of points to a smaller number of clus-
ters is to keep merging points into clusters, and smaller clusters into larger ones. This
‘bottom-up approach’ of clustering can be proceeded until one ends up with a single
‘root’ cluster. In practice, we stop when the desired number of clusters is obtained.
Which two clusters to merge at each step is determined by the particular clustering
criterion function in use (discussed below).
A.1.2 Divisive Clustering
The converse of agglomerative clustering is to start with a single universal cluster that
includes all points, and then keep dividing it (and the resulting clusters) until the de-
sired level of division is achieved. The implementation can be different in finer points
such as the criterion function used in determining which cluster to select for splitting.
CLUTO adopts an approach of using k-NN algorithm to split the selected cluster in to
two. The cluster which gives the best overall quality of the system upon split (depend-
ing on the criterion function in use) is selected as the candidate for splitting.
A.1.3 Cluster Criterion Functions
Different heuristics can be used in determining how to proceed in each step of clus-
tering. Some of these do not depend on the actual clustering algorithm in use, but are
defined on the clusters themselves, as a measure of ‘quality’ of the resulting clusters.
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In case of agglomerative clustering, some criteria can be based on obvious heuris-
tics. For instance single-linkage criterion merges the two clusters considering the max-
imum pairwise similarity (minimum pairwise distance) between two clusters, among
all permutations of pairs one can pick from two clusters. The two clusters that have
the maximum similarity are merged together. Complete linkage decides on the maxi-
mum pairwise distance, and merges the two clusters that have the smallest distances
between their furthest-apart points. UPGMA (Jain and Dubes, 1988), also known as
average linkage or group average, selects as merger candidates the two clusters that
have the largest average pairwise similarity between each other. Some measures are
defined for the resulting set of clusters: for instance I2 (Zhao and Karypis, 2005; Cut-
ting et al., 1992) is defined as ∑kr=1 nr(
1
n2r
∑vi ,vj∈Sr cos(vi, vj)) for k clusters S1, S2 . . . Sk.
Sense vectors within each cluster are denoted by v, and cos(vi, vj) is the familiar cosine
similarity measure between two vectors. For the sake of brevity we do not discuss all
criterion functions here; they are described in detail in (Zhao and Karypis, 2005).
A.2 Comparison
In this section, we will compare agglomerative clustering with divisive.
Figures A.2 and A.1 show the sizes and organization of the clusters created by ag-
glomerative and divisive clustering, at 20 clusters for verbs and 30 for nouns. One im-
mediately obvious result is that agglomerative clustering produces very uneven clus-
tering results. This kind of behavior is the case in general when we use simple-linkage
as criterion functions, but not so usual for UPGMA which was used as the clustering
criterion function in this experiments; however in this case, UPGMA does not give an
even distribution, although its performance is still better than simple linkage and com-
plete linkage methods. As we see in section A.2.1, this results in large sense loss in the
case of nouns.
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Figure A.1: Cluster distribution of verbs (part of speech feature, at 20 clusters) for ag-
glomerative (above) and repeated bisection (below) methods. Numbers shown inside
brackets are the number of senses in the cluster. Red and Green bars denote positive
and negative values of feature vector (after SVD), and the color intensities denote the
magnitude. The height of a cluster ‘belt’ is proportional to the number of points in the
cluster; the figure shows that the agglomerative clustering has very uneven distribu-
tion, and a larger hierarchical depth.
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Figure A.2: Cluster distribution of nouns (local context feature, at 30 clusters) for ag-
glomerative (above) and repeated bisection (below) methods. Numbers shown inside
brackets are the number of senses in each cluster. As in the case for verbs, (figure A.1),
agglomerative clustering results in badly distributed clusters, and a larger hierarchical
depth.
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Figure A.3: Sense loss for agglomerative clustering for nouns. Shown in dotted lines
are the sense loss graphs of WORDNET tree splits and feature-based modified k-NN
clustering schemes (from figure 6.3). WN: WORDNET tree splits, FB: feature based


















Figure A.4: Sense loss for repeated bisection clustering for nouns. RB: repeated bisec-
tion, rest of the details as per figure A.3.
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Figure A.5: Sense loss for agglomerative clustering for verbs. Shown in dotted lines
are the sense loss graphs of WORDNET tree splits and feature-based modified k-NN
clustering schemes (from figure 6.4). WN: WORDNET tree splits, FB: feature based



















Figure A.6: Sense loss for repeated bisection clustering for verbs. RB: repeated bisec-
tion, rest of the details as per figure A.5.
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A.2.1 Sense Loss
Figures A.3 and A.4 show the sense loss figures for agglomerative and repeated bisec-
tion clustering for nouns, together with sense loss figures of the clustering algorithms
discussed in sections 6.3 and 6.4 (shown in dotted lines). Figures A.5 and A.6 show the
same results for verbs.
What is evident from the figures is that agglomerative clustering scheme gener-
ally yields much worse sense loss figures, most of the time performing even worse
than WORDNET hierarchy-segmenting based clusters. Repeated bisection, on the other
hand, is comparatively better, and sometimes even outperforms our feature-based clus-
tering in terms of sense loss.
Generally equal levels of performance of repeated bisection and ourmodified k-NN
algorithm (section 6.3) can possibly be explained by the fact that the principal technique
of our modified k-NN algorithm is reasonably close to repeated bisection than to ag-
glomerative algorithm. However, it must be noted that the criteria for choosing the
‘best’ clustering scheme was not sense loss, but the performance of the WSD system
on development data set. In this latter property, repeated bisection does not perform
as well as the modified k-NN algorithm. This is partly due to the fact that repeated
bisection does not allow rearrangements of senses between clusters once the clusters
are determined. In this property, repeated bisection is more similar to the WORDNET
hierarchy splitting algorithm (section 6.4). Although it has much better sense loss prop-
erties, the sense loss reduction itself does not guarantee a good classifier performance.
For this reason, (which we discussed in detail in section 6.7.2) we can conclude that
the modified k-NN algorithm we used for feature-based classes was the best for fine-
grained WSD end-task, among the clustering algorithms that were tested.
A.2.2 SENSEVAL Performance
Tables A.1 and A.2 show the performance levels of sense class maps generated by ag-
glomerative and divisive (repeated bisection) algorithms, in comparisonwith ourmod-
ified k-NN algorithm on SENSEVAL tasks. In case of nouns, both agglomerative and re-
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Modified k-NN 0.747 0.736





Modified k-NN 0.480 0.568
Table A.2: SENSEVAL performance of different clustering schemes: verbs
peated bisection clustering methods perform only marginally better than the baseline.
However in the case of verbs there is some reasonable improvement in the repeated
bisection method. What is interesting to observe is that the large sense loss in agglom-
erative clustering in case of nouns has not contributed much to make its noun perfor-
mance much worse than that of divisive clustering. This is because divisive clustering,
albeit with smaller sense loss, yield many answers that are wrong at class level. Recall
that the sense loss measure does not say anything about the suitability of substitute
senses, as it does not care about the relationship between senses of differentwords.
A.3 Automatically Deriving the Optimal Number of Classes
There has been several work in literature focusing on the problem of automatically de-
riving the number of classes. This is a model selection problem in way, as class systems
at different numbers of classes can be thought of as various models that represent the
actual underlying structure of a system. Similar to clustering criterion functions we
discussed above, we can use various measures to determine where to stop clustering
as well (Pedersen and Kulkarni, 2006).
Attempts to determine the number of sense classes automatically using these mea-
sures did not yield any productive outcome. The same clustering schemes we de-
scribed above (agglomerative and repeated bisection) were used in a similar setting,
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Agglomerative RB
noun verb noun verb
PK2 3 1 1 1
Gap 5 3 2 2
Table A.3: Optimal numbers of clusters returned by automatic cluster stopping crite-
rion functions. RB: Repeated bisection method.
while a stopping criterion was used to determine when to stop clustering. Our im-
plementation used parts of SENSECLUSTERS (Pedersen and Kulkarni, 2005). The clus-
tering stopping criterions tested are the Gap statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2001) and PK2
(Pedersen and Kulkarni, 2006).
The automatic stopping criterion did not yield any reasonable result for the number
of clusters. The numbers of clusters returned as optimal are shown in table A.3 for both
measures.
Obviously, these numbers are too coarse for our purpose, and hence not useful.
A.4 Summary
In this section we described several results that are related to the sense clustering ex-
periments. On the development data set, our implementation of modified k-nearest
neighbor algorithm performed better (in terms of end-task results) than the class maps
generated from these algorithms. Similarly, automatic determination of clusters does
not seem to yield any promising results in this particular experiment setting.
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